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Mutual

INSURANCE CO.,
—

OF

Capital and AcciutiulationH

Twenty-light
a

over

oi Milk.
dlaw6w

OF THE

Pluriiix Ins. Co.

SC9D1Y,
Meeting for Christian workers at Slate Street
Church at 9 A. M.
Preaching at City Hall at3 and 7 P. M.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY,
Preaching at State Street Church at 7! o’clock.
FRIDAY,
Preaching at City Hali at 7} o’clock.
Bible Headings at Free Street Church every afternoon

o’clock.

Morning Prayer Meetings at Free Street Church

at

A. M.

tnblO

dlw

MUSIC HALL,
Friday & Saturday, March 9 & 10,

STETSUnT

JOHN

MANAGER,

•

has the honor of presenting his

PANTOMIME & SPECIALTY CO’V
from the Howard Athenaeum, Boston.
America’s Champion Clown,

JAMES S. MAFFITT,
The Unrivalled

Pantaloo..,

matured endowments
.16 866.0
Amount of unpaid
j
received from Agents in advance of their accounts.
579 l

IV. H. BARTHOLOMEW,
Supported by a Coterie of Artists.
The American Star Comiqiie,
GIJS WILLIAMS,
who will present his Petite Comedy entitled

92.407.541 S»

H. KELLOGG, President!
A, W. JILI.SON, Vice President.
D. W. C. SKTLTON, Secretary.
GEO. H. BURDICK, Ass’t .Secretary.

agents,

f
LIABILITIES...$73870,855Al
liability, (by the most

TOTAL
SurpluN above every

rigid tcsl)... 1,044 040.04
Oivisinble NiirpliiM for 1877.
577,857.5* ;
This Company lias issued in thirl y-tlucc years over 58,000 policies

Insuring

over

$150,000,000.

Aggregate
receipts from policy-holders,
“
“
returns to

$33,172,81* ;
22,686,92*
$10.485,89(

....
....

1

Excess of premium receipts,
......
....
Assets Dec. 31st, 1876.
Excess of assets,

14,515,80S

$4,029,91£

.......

That is, including what of assets the Company now has on hand
all of which belongs to the policy-holders, the Company’s transaction*
have netted the policy-holders over $4,000,000 more Ilian they have
paid into its treasury. There being no Stockholders in this Compam
every dollar ovea the cost ol life insurance is returned to the policy-hot
decs at the close of each year, in proportion to what their premium*
paid have contributed to produce the surplus. We believe this Com
pany’s record is a guarantee ot continued prosperity.
FOR INSURANCE OR DOCUMENTS ADDRESS

V. C. TARBOX,

STATEMENT
OF TIIK

—

GENERAL

AGENT

DUTCH SERVANT,
The American Serio-Comic Vocalist,
THE

MISS JENNIE ENGEL,

Office

The Monarch*,

OELE1IANTV AND HENGLER,
in

their Character Sketches.

OF

MANCHESTER AND JENNINGS,

Oil tbe first day ol January, 1877.

their Hibernian Sketch,
THE EMIGRANTS.
The Great Sprite,
in

BRAHAM AND ORCHGNTRt

JOHN

Concluding with the Comic Trick Pantomime,

FLICK AND FLOCK,
with

Terminating
Or Scenes
Poors open at

served

on

7,

Cash

on

Real

Estate.

hand and in Bank.

Loans on Bonds and Mortgages.
State and City Bonds.
Rail Road Bonds and Stocks.
National Bank Stock.-.
Interest accrued on Loans
Cash in hands of Agents and in transit
Bills receiveahle, secured by collaterals...

I.anghable Burlesque on

a

STRIKE,

THE

Hie B. and M. K R.
Wednesday morning.

seats commences

mb5

569 40
5,444 76
(10

177,100 00
225,405 00
17,210 62
25,000 00
7,473 99

MARK HOWARD, President.
JAMES NICHOLS, Secretary

East Two Perlormances.

To-Day,
—

AND

CO.,

is

u f \ n rn t

—

OF

Annual

—

I)oud

Oliver

Byron,

supported by

KATE! BYRON.
W. J, GILBERT, II. L. BASCOMB
—

AND

Company

tha New aud Beautiful Play, the latest London
success,

PLENTY OF MONEY
Monday, March 12th. re-appearance

Marsh has tlie New

of Miss

Fanny

Magdalen,_mhlOdtf

in

Fraternity

will be given at

successive SATURDAY EVENINGS,
follows:

as

Portland English Glee Club,
of 30 Voices, March 10.
Choir of Cougress Sq. Church, March 17.
Choir of First Parish Church, March 24.
Choir of Park St. Church,
To be

assisted by

some

of tbe best musical talent

in the

OF

Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.

On the

flratdny of January, 1877.

$500,000 011
Assets.$755,370 84
Cash on hand and in Bank. $51,411 CO
Ca.sh.irr hands of Agents. 32,421 79
Cash Capital.

Loans

on

of

Mortgage, 1st liens.$115,167
by pledge of Stocks and

00

Desks,

most durable ever invented.
An enclosed stamp secures

Samuel

a

36,030 00
16.178 58

Total Assets.$770,179 47
LIABILITIES.
Outstanding Losses. $20,808 65

right

catalogue.

3

St.

Free

Block,

PORTLAND.

seplG

FINE

<11 y

SHIRTS

1877.

WAVE

A. S.

AGENTS,

OF THE

STREET.

237

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

t.

wn.

FOGG, No.

OI

middle Slrct l.

—

Excbaugf) No. Ill Exchange Ml.
MlfKAPil. A' NHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Hired

_

Carpenters and Bnilders.
WHITNEY & mEANH, Pearl Hired, oppoMife the Park.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 50 ExI phuUieving ot all kind*
thangc Mt.
done Co order.

Plumbers.
jAltlES mif.I.ER, No. Wl Federnl Nireel

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN U. PROCTER, No. »S Exchange
Hired.

__

Street*.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
X. A.
J.

tlKHKII.I.

A.

A:

CO., ISO middle Hi
A. KEITH.

MERRILL.

United States Hotel.
PORTLAND,

ME,

Situated iii tlie very Center of the City.

BEST LOCATED HOUSE

THE

FOB BUSINESS MEN.

buated~by

steam.

jjest ot attention given to suets. Tuble set with
tile very best the market aftords.
T EltM Si
be but $2.0(1 per day.
Terms hereafter will
Suits of rooms, including parlor and'bed-rcom
4'> 00

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.
deodtf

auglO

Iron

Founders and

NICKEL
{Licensed l>y

the

PLATERS,

United Nickel Co., of New York,

AUBURN, MAINE.

jb^-AH Orders will have Prompt Attention,

janti_

eod&wly STu&Tli

flirt1 milk lor Family Use.
WOULD respectfully inform my former patron;
iu general who contemplate a * hang*
1 and citizensof
milk, that I aiu piepared to furin their supply
nish

a

.superior

ail

quality

ot pure milk

at reasonable
WINSLOW & CO.’S, P

orders left fit S.
Market, Square, will receive prompt attention by me
where the flattering testimonials of some nov
who wish to Invest!
taking will bo shown to those
gate. T hall employ no hoys but deliver the milk ii
CYRUS
LOWELL, Agent.
person.

rates;

dec:;5

Conn.

JANUARY

I, 1877.
Capital.$1,000,000 00
Miirpliis on hand. 304,843 83
$1,364,843 83
ASSETS,—as follows, viz:
U. S. Government Bonds. $175,500

National Bank Stocks.
State and City Bonds.

Rail Road StoGks and Bonds.
Loans on Bonds and Mortgage.
Premiums in hands of .Agents.
Cash on hand and in Banks.

Total

amount ot

00

174,280

231,350
230,304
30,461

292,572

#1,364,81383
LIABILITIES.
unpaid losses.
$20,175 00

still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
the Patent Ollice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

little! lb„ agents,

fe27

anil advise

no2J

1 Lot Brown Mixed ‘*C- G.’’
Beam’ Cotton Hone at 14 1-4 cm. per pair.
1 fiOt hadie*’ e xira long;, loll liuished
French Bnlbriggan Hose at.43 cm. per
pair*
I hot Beam’ hi*le Thread Hone nt 43 et m
30 Dox. Gent*’ and Boy’s all hiuen Collars
at IO ct». each.
hot “GnyotV’ Genuine French Mugpender*
at 40 cts.
I hot CaNhinere Bouquet Moap at 40 eta.
1 hot all Milk Windsor Ties, full length, at
14 1-4 cm. each.

as

to

All

pa-

d3w

ma.'i

Vaults (leaned ami Ashes Iteiuoved.
ORDERS promptly attended lo by calling »

ALL

or

add reusing

Iftoldtt

GIBSON,
688 Congress SufM
it.

HlftlllUSON & WIIITTEN,
PROPRIETORS.
250 FORK NTRKKT,
A It Til UK B, MORRISON.
nolti

dtf

The reliable house ot AEEX. FROTHINGHAITI A CO., No. 14 Wall St.. New lorn,
publish a handsome eight page weekly paper, called
the Weekly Financial Report, which they send free
to any address. In addition to a large number ot editorials on financial and other topics, it coutains very
full and accurate reports of the sales and standing
ealt in at the
of every stock, bond and security
Stock Exchange. I?Ie**ri» IROTIIINGII A fl
At CO. are extensive brokers, of large experience
In addition to their stock brokand tried integiity.
erage business, they sell wliat are termed ‘‘Privileges,” or* Puts and Calls.” now one of the favorite
methods of legitimate speculation. Their advice is
valuable, and by following it many have made fortunes.—New York Metropolis.
oct9
dS&Wtf

Fleisehmann & Co.’s
COill PRE-NED

TRatr.

mark.

M. WHITTEN,

eodly

BY USING

SILVER WHITE.
The best
article eve
discovered for removini |
tarnish or discoloiatio: I
from silver plate, and res
toring it to its origins i
bright and new appear
anee.

oelicate article of plate
and is pronounced by a!
who have used it

—

AT

—

;

j

“A Household messing.
Used by the principal jewelers and silversmiths. Sol !
by Jewelers and Druggists, and by

DENNISON & tO., 1» Milk St., Boston

,iaii29__dBm

Balance of Stock, consisting of a fill i
lioc of i<oo(1n of our own imporintioi >
will be Hold low to clone.

ALSOTwo
one

Dei«l(i,oat‘

Tilton

Fairbanks*’

220 Federal St. Portland. | Furnace,
sep2SdGra

Ac.

A IflcFarlaud Mate
large nisei*, on l

Hcale,

BUMS STANLEY & SON *
492 rout STREET.

__d&w3w

NOTICE.
STEPHEN

Job

and

BERRY,

(paid ffiuwfebj

purchased the stable recently fitted uj
m rear of Congress and Pine
Sts., I am pre
pared to accommodate a tew Boarding Horses at
reasonable compensation.

HAVING
ma-

No. 37 Plum Street,

d7h7 barnes. Accountant
and closed;
investigated ; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attentionto oankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates,
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring
the services of a thorough accountant
Orders leit
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded by
mail, promptly attended to.

opened, examined, balanced,
BOOKS
Trial Balances ami (fash Accounts

aog2Gdtf

W&S.?ep30U

1

J.

UUUq

umuv

l._

UJ

_?_
uuituuuuuo

A

tuiv«

GBEENLEAF Cl. FL1IEK
(12w*
t

A SPECIALTY 1MNND GOOD! \
a

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddle
very nice article tor family use, picnic parties, an I

on

board vessels at sea.
sale by Grocers generally.

For

W
•'*02

xxx •

Blaarp,

4'oinuirrrial Sum, l’onlnii-1. Me.
UU
J«22

The Turkish government is hard pressed
The recent attempt to raise a loan of 3,000,000 Turkish
pounds among the Galata bankers has failed.
These former creditors of the Porte, who
were hut too happy to supply its wants at 20
and 30 per cent., are themselves now struggling for existence. The bad financial faith
of the Turks and the ruiuous decline in Turkish securities has brought the leadiug bauking houses at Constantinople to the verge of
bankruptcy. The mere proposal to extend
the circulation of paper money from 3,000,000 to 10,000,000 Turkish pounds has sent up
the price of gold to 172 piastres.
According
to a correspondent of the Loudcu Times, the
storekeepers at the Stamboul bazaars are so
hard up for cash as to be willing to part with
their wares at almost any price, while private
to find the means of defence.

famines, inuugui,

Lip

To Close.

the best and healthiest

(General Agency

It contains nothin
to
the
mot

injurious

EANT

This yeast is made
BREAD.
lrom Pure Grain. Factory at
Blissville, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

!

IVII.I.IAM

POLISH TILE FAMILY SILVEI [

$25. $50. $100. $200. $500.

Makes

orilnnil, Maim s

SNOW &

Maxine Insurance.
The Stock Hook of the rortland Mutual
fishing Insurance Company is now open,
anil all applications for Stock should he
made during the present month. This
Company insures all vessels owned in
the State, engaged in the Cod anil
Mackerel Fisheries, and blank applications for Insurance sent free by addressing
0F.0. IV. Hint, See'y.
rortlnc.il, March 3, 1877.

Mustard 3

cor-

CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D.C.

The above goods will on examination be found
exactly as represented, and as we wish to distribute
them to every customer possible, shall limit the
quantity to be sold to each customer.

Owen, Moore & Bailey.
tu«.)_mr

exam-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AN1>
NO CHARUbi ONLJKSS PATENT Is
ttKCl'REO
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.

c<xl3w&wlt

We have secured several small lots of Goods at
prices much under market rates, and propose to give
our retail customers an opportunity
to buy the
following articles at lower prices than they have ever
been offered in this city, either Wholesale or Ketail:

make

tentability.

C. A

“SPECIAL SALE.”

we

inations/Vee of charge

M. BENNETT, Jr., President.
C. R. BURT, Secretary,

w. b.

claims than

d ns a model or
sketch ot your device ;

to a Cabinet

The Cabinet is a body which has no constitutional existence. It has become the custom for the President to call about him for
council and advice the heads of departments,
and the name given to them collectively is
borrowed from European governments. The
right of the Senate to reject an appointment
to the head of a department has never been
denied, but the custom of immediate confirmation has heretofore almost invariably obtained. The question is not one of the right
of the Senate to reject—that is undisputedhut of the policy ot such action.

opposite

tents moro promptly and with broader
those who are remote from Washington.

appointment

an

ally ineligible.

obtained for mecbanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
oaipounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels,
Caveats, Assign?
men Is, Interferences, etc.
i)vent ions that have been
by the Patent Office may

228,375 00
00
00
00
90
93

congress, ana nothing seri-

Even in 1809, when A. T. Stewart was appointed Secretary ot' the Treasury he was unhesitatingly confirmed, though constitution-

403 CONGRESS STREET.
iny5
dly

PORTLAND.

F. l.lltKV. No. 339 Fore Hired, cor.
CroNN Mt.. in Delano’* 51 ill.
<1, r. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple

reject

wuiltuiUHUU

Charles Custis & Co.,

—

Hartford,

Stair Bnilders.
'S.

ST.,

fc2S____d2w_

Cash

Book Binders.
QUINOV, Room II, Printer,’

Tailor,

MIDDLE

to

_A

-OF

Booksellers and Stationers.

FERNALD,

Up Stairs-over Merry, tlie Hatter.

Couroe Ticket*, $1.00* Evening Ticket*,
35 ct« For sale at stores of E. Dana, Jr; Carter
Hi os.; Collins & Buxton; Samuel Thu rsfon; Stockbride; Dresser, McLellan <Xc Co.; Loriug, Short &
Harmon; Lowell; Farrington Bros.; and at the door.
fe2ldtf
Doors open at 7. Concert at 8.

HUVTA

ARRIVED.

illcrchant

53d Semi-Annual Statement
—

tu

position. In 1834 the nomination of Roger
B. Taney fer Secretary of the Treasury, made
by President Jacsson, was rejected. Sion
after Taney was appointed to the bench to
console him for his disappointment—consolation that cost the country dear.
Only on one
other occasion previous to the civil war has
there been even a division of the Senate on a
In 1825 the nomquestion of confirmation.
ination by Johu Quincy Adams of Henry
Clay for Secretary of State was opposed on
the pretext that the appointment was the
price paid by the President to Clay for the
share the appointee had in placing Adams in
the executive chair.
Clay was a candidate
himself before the people for the Presidency.
There being no choice by the electoral college the set tlement of tho succession went to
Hie House, and there Clay transferred his
strength to Adams, electing him. The vote
on Clay’s confirmation was taken the day the
appointment was made, and tho President’s
selection was confirmed by a vote of 27 to 15.
A majority of the Senate at that time was
politically opposed to the administration.
The appointment of Francis Granger as
Postmaster General by President Harrison
was fiercely opposed because of Granger’s
supposed abolition tendencies, hut the opposition did not show itself in tho Senate, the

Thurston,

W. D. Little & Co.,

city.

majority

Cabinet Confirmations.

S. C. PRESTON, President.
GEO. W. LESTER, Secretary.

EXCHANGE

prove it.

But once in our national history,
except
during the administration of Andrew Johnson, has the Senate exercised its undoubted

Assets.$755,370 84

31

question.

tion.

GENERAL AGENT,

Loans secured

Bonds.
Interest accrued.

the

lteing the handsomest, the most convenient, the most symmetrical, the most
accessible, the most comprehensive, the

Net Cash

Net

FRATERNITY HALL,
Nos. 4. & 5 Free St. Block,
on

the condition of the

National Bank Stocks... 217,570 50
State, County and MuuieipalBonds. 155,250 00
Kail ltoad Stocks and Bonds. 151,550 00

aid of tfce

Portland

Statement

Orient Ins.

—

Fanny Marsh’s
in

of

universally acknowledged to be

King

tvt n

a

TO-NIGHT,
—

THE WOOTON

AGENTS,

Matinee,

souihern

has come of them. President Grant vetoed
the financial bill which had passed both houses
and the correspondents hastened to announce
that a breach hatl been made in the
party
which could not bo closed up. But tho Republicans have elected a President since
then. There is no reason on this occasion to
anticipate a lasting quarrel. Neither the
President nor the opposing Senators are impracticable men, who will long oppose the
sentimeut oi the country, and there is uo
ground for belief tbat personal likes or dislikes will be obstinately adhered to to the
detriment of the party and the administra-

losses unadjusted.$32,G76.99

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
FANNY ill ARM II.
'S0!MTirnagertC5S.f',Ul !
W. 1). LITTLE &

ue me

ous

LTABILIXi GS.
Fire

dlw

«<e22_____TS&Ttf

$55

91,040 524 77

7.45. Sale ot Re-

at

commences

Exchange

Sts.,

PORTLllD, DIE.

Cash Capital. 9500.000 00
Total Assets.91,040,524 77

MAS1ER MARTIN,
in his wonderful Changes.
CHARLES RAVEL. A. J. LEAVITT,

of Middle and

cor.

CONN-

HARTFORD,

lu

party

Cash Capital, all paid in. ...91.000.000.00
Reserve lor reinsurance.
787.664.7V
Reserve
for
unadjusted
losses.
87,4114 82
Net Surplus.
542,251 78

ANNUAL

is saiu

These reports fortunately are untrue. The
Southern policy of President Hayes as outlined in his inaugural address met tne almost
if not quite unanimous approval of the
party.
Not a voice has been lifted against it in the
Senate, nor is any Senator known to disap-

122,320

87,614 82

;

Stanton Block, 31 Exchange St.

»

_

Washington

Situation.
Imaginative correspondents at Washington
have amused themselves this week by inlormiug the country that the Republican
party is divided against itself, that irrcconciiable differences of opinion have arisen betweeu the President and the Senate, and that
the new Administration has turned against
its friends at the start. The question at
issue

]

ASSETS .14,515,803 4( ;

TOTAL

journal.

405,000.00

■.labilities.
Oulstanding Losses and other Claims.

w. d. littleTco..

5

340,700.*
168,894 o

10.

The situation is simply this: The credentials of Mr. Kellogg, assuming to be a Senator from Louisiana, have been presented to
the Senate, and that body has proceeded to
examine iuto their authenticity.
Certain
Senators are in favor of admitting Mr. Kellogg without question. Other Senators contest the legality of his election. The difleronce of opinion is not a novel
one, nor is it
alarming. Because Mr. Blaine and Mr.
Conkling disagree a3 to the right of Mr. Kellogg to a seat in the Senate the Bepublican
party is not going to break up. Similar controversies have arisen before, in the case of
Mr. Pinchback for example, and the political
orthodoxy of the contending Senators on
either side has not been seriously questioned.
President Hayes has not expressed his
opinion in the matter, and it requires a great
stretch of imagination to picture the advocates of Kellogg as opponents of his policy.
The policy of the President, so far as announced, is non-interference, and he does not
question the right of the Senate to inquire
into the qualifications of its members.
There is a question concerning which
a
difference exists
between the President and Senate, the composition of the cabinet. The name of Mr. Blaine does not appear among those who have objected to the
cabinet appointments, but it is the fashion of
the correspondents to represent him as making all the opposition. Differences have before arisen between the President and the

$018,485 40
135,341 23
118,000 00
378,540 30
Bank Stocks.
714,095 50
Railroad aud other Corporation Securities.
411,250 00
Loans on Collateral.
23,820.00
1 nierest and Rents accrued..
5,992 90
.,

Total.

243,783

distributions.137,011,6

hand and in Bank, In hands of
Agents and in course oi transmission..
Real Estate.
United States Stocks and Bonds.
State, County, and Municipal securities.
on

and Saturday Afternoon.

182,127 4 a
223,846.* *
2,390.6

LIABILITIES-

follows:

arc a*

2

1,*23,940 l 3
7.2fi4,034.*

Net present value of outstanding polices at 4 per cent.$12 518,029.6
Claims for death losses ascertained, not yet payable......" *168 369 0 )

Bay of Jaunary, IS77.

The Ansel*
Cash

,

Notes receivable...
Interest due and accrued.
Market value of Company’s funds over cost.
...
Net deterred premiums on policies iu force...

MORNING, MARCH

w uir*-

uiscre9s

Dy

me utter

worthlessness of the shares of the pubic debt,
and by the reduction of the salaries of all
state servants to half their amount, on account of the depreciation of the currency, are
fain to prolong their subsistence by the sacrifice of any goods and chattels that may be
turned into money, not sparing even the old
furniture, the trinkets and heir-looms endeared by domestic associations and time“It is easy,” says this
honored descent,
writer, “for tho Turkophiles to administe1consolation to tire suffering people by'tne reflection that the indefinite
ngatiou of tee
present uncertainty must be no less ruinous
to Russia than it is to Turkey, But the game
is by no means equal.
A mobilized army of
200,000 or 300,000 men is not as heavy a
charge upon an Empire which draws its recruits and its revenues out of a population Of
80,000,000 as it is for Turkey, who can only
muster the fighting portion from 12,000,000
to 15,000,000 of those hard-worked Mussulmans who
monopolize the dear honor of
fighting their country’s battles. The contest
is not between Turkey and Russia, but between hall Turkey and
all the Russians.
Turkey must, stake the whole of her forces

TERMS $8.00 PER

where her adversary engages one-fourth of
her army.
Besides, when the sheer despair
of her subjects or the intrigues of evil-minded

PRESS

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Cord certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Edi.or. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

The

Cost value of Real Estate exclusive ot all inenmluanees...$1,361,136 8
Loans on Ronds and Mortgages, (first liens) on Real Estate.
2.491,716.C

OF HARTFORD, COXA.
lie First

•

per Ledger Accounts.

as

—

< ta I

at 3

—

^

!*?<;.

Premium loan notes ou policies in force......
Cost value of Bonds and Stocks owned absolutely.....
Cash deposited in Banks.
Quarterly and semi-annual premium notes on policies in force...

Time Tried and Eire Tested.
—

ASS*ETS

ns

J. H. FAU1ER.

corner

BEN.J. F STEVENS, PBES’T

For Hie Year ending l>ec. »lst,

Parties wanting Fire Insurance will please give
call.

Street,
Exchange
fe24

Comuany

1877.

10.

We do not read anonymous letters and commum
cations The name and address of tlic writer are In
all ca es indispensable, not necessarily lor publication
but as a guaranty of good faitb.
Wc cannot undertake to return or reserve comrnunications that are not used.

13 O ST ON.

INCORPORATED IN 1835.

Million Hollars!

JOHN n. DO tV,

Insurance

OF

Forty-fifth Annual Statement

BY

SATURDAY

THE

ENGLAND

Life

—

London & Edinburgh A New Vork.
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in the disaffected Provinces of Thessaly, Epirus and Albania, in Crete, and possibly even
in the Asiatic Provinces, it is difficult to see
how the devotion of the Osmanlis to the descendant of all the Caliphs, and even the fanaticism of the Mussulmans for the cause of
Islam, can, in the long run bear up either
aga'mst the labor and cost of so unequal a
struggle, or against the wearying and dispiriting anxieties of its bare anticipation.”

The poet Whittier is not disturbed in his
faith or feelings by the new theories in regard
ine creation,

to

a letter was

reau irom uiui

meeting in Chicago in which he
said that, ‘‘admitting the theory of evolution
to bo true, I do not see that it need disturb
the feelings or faith of the religious world.
No deductions of science can change the facts

M. Clermqnt-Ganneau has found that
the'so-calied Tomb of Joseph in the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre is undoubtedly a Jewish tomb and corresponds in every particular
with other tombs of Jewish origin. This
discovery tells in favor of the traditional view
of the site in question. M. Ganueau has also
made some further discoveries as to the site ot
the temple, which have an important bearing
on that disputed point and will soon be made
public. Ii may be added that, if Captain
Warien’s late measurements aud determination ot the rock-levels are correct, Mr. Fergusson’s tlieory as to the site ot the temple
would require it to have been built in a hole.
Sews and Other Items.

and at one time held
a command in the Guards.
He is well knowu for bis
mastery of Rnss'au
and of many Oriental
languages. His nomination gives to the
English-speaking nations four
Cardinals who will have a voice in
the next

Wroug-ooing your feelings would mar—
Your very floe feelings would mar?”
Said she: ‘‘Not unless yon’ro the strongest:
And I know quite well that you are
She added: “I'm sure that you are.”
“The

is

gla‘S of fashion:”

bine

glass.

They have a “spirit drum" in New York It
probably operated by tbe ghosisof deadbeats.
A parrot is said to live to

be two humlrid
so long, but

years old. A biroer does not live
he talks more.
•

If you want to be in style you will wear an
amethyst ring on the third finger of tbe left
band.
Also cough sadly now and then, a9 if
you were the last of an il u-trious family.
It has been inferred that Dryaen wasn’t opposed to a sherry cobbler from a remark be
once made—“Straws may be made the instruments of happiness.”
In the economy of nature nothing is lost.
The inside of an orange may refresh one man,
while the outBide of the same fruit may serve
to break another man's leg.
A New York doctor savs that a nerson with
throat shouldn't kiss one whose throat is
all right, as the complaint can he communicata sore

ed.

Girls with

sore

throats should

wear a

hell.

"Alilitary reader.”—We
with

technical

the

acquainted
used in bringing

are

term

not

swords to the same position as shoulder arms.
We have heard of shoulder-blades, though;
perhaps that is it.
Professor in Psychology—“Now, Mr. !>., in
regard to how- the mind forms a material thing
from several precepts take an apple and illustrate.” Mr. D.—“I don’t care if I do.”
Class
murmur, “Pass ’em around.”

He was sitting silently by her side one chilly
evening last autumn, thinking of something to
say. Finally he remarked; “flow sad it is;,the
frost has come and it will kill

everything green.
extended her hand
and said in a sympathetic tone: “Good bye.”

Thereupon

A

the young

lady

lady

whose cook went to a wake, was givby her a fortnight afterward that sho
was going to be married.
“Wno to?” asked
the mistress. “Plase, mam, to the husband of

en notice

corpse.”

the

“Why,

be said 1

yes mam;

does he love
was

the

light

you?” “Ohj
of the fune-

ral.”

moonlight mornings are very fruitful
deception. When a man gets up under the
impression that it is daybreak, aud tiuds it is
These

to institute and couduct a series uf mammoih lottery drawings in New Orleans
The sea serpent interviewed some Chinamen
near San Diego, Cal, last month, and gave
them a bad scare. Tney say ho is 100 feet
are

long.
The New York Historical
cycu

cicovcu

x icaiuuuis

Society

ua^cs

Tuesday

on

an

uuuuiaij

member of the association, an honor which is
usually conferred upon a new President.
Nelson's flagship, ihe Victory, is still pre.
served m Portsmouth harbor, England, and is
one hundred and eleven years old.
Patriotia
John Bull won’t allow her to be broken upShe is the oldest cralt he owns.
It is foolishness for a man to try to make
game of a hoarding-house chicken by looking

it, under

the impression that the steady
gaze of the human eye will make any animal
at

quail.
In the Superior court at Lawrence yesterday
in the case ot Georgianna A. Main'es, vs. the

city of Lynn, for injuries received from a
defective sidewalk, a verdict was returned for

plaintiff

for $2,771,50.
This was the thiid
trial.
In Springfield, Mass., a stranger opened a
store, put out a sign as a commission merchant, sent circulars far and wide soliciting
consignments from farmers, received a vast

quantity of produce, shipped it to some unknown place, and now has disappeared.
The theatrical wardrobe of the lata actor,
John

Dyott,

which was

York, contained

recently

many

sold at New

curiosities,

among
which was tho playbill which Abraham Lincoln held in his hand on the night of his assassination, for which 84.19 was paid.
A Chicago cribbage club has just had an ex-

perience in that game which is very rare, if not
unprecedented. It has just finished a series of
277 games, which resulted ia 138 in favor of one
side and 139 in favor of the other, the winning
side being the viotor in the odd gamo by a
single point out of 121 points.
Two Baltimore men bet $1,000 on ths result
of tho Presidential election, and being unable

amicably

agree as to which had won, the
taken into court. Theu the
District
Attorney, under a law took possession of the
stakes and turned the money over to tho city
to

words of the astronomer that “the moon is a
dead world,” bat he is too mad to wonder
what it died ot, aud in too much of a hurry to

a

A well-dressed woman, after inspecting with
look of mingled curiosity and awe the rare

ol antique ari, “are those—those
iinbiess persons people who fed—in the Revoutiou.”

fragments

Over iu Gnglaua. First Bntou: “Hi suppose
you’ve ’eard the news from Hamerica?” SecoLd
Briton: “Hi cawn’t say that hi ’ave. Hi don’t
tike much h nterest in Hamericau batfaire.”
F. B.: “Well, the Hamericans you know, ’ave
’ad what they call a Republic. Now the’ole
ttuug is gone,hand they’ve put the Government
hnnrl«r

a

nnnnr

Experiments are soon to be made at the Sandy Hook life-saviog station of a new rocket for
throwing a life-line over wrecked vessels. It is
au adaptation of the rockets used by the
British army with great success daring the
Ashantee war, and will, it is said, throw a line
350 yards, while the largest rockets of the kind
may be thrown nearly three miles.
auere is a meuiucr ui

iue

ereorgia legislature
who is almost exactly like Governor Colquitt of
that State, in feature and form, and who is
constantly, by way of a joke, getting the Governor in trouble by making Dromises to applicants for office which the latter is called upon
to fulfil.
The commission under the Washington treaty
to settle the question of fisheries compensation
to Canada, has been appointed.
Senator Kellogg will act for the United State, Sir A. T.
Galt for Canada, and the third, appointed by
the Anstrian Government, is the Belgium
Commissioner at Washington.
One hundred years ago not a pound of coal
nor a cubic foot of illuminating gas had been
burned in this country. No iron sfoves were
used and no contrivance for economizing heat
were employed until Dr. Franklin invented the
iron-framed fire-place which still hears his
name.

J. W. Scott now gathers ripo tomatoes from
the top of a twenty foot ladder in Los Angelos,
Cal. This vine is growing on the sunny side of
his house, is twenty-five feet high, and bears
blossoms and tomatoes in every stage of growth.
It has attracted no little attention from strangers, who wouldn’t believe in its existence u ntil
they had seen it.
See what it is to be famous! A London journal tells tbo following story: “At a
Washington tea party, where General Bntler was recently a guest, the hostess, glanciDg over the

table, perceived his cup unfurnished with an
important implement, of which he was supposed to appreciate the value. ‘Why, General
Butler,’ she exclaimed, in a little womanly flutter of consternation, ‘haven't you a spoon?’
‘No, indeed, madam!’ quickly responded the

General,
pockets

madam;

springing from his scat and slapping
one al’ier the other, ‘upou my word,
if jou don't believe me, madam, yon

may search me!’ The applause which greeted
this spontaneous sally ‘may bo moro easily
’’
imagined than described.’

’’

Q

R

“fcl •'

ishtid at all. Hi knew that blawsteil country
would soou bo haping hour binstitutioas."

About two weeks ago a young lady broke
tbrougn the ice of a deep skating pond near

Toronto,

and a youug uian rescued her at the
risk of bis owu life. As the hall-drowned girl
was recovering
consciousness her agonized
father arrived on the spot. Taking one of her
cold, white hands in one of his owu, he reached
out his olfier for the band of her rescuer, but
the young man realizing his danger, with one
frightened glance broke for tho wood* and was
soon lost to view.
He has nos been heard of
since, and it is supposed that he is travelling

in the United States under the false and hollow
name of Smith.

(Ineffable youth goes into ecstasies over an
extremely old master—say Fra Porcioello Bar*

bragianno, A. D., 12*50-1281 ?”—Matter of Fact
Party: “But it’s such a repulsive subject’.’’
Ineffable Youth: “Subject iu art is of no moment! The picktchar is beautiful’ Matter-ofFact-Party: “But you’ll own the drawing’s
vile, and the color’s beastly!” Ineffable Youth;
“I’m cullah blind, and don’t p’ofesst to understand d’awing! The picktchar is beautiful l1’
Matter-of-Fact Party (getting warm): “But it’s
ail out of perspective, and hang it! so abominably untrue to nature!” Ineffable Youth: “I
don t care for nayebar and hate perspective!
Tho picktchar is most beautiful!” Matter-of.
Faot Party,(losing all self control) “But dash
it all, man! where the dickens is the beanty,
then?” Ineffable Youth
(quietly): “In the

picktchar!” (Total defeat

of the Matter-of-Fact

Party.)__
A Kile Sunset.

case was

treasury.

and

cross-legged,

writes about this ‘‘b'ot upon the
of tbe city” to the Evening Post
She
has studied art iu Milan, Paris aud
Florence,
and she never heard of such a thing as a crossa

woman

taste

legged statue before. To sit cross-legged tu tbe
presence of any one she considers "ad-eadful
sin.
It is not a sin in the decalogue however;
and. although it may be uudigotfied for Seward, who was a Secretary of State, to sit in
broi ze with his legs crossed, there are
many
statesmen of the pr-sent day who would be improved by similar treatment

According to the Figaro, Sardou carries his
personal supervision of all stage arrangements
to extremes.
He makes chalk marks where
every art cle of furniture is to stand—and woe
to the stage carpenter if chair or table is ont
of
its line.
In the ardor of interest he rehearses
the whole piece, presents all the characters—
and even the accessories—and is
oy turns hero,
heroine, sofa, table and chairs. He sits on himself, makes passionate declarations to his own
his

own

winds up

feet.

A story is

going

the rounds in

by falling

The changing western lights had flared and
flamed into one splendid mass of fire; a great
glory of color filled the air and hnrned and
glowed along tho river's length. North, south,
aod east, the splendor rose and fell; on the
pylou’s top tUey seemed floatiog in a very sea
of light; wrapped in delicate flames of softest
rose-red fire. As they sit there iu silence watchDO

,UF>

J

UCV.JI

puapxu

CUfJVO UC^IU

glory

of the clouds.
The warm red
light has suddeuly fallen from off the temple
walls; within the last lew minutes the wan pa'e
look of gray old age has settled on the lonely
ruins.
Meantime the wind has all bat died
When the boats set sail once more they
away.
drift but slowly past the lonely island, making
hut liitle headway against the rushing Nile.
The sky has faded to a pale primrose coior behind the belt of palms.
Here and there a few
delicate touches of purest crimson are floating
high in air; presently they begin to deepen,
grow brighter—brighter—until a clear yellow
light floods the horizon and turns the river to
On the farther shore the
pale molten gold.
mimosa trees are of a pallid grayish tone, the
at
iheir
wheat
feet still telling as vivid
yonug
The moou rises
green in the reflected light.
while the afterglow is still brilliant.
They see
it lifting large and white above a dusky violet
over
the
of
the
sea, high
top
shadowy Lybian
No words can render the ineffable
range.
charm and softuess ol the air; the depth and
purity of tone; the exquisite, intense delicacy of
color. Peace and stillness fall upon them like
a benediction out of heaven.
The sky oecomes
ashes ot roses, with ouly hero and there some
lingering gleam ot light; ihe water deepens,
darkens; high above the waving palms, floating
in a tremulous atmosphere of pale bluo light,
rises the eveuiDg star .—From Kismet.

to

dim the

Rooks
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Europe that

young King of bpam has broken his haart
about Mile, de Morny, whose mother is now
the Duchess of Seato. Mademoiselle was married a fortnight ago, and the yonng
who
me

King,

ought

to have been present, could not summon
up courage enough to face the scene. He withdrew into his apartments where he received
every five minutes during tbe ceremony a note
from a faithtul courtier charged with the melancholy duty of Keeping him informed how the

bride appeared. The malicious gossips add
that the Duke of Mootpensier, who desires the

King

to marry his daughter, made Mller de
Morny a number of splendid presents.
Moncare D. Conway tells the following story
of an irate British. Judge: “the court-room
of
Mr. Justice B, was the scene of rather an
alarming outburst of feeling on the part of the
Judge. A case came before him presenting
a combination of every kind of
villainy in the
defendant, and as the clear evidence came oat
tbe

Judge grew red and white, and was fairly
boiling when the time came to charge the
jury. “Gentlemen of tho Jury,” said tbe
Judge, ‘it is a perfectly clear case, and a most
nefarions one. The defendant has unquestionably robbed tbe plaintiff, and and has basely
betrayed his daughter and abandoned her in a
foreign land. I—I only wish it had been my
daughter.’ The lawyers gasped as this thunder
rolled, and beheld tbe irate Judge shaking his
Conway,

collection of statuary in the Corcoran gallery at
Washington the other day, approached a couple of amateurs and astonished mem with this
“Are those,” waving her hand in
question:
the direc.inu ot a group of torsos and other

Gordonsville, Ky.
G. T. Beaur-gard aud Jubal Early

says: “The attractions of
born of French parents as a
role, consist of a graceful movement of tbe
body, small feet and tvell-shap-d bands; a
sometimes fa-rinatiug npr»s too belonging to
irregular features and a facility for conversation which often makes
you forget they do not
belong to the Phryne ideal.
They dress better
than aoy other lading m the world.”
Seward's statue in New York is
women

only half-past three, he may remember the sad

silver, and nickel in the mines of Montgomery
county, N. C., to pay the nation.1 debt.
Three of Washingiou’s third cousins, the
grand children of Warner Washington, of Virginia, are now living, old, poor and dependent,
Geueral

Englishman

fist across the room at the cower'mg caitiff.”

get back to Ded again to weep over its death.

ru

An

French

of

Eas'eru Division Erie engineers are goiug to Brazil to rau on a railroad
from Rio Janeiro to Calla.
It is estimated that there is sufficient gold,
It is said several

conclave.

shadow, and, perhaps,
Scene—recitation room iu natural history.
Instructor: “Air. X., have you ever put your
head down on anyone's breast and listened to
the heart-heats as Huxley describes them?”
Mr. X (blushing): “Yes sir.” Class woods up.

at a recent

of siu and holiness. We know that something calls upon us to be pure, true, merciful
and just—that something holds U3 to the
great idea of duty. This to me is God speaking directly to me, as He does to all; and
because He asks me to be good I know that
He is good. Here is a rock with wbicli geology has nothing to do.”

Men and Women.

Archbishop Howard, recently created a Cardinal, 19 second cousin to the Duke of Norfolk,

We went heme the way that was longest,
And the way was not very fir,
But the way seemed not at all iar.
At the gate we took quite a long rest,
Thtn I said—looking up at a star—
Said to Mattie—but not to tbe star—
“Could I kiss you without doing wrong—lesl

raise new enemies in their rear

The Pope, who will be eigbty-flve years
old on the 13th of next May, and has already
reigned nearly thirty-one years, is evidently
not inclined to adopt or repeat the noted sentence of King Louis of France: ''After me,
the deluge I” On the contrary he is preparing lor what is to be done after his death.
First, it is announced that at a consistory to
be holden on the 12th of this month, he will
add eleven members to the Sacred College of
Cardinals, now consisting of fifty-scven, the
whole number when complete being seventy.
It is declared that a measure to be proposed
regarding the conclave which will assemble
on the death of Pope Pius will establish that
any Cardinal may be elected to succeed him,
irrespective of his nationality, thus setting
aside the Pragmatic rule which has long been
in restrictive operation, by which Italians
only could be chosen. It is said that the
general opinion among the Cardinals who
have been consulted in the matter is that the
election ought to be absolutely free. If the
suggested change be made it will give eligibility to Cardinal Manning, of London, and
eighteen other Cardinals of foreign birth.

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Miss Lilias Asbwoith and her sister, says Mr.
are neices of John and Jacob
Bright;
and they not only possess youth and beanty,
but are probably the largest laodel proprietres-

in Britaio. These circumstances, combined
with their culture and ability as speakers, have
given them great influence on tbe qn>stlon of
woman’s rights, a cause to which they have
ses

consecrated their wealth and the enthusiasm,
not to speak of the fasoiuatioDS of youog ladies
iu or just emerging from their teens. Blonde,
booming and picturesque, tbe si ters stood
salient on the platform with a background if
immense rstat-a iu Ulster behind one, and the
like ou this side the channel behind tbe o her.
Toe romance of their position wa
further

heightened by a general y believed report that
they bad clasped left bands, and wi b the r ght
uplifted soenimy vowed never to marry until
the lest legal disability of woman was removed
by Parliament.
This rumor now disappears,
for Miss Lilias is engaged to be married.

Chief-Justice Waite has been sitting to Miss
Vinnie Keam for a portrait bust during acbnrch
fair in Washington. The sceoe is desoribed in
this fashiou: Miss Vinnie’s round baby face
was framed in curls and fluwiug
ringlet', aud a
little blouse apron, bigh-oeeked aud long-

sleeved, covered her to the very finger-tips.
Below the blouse showed the ski t of a brown
calico dress, and in this peculiarly simple attire
the artist did her work. The Chief Justice accompanied by Mrs. Senator Pomeroy, who was

in the costume of Mrs. Bardell, were seated in
the little studio, and Miss Ream began to pot
the mad on the wooden frame. Sjon it grew
tnto shape under her fingers, and the shape of
the forehead and features was soon wrought

out.

ft

interesting

to watch her as she
into shape, pinched oat bis
ears, robbed down bis cheek, and taking a finger-point of mad from bis eyes, laid it npon bis
was

punched liis

nose

perceptive faculties.

The staid, heavy-set face
Waite was kept in the pleasantest of
expressions by the artist’s lively sallies and
of

Judge

rapid progress.”
Miss
Dickinson's

costomes

as

“Anne

Boleyn” are vouched for as historically correct,
and, with her jewelry, are said to have coat
815,000. The first is a creamy brocade with
rnby velvet trimmings and gold embroidery of
perfectly bewildering beauty and harmony in

every detail. The second, when Anne is supposed to be at home, is a simple but elegant
dress of white cloth embroidered with green.
The third is a marvel of brocaded beauty, in
color the azure of an unclouded summer sky—
with a royal train of blue velvet and ermine-

girdle

of diamonds aud pearls, with a diamond
and necklace, stomacher of woven pearls
and old lace. The foutth and last costnme is

crown

not traditional black velvet in which queens are
supposed to go to their deaths, but a study in
itself. It is somber, yet full of passionate suggestion of intense but smothered fire, typified
by a blending of black lace, giving the effect of
the running lava

of Vesuvius, showing here
through its concealed surface.
Anna Oliver, who is innocently divid-

and there
Rev.

ing the Methodist ministers on the question of
the propriety of woman's preaching, applied to
fourteen different theological schools for admission as a student when preparing for the

ministry.
were

only, out of this number,
admit a woman to their advan-

Three

willing

to

tages, and Miss Oliver decided on Boston University though her preference bad been for
Princeton. When she decided to enter Boston
TTn I novai

n

QoLn.il nf 'TLiwvInn,-

U. J

l... a

a

dollars in ber

pocket, and but six moutbs in
which to earn more; but by lecturing, by extraordinary exertions of all sorts, and by the
strictest economy and self-sacriflce, she accomplished a full and successful course, and graduated owing no man or woman anything. Sbe
has been, says the Providence Journal, very
successful in her parish work in Passaic, N. J.
having already brought the church into harmony and a good working condition, and there
can be little donbt of her fitness tor the high
work sbe has undertaken.

Though Mile. Croizette, the Paris actress, be.
loogs to the most conventional theatre In
France, she has done all she had
unconventional manner. Her

to do in an
strange, almost
savage beauty, and her rude, almost barbarous
originality, had brought her prominently before the public
gaze; and even her private life
became an object of interest to the
gossips of
Parisiau society. M. Dumas had given them a
trno view of it when she created the principal
character of his comedy, I/Etrangere. “What
good luck for art," said be, “that it possesses
this actress, entirely devoted to her profession,
thinking herself rich when sbe has live louts in
her purse and not troubling herself abont the
future till her cook carries off her last napoleon." Vet they were not silenced by this;
they attributed her momentary retirement from
the Theatre Francais to a thousand base motives, and when the truth was published, that
she was really anil positively
married, they set
themselves to find her motives for
marriage in
tho rout roll of her husband. Even he

Figaro

says in this regard: “One must let people tslk
as they cannot be
stopped. Oue mast even let
calumny reach a poor sick woman who is oved
by all about her, because the stage has not made

her spiteful and

has not le dered her
And Le Figaro may be taken
as an authority in matters of this aoit.

insupportable."

success

*

Literary Notes.
Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia, have
just purchased the stereotype plates and copyright of the entire series of Worcester’s Dictionaries, seven in number, and will hereafter
publish them in improved styles.
The Atlantic for April will contain au article
on Morals in South
Carolina, by the author of
the remarkable article on the political condition of that state in the February number.
The London Academy devotes much space to
J. B.

review of the librarians’ conference at Philadelphia, and regrets that so few foreigners were

a

present. “The science of library management
has been so zealously and successfully culti.
vated in the States that had the governing bodies of large English libraries sent their chief
Officers to attend the conference and inspect the
various American systems, the expense incurred would probably have been more than
compensated in most cases by the attainment
of far higher efficiency. The
unequivocal success of the conference and its
permanent results suggest the advisability of English librarians holding a similar meeting and establishing a similar organization for mutual inter-

change

ef ideas.”
Is That All? has fallen into British hands,
and the Academy reviewer, George Saintsbury,

after a deprecation of being criticised for his
criticism of an American novel, declares it “a
pleasant little story, with a rather ostentatious
absence of completeness or definiteness in its
plot.’’ But he adds: “The most comic thing
about the book is its illustration of Time’s revenges. For some centuries, our own writers
have been contrasting the polished and fascinating but immoral foreigner with the honest, but
rough and ungainly, Briton. And now, be-

hold,

it is Britain that sends her polished
scoundrels to flutter the dove cotes of America,
and be confounded by the virtuous, if rugged,
manhood of the youthful Yankee.”
There has been an attempt to explain the recent increased sales of Miss Austen’s novels by

calling attention to the circumstance that the
University of Bombay has prescribed Sense
and Sensibility as one of the books in which
studentB are

examination.
required
pass
Investigation shows, however, that the demand
has been about eqnal for all the novels, and that
the most expensive editions have been preferred.
The original suggestion of the Athenaeum—
that Macaulay's high praise of Miss Austen, as
shown in the recently published biography, is
the cause of the new interest in the subject—
to

an

to be sustained.
The Spectator says of James Martiueau, “He
stirs you into ardor, exalts you into wonder,
goads you into resolve, confutes your poor excuses, tears to pieces your wretched sophistries,
convinces yon of the reality of the spiritual lift
with which he is dealing, and yet is apt to
leave yon with the feeling that rest is beyond
the limits of this lower sphere and that the
nearest approach to it is the stretched wing on
which the hovering sonl is poised between the
seems

intervals of flight.”
Landor had no lore for

Byron. He said:
“Whenevertie wrote a bad poem he supported
his sinking fame by some signal act of profligacy; an elegy by a seduction, a heroic by an
adultery, a tragedy by a divorce. On the re
mark of a learned man, that '.irregularity is nc
indication of genius, he began to lose grounc
rapidly, when on a sudden be cried ont at tb<
Hay market: There ism God! It was ther
surmised more generally and more gravely thal
there was something in him.
‘Say what yon

will,’ once whispered a friend of mine, ‘there
things in him strong as poison and origina

are

sin !'

At last he is removed from among the
living. Let us hope the beet; to wit, that the
mercies which have begun with man’s forgetas
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The Schlieman Discoveries.
[From the Cologne Gazette.]
The following from a letter received from
Athens, contains probably the first expression
of opinion by experts who have] seen and examined the treasures found by Dr. Schlieman
at Mycente. All accounts heretofore received
have emanated from the doctor himself:
The contents of one of the four chests which
are filled with the golden treasures excavate d
at Mycente have been
displayed at the bank,
and the notabilities of tbe city invited to examine them. Tho judgment concerning them
ji*au

iiww

mo

uuuiuuu

*'

logic

oi

conversation.

To the savans of Athens the period of
Againemnon appears to be too remote, and
03
they refer
jo them to that of King Danaos.
Others, while
willing to admit that some ot the pieces are of
1
great antiquity—as, for instance, the signet
10Y rings—still find it impossible to recognize in the
MP great mass of the articles any of the features
distinctive of the early Asiatic period, such as
massiveness of the metal and severity of style.
iaq AH of the golden treasures are made of very
,0? thin metal, and their designs and shape give
evidence rather of the decadence of a people
than of that primitive time when trinkets fash■tvs loned by Phrygio-Lydian art were first brought
tbe shores of Europe. The place at which
0, £to
ibey were found,too,gives no assurance of their
81
antiquity; for, although the cavities or pits in
si «lhe citadel wherein they were found are unof great age, it has not yet been
g^siuestionabiy
that they were originally used for burproved
1 ial
purposes.
They may have been under—ground storehouses, which were converted into
-timbs by later occupants of the citadel. These
^ewly excavated graves have nothing in com*
mpn with the burial places of the ancients, and
the unconsumed skeletons lying beneath the
tBberincumbent earth, certainly bear no marks
ofithe Homeric period.
Structures of a mnch
l^fpr time, however, arc to be seen in the immediate vicinity. Hence it is likely that the
grayea were used as such at some period betw%fen the reign of Danaos and the Byzantine1'
rakish Middle Ages; but inasmuch as some
months mast elapse before ail the recovered
treasures can be placed on
exhibition,a decisive
antiquarian value must be
postponed till that time, and the public must
meanwhile possess itself in patience.
Priam's
treasures were found four years ago, and to-dav
it still is doubtful what era they
belong to—
whether some of them once graced the
neck of
Andrqmeda, or were only the lost treasures of
a Turkish harem. The
of Illium has
disappeared from yiew; but the gold of Mycen e
being owned by the government is to be exhibited publicly, scarcely, however, before April.
In Illium, as in Mycenw, no reasonable doubt
was expressed concerning tbe antiquity of the
excavated pottery and clay images; but the
treasures found in both places are of probematic origin, and concerning their chronological value persons who have seen them differ
by thousands of years. The history of Mycenie
is commonly confined to tbe time of the Atndes, and is supposed to end about the year 400
That this is an error is proved by the
many structures of a much later period still
found there; and it is a mistake
to ignore the
existence of Greece during the
middle
k®Cauae lta b'story is involved inages,
ob-

nSi’

gild

a® a“n

field

scanty

W. 0. Gray,

of David B. Gray of Montpelier, Vt, took his lather’s receipt for one
dollar aDd by skillful erasures, altered it to a
note for $1000, which be sold aud then left for
Kansas. His father will probably shoulder tbe

loss.
There

son

meeting yesterday of tbe friends
of immigration to Virginia, held at the Metropolitan Hotel in Washington. Senator Johnson

was a

presided.

to

No Action

Regarding the South.

Committees.
Death of

Bath Physician.
Bath, March 0.—Dr. Wm. E. Payne, aged
62, one of the most eminent homueopathic physicians in the country, and highly respected,

His Views at

u

died here this morning.
Republican Nomination

'for

McCrary

Devcns,

Schurz,

Thompson Favorably Reported.

candidate for Mayor.

Washington, March 9.—The executive eession of the Senate to-day lasted only about
The Cabinet nominations
twenty minutes.
were referred to committees as follows: That
of Schnrz to the Committee on Finanoe; Evarta
to Committee on Foreign Relations; Devons to
the Judiciary Committee; McCrary to the
Committee on Military Affairs; Thompson to
the Committee on Naval Affairs; Key to Committee on Post-offices and Post Roads.
Immediately after the nominations were thus
referred, the principal opponents of itkeir confirmation made efforts, under the lead of Mr.
Cameron of Pennsylvania, to secure an adjournment till Monday. These efforts were
resisted on the ground that the committees
would have ample time to report by to-morrow.
After a brief and desultory discussion a vote
was taken on a motion, submitted by Mr.
Sargent, to adjourn until to-morrow noon, and
it was carried—ayes 44, noea 11.
•Only five or six of the votes in the negative
were cast by Democrats, and the indications
are that most of the Democratic Senators will
vote to confirm all the pending nominations, or
at least there will be no organized attempt by
the minority to break a quorum or otherwise
impede favorable action by dilatory means.
The finance, judiciary, military affairs and
naval affairs committees held meetings this
afternoon and authorized their respective chairmen to report back the nominations of Schurz,
Devens. McCrary and Thompson to-morrow.
with a recommendation in each case for confirmation. The Committees on Foreign delations and Post-offices and Post roads have not
jet met for action on the nominations of Evarts
and Key, bat will take them up for consideration to-morrow morning.
As Senators Cameron of Pennsylvania,
Conkling and Morton are members of the committee which has Mr. Evarts’ nomination in
charge, and are known to regard it with disfavor, there may be some delay in its being
reported. Mr. Key’s nomination will probably
bo reported to-morrow, together with those
npon which favorable action was taken by the
committees to-day. A single objection, however, will prevent any aotion by the Senate
npon a nomination on the same day that it is
reported back from a committee, and it is
therefore expected that some, or perhaps ail of
those which are to be reported to-morrow will
have to lie over till Monday.

MARINE

NEWS.

Portland Bound Schooner Lost.
New York, March 9.—Between 2 and
A

3

o’clock this morning the schooner Hiram Wells
loaded with coal for Portland, slipped an anchor
while lying off Weehawken docks, drifted
down the river anil landed on the rocks of the
Elysian fields, where a hole was knocked in
the starboard side. Capt. Stevenson and crew
worked amid the terrible storm, and succeeded
in getting her afloat. They then drifted up the
river, and when off Bull’s Ferry she filled and
The captain and crew were saved, ex"
cept the colored cook, whose name is unknown.
Rscklnnd (Schooner Lost.
Rockland, March 3.—During the gale of
to-day the schooner J ulia E. Damage of this
port, from New York for Bastoo, was lost on a
sand bar near LTme. Ct Crew saved.
sank.

Rough Experience at Sea.
Portsmouth, N. H., March 9.—Schooner
Emma E. Potter, Capt. E. S, Mann, of Annapolis, N. S., from Turks Island with salt consigned to E. G. Walker & Co., arrived here this
afternoon after a terribly stormy passage of 37
days, with all the standing rigging carried
away, galley gone and boats stove. The vessel
was without a foresail for fifteen days and
came into this port with a spare mainsail.
When only two days out she encountered strong
gales, which continued till reaching here. The
crew suffered severely. Two of them were

considerably injured.

NEW

YORK,

The Catholic Chinch Disaster.
New York, March 9.—No farther deaths
have occurred among the injured at the church
disaster last night. The bodies of the dead
have been removed to their late homes except
that of an unknown woman which lies in the
Morgue. The priests of St. Francis-Xavier announce a solemn high mass to-morrow morning for the repose of the souls of the dead and
the funeral services over the bodies will then
take place.
Another Panic in a Chnrcb.
A panic was caused in an au Astoria church
last night by a cry of “fire.” Four ladies were
seriously injdred by being trampled upon.
The Bond Street Fire.
The safe of Taylor Bros., and one of those
Bobbins & Appleton were recovered from the
ruins of the Bond street fire. Their content3
were uninjured. The former contained $100,*
000 worth of diamonds, jewelry and watches.
The value of the contents of the latter is not
stated. It is hoped that tho other recovered
safes will show a good condition.
Various.
Nearly every prominent lottery dealer in the
city was arrested to-day on warrants obtained
in the State and United States Courts by Special Agent Comstock.
The funeral services over the remains of Matilda Heron will be solemnized Sunday at the
“Little Church Around the Corner.” Interment will be at Greenwood.

WASHINGTON.
Callers at the Executive Mansion.

Washington, March 9.—There

was

a

large

number of callers at the Exective Mansion this
morning, including the Nebraska delegation.
Among the individuals of prominence. Senator
Davis,John Sherman,Secretary of the Treasury,
and Messrs. Key, Evarts and Schurz, Gen.
Sickles, Gen. Lew Wallace, and several exmembers of Congress, in order to order to
ppHaua himsAlf in nurt, from I.Tia

savata rtrAaanrA

of visitors, the President will on Cabinet days
(Tuesdays and Fridays) receive only such as
call to pay respects between 10 and 12 o’clock.
Mail Contracts.
The business of letting the spring mail contracts closed at the Post-office to-day. The
total numbers were: Of routes 2,622, and of
bids 37,000, including Maine 221 and 2500 respectively; New Hampshire 111 and 1400; Vermont 120 and 1700; Massachusetts 104 and
1250; Rhode Island 23 and 300; Connecticut 63
and 1000. Blanks for the contracts will be
speedily forwarded to all accented bidders and
will expressly be required to be returned
properly executed on or before the first of
June.
The Extra Session of Congress.
In regard to an extra session of Congress the
President has informed Speaker Randall that
he will give 30 days notice in the call.
So
there will be ample time for every member to
be present,

THE STORM.
.»

Damage Around New York.
New York, March 9.—The roof of the
German Catholic church, 125th street, was
blown off last night. Nothing has been heard
of the steamship Amerique. Wires are down,
and there is too heavy a sea for Long Branch
boat. A house was blown down at Elizabeth,
and the lower part of that city was damaged
by high tide. In Brooklyn a large four story
frame building belonging to the Chemical
works was demolished. No loss of life, the
workmen getting out before the building fell.
It contained a large amount of stock and
machinery. Loss 830,000.
In New Hampshire.
Plymouth, March 9.—During the gale today a long shed attached to the Fourth Congregational church at Chiltonville was blown
into the adjacent field, and the roof of
Chandler’s stable on Middle street was lifted
off. No marine disasters are reported.
In fflasaachuseUa.
Taunton, March 9.—The gale here was very
severe, blowing down chimneys, three signs
and fences. The greater part of the rooffing of
the extension of Leonard block, built for a
theatre, was lifted by the wind and carried a
long distanco like a huge balloon in the ait
over a block of buildings and dumped into the
main street, carrying away a lamppost and
and frightening the occupants of the stores.
Boston, March 9.—The gale has been the
severest in this vicinity for years. The velocity
of the wind at 10.30 this morning, was 72
miles an hour, the highest since the establishment of the signal station here. Much damage to buildings is reported. At Bristol Ferry
an Old Colony Railroad train collided with
the
empty freight cars blown on the
track from the siding, and wrecked the engine
and cars. No one injured. At Lawrence the
roof of St. Mary’s church was lilted off. No

serious marine disasters yet reported.

In Connecticut.
New Haven, March 9.—The stiff gale of
wind did much damage here this morning.
The brick chimney of Myers, Strouse & Co., 60
feet high was blown down.
Damage 83000.
The steeple of the Congregational church in
Fairhaven, 237 feet high, leans badly and danand must be taken down.
Damage
4000.

ferously,

_

LOUISIANA.
The Authority of the Packard tiorern*
ment Denied.
Washington, March 9.—The following telewasreceived
gram
by Senator Bayatd to-day,
and probably will be laid beforo the Senate
when the Louisiana case comes np for fnrtber

debate:

Hon. Thomas F.

ington:

More Endorsement of the President.
Columbus, O., March 9.—Resolutions offered by Mr. Monahan (dem.) in the House to-day
endorsing the sentiments expressed in President Hayes’ inaugural address were adopted.
St. Louis, March 9.—After ’Change this afternoon a joint meeting of the merchants and
cotton
exchanges was held, and a resolution
was adopted that “as
representatives of the
business interests of St.
Louis, we heartily approve or the just and conservative course thus
far marked out by President
Hayes, and that
onr Senators in Congress be
urged to rise above
ail party feeling as patriotism alone should
govern their actions.”
The Ashtabula Disaster.
Ashtabula, March 9.—The verdict of the
coroner’s jury puts the blame of the disaster
upon the railway company for neglect of proper
inspection of the bridge and for nsing nonextinguishable stoves. The jury also find the
fire engineers censurable for not pouring water
upon the burning cars.
The Rhode Island Prohibitionists.
Providence, March 9.—The Prohibitory
State Convention held here to-day nominated
tho regular Republican ticket, with the exception of Warren R. Pierce for attorney general,
who is the candidate of the Democrats.
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al district, Hon. Robut Small, Representative
Btores—Rosin is firm at 2 05 @ 2 15 for strained. Turof the fifth Congressional district, Hon. J. J.
pentine is firm at 41c for Spirits. Pork is heavy
Wright. Associate Justice of the Supreme and lower; new mess at 15 00®
15 25 ; 450 bbl* new
Court, F. L. Cardozo. Treasurer of Soath Caro- mess seller May at 15 10 @1515, closing at 14 90seller April quoted at 14 75 @ 14 80.
lina, H. J. Maxwell, State Senator and Col. T.
Beef is quiet
Cut Meats—Western is quiet; Pickled shoulders at
J. Minton. The President spoke with perfect
middles are easier at 8} for city long clear; 110
6};
that
he
frankness, stating
desired to remove
A'icsogu nua—t* Co.---,—• 8*
any antagonism existing between the races,
tern scarce and nominal at
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especially the politioal difference resting upon 150 tea prime steam at 9 80 @
9 87}, closing held at
the color line, so the colored men and Republi2£5’,l7AtC8 B6ller AI,ril at 9 72} ffl 9 90: closing 9 75
cans might not need the protection of tbo
bid; 4750 tea seller May at 9 87} @ 10 00, closing 9 85
bid; 1750 tes seller Jane at 10 00 @ 10 05. closing at
army.
9 97$. Whiskey nominal at 111.
He said the use of the military force in civil
Freights to Liverpool—the market is shade firmaffairs was repugnant to the genius of Amerier; Cotton per sail at i @ 4-32d; do per steam at Id;
1
can institutions and should be dispensed with
Wheat per steam at 5}d; Corn 5d.
if possible. He, however, recognized the neChicago. March 9.—Flour is quiet and steady
cessity of protection at present until that feel- Minnesota extra at 6 00 ffl 7 75; do patent process at
ing of respect for the rights of politioal oppo- 7 25 @ 9 50; Winter extra at li 00 ffl 8 00. Wheat in
nents should be entertained by the Democrats
fair demand but l|c lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at
of the South. The President stated that with
124} cash; 125} seller for April; 129} for seller May;
3 Spring at 114 @115; rejected at
regard to the peculiar difficulties at present No
95} ffl 96c.
Corn doll and
down at 39}c cash; 391c seller
in
Sonth
existing
Carolina, concerning which for April; 43fctending
bid seder May. Oats dull and lower
the delegation expressed great anxiety, he
at 32}c cash; 33c seller April;
seller Mav. Bye
proposed to preserve the status quo left by his is quiet and firm at 63 @ 63}c.35}c
Barley is dull and
predecessor and to examine the condition of lowerjat 51$c. Pork is dull, weak and lower at 14 00
affairs carefully and deliberately before he
cash; 14 10 ffl 1412} seller April: 14 30 ffl 14 35 seder
acted. The delegation then withdrew, after
May. Lard in lair demand and lower at 9 25 cash;
9
27} ffl 9 30 seller April; 9 40 @ 9 42} seller lor May.
expressing their thanks.
Bulk Meats are in lair demand and
The cabinet session to-day was of an hour’s
lower; shoulders
at 5}; clear ribs at 7}; short clear sides at 77.
Whisduration and was devoted altogether to matters
and in lair demand at 105.
key
steady
of routine and nothing was remarked by the
Becelpts-5,600 bbls dour, 6,000 bush wheat, 60,President concerning a “policy” to be pursued 000 bush corn, 19,000 bush oats,
16,000 bush barley,
by the administration. No offers of any kind 825 bush of rye.
have been made by the President to Governor
Shipments—6,000 bbls flour, 1,100 bush wheat, 48,000 bush corn, 22,000 bush oats, 1,000 flush barley.
Packard of Louisiana as some have believed.
7900 bush rye.
It is not likely that any official communication
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat was
other than replies to letters, should any be rehigher at 1 26} ffl 1 26} lor April; 1 SO for May. Com
ceived here calling for a response, would be
firmer at 40c seller April. Oats unchanged. Pork is
sent from the executive to the members of eithfirmer at 14 15 seller April; 14 32} for
May.
er state government in Louisiana or South CarMilwaukee, March 9—Flour quiet and unchangolina before the formation of the new cabinet.
ed. Wheat is unsettled, opened
higher and closed
What would happen thereafter, of course, can
strong; No 1 Milwaukee at 14t; No 2 Mdwaukee at
1 33; Beder April at 1 32}; seder
not be intimated now.
May at 1 36}; No 3
Milwaukee at 1 20}. Com is quiet; No 2 at at 40c;
There is a report here that the President, in
new 38c.
Oats are steady and in fair demand; No 2
regard for his disposition to favor "home rule,”
fresh at 31c; Wlii- 34} @ 30c. Bye is steady; No 1
will appoint as commissioners for this Disat 64}e. Barley u: 'hanged; No 2
Spring at 65c;fresh
trict, three citizens of the District, two Repub- 67c; No 3 do at 33 ffl 33}c. Provisions are nominal;
licans and one Democrat.
1412. 3' line Lard at 9}. Dressed Hogs
j Mess Pork
steady at 5 75 @ 6 00.
Beceipts—55u0 bbls Hour, 7,500 bust wheat.
Remarkable Volcanic Eruption.
Shipments—4600 bbls hour,.2,800 bushwheat.
San Fhancisco, March 9.—The Honolulu
Toledo,March 9.-Flour steady. Wheat firmer;
Amber Michigan on spot and March at 1
Gazette of Feb. 28tb, contains an account of a
48; seller for
April at 1 51; seller May at 1 .’3}; No 2 Amber Micliremarkable sub-marine volcanic outbreak in
igan. 133; No 2 Bed W’inter 145}; seller April 149;
Kalakeakna Bay, near the entrance to the har- seder May at 1
51}; No 3 Bed at 130}; rejected Wadbor. The natives report that the eruption ocash Bed 1 02; No 2 Amber Illinois at 154.
Com is
curred at 3 o’clock on tne morning of the 21th,
quiet; bigli Mixed at 431c; seller lor Mav at 46}c; No
appearing like innumerable blue and green 2 on spot at 43}c; seller March 43}c; seller April at
44}c; May 46}c; Yellow at 44}c; rejected at 43c. Oats
lights. In the afternoon several boats visited are
dull; White 40c. Clover Seed 8 60 @ 8 75.
the eruption, cruising over the most active part
Beceipts—000 bbls flour, 3200 bushwheat, 21,000
where the water was boiling and appearing as
bush Com, 2300 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
if passing over rapids. Blocks of lava two feet
Shipments—200 bbls Hour, 27.00 bush Wheat 7500 bush Corn, 3600 bush Oats.
square came up from below frequently striking
and jarring the boats. As the lava was quite
St. Louis, March 9.—Flour is firm and unchangsoft lo harm was done. Nearly all the pieces
ed. Waeat—higher grades advanced; lower grades
on reaching the surface were red hot, emitting
declined—No 2 Bed Fall at 145} @ 146 cash; 147}
for April; No 3 Bed Fall at 142}
steam and gas strongly sulphurous. A rumbcash; 143} @144
firmer; No 2 Mixed at 30 ffl 30tc for
ling noise was heard like that of rocks in a lor April. Comfor
cash;
@
for May.
37}
37}
April;
Oats dull
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by
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and lower to sell; No 2 at 34} ffl 348c bid. Bye dull
lava from a sub-marine crater which is suppos64c cash; 62} ffl 63c bid at close.
is quiet and
Barley
ed to be the crack or line of the rupture extendunchanged. Whiskey inactive at 1 05. Pork is acing at least a mile from the shore. Another tive at 14 75 cash; K 70 seller March; 14 75 @14 80
rupture, doubtless a continuation of the sub- for April; 14 90 for May; 15 05 for June. Lard dull
and lower to sell; oftered at 9 60 seller March; 9 23
marine ffssnre, was traoed inland from the
bid. Bulk Meats are dull; clear rib sids at 78 ffl
shore nearly tbreo miles, varying iu width
7}.
Bacon is inactive: shoulders at 5 on i» c no- ..I,.5; ,Ti,
from a few inches to three feet.
In some
4SS}; clear sides 9.
places water was seen pouring down into the 88Keceipts—1500
bbls Hour, 10,000 bush wheat, 19,abyss below.
100 bush com, 1,000 bush oats,
4,000 bush barley,
1,000 bosh rye, 0000 head hogs, COO head cattle.
MINOR 'TELEGRAMS.
Detroit,March 9.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is dull and weak; extra White
Senator Cameron of Wisconeio, is sick with
Michigan at
168J asked; milling at 156 bid; No 1 White Michityphoid fever.
gan at 1 54; milling at 1 80. Corn is
and in
steady
fair
Joe Coburn has been sent to the Sing Sing
demand; No 1 Mixed at 45*. Oats are dull and
weak; White at 12Jc bid; Mixed at 40*c.
penitentiary.
Keceipts—1065 bbls hour, 4,714 bush wheal, 6500
Coal mining has been entirely suspended in
bush com, 1,273 bush oats.
Western Maryland.
Shipments—500 bills hour, 1,40 bush wheat. 1 852
bush corn 687 bush oats.
It is claimed that by the new count of votes
Cincinnati, March 9.—Fork is in fair demaud and
J. H. Actlen is elected over Durell in the third
lower; sales at 14 50. Lard is easier and in fair deLouisiana Congressional district.
mand; steam rendered at 10j @ g, closing at outside
It is reported that the British government inprice bid; kettle at 10 @ 10*. Bulk Meats easier—
sales shoulders at 5*; short ribs at 7 65
tends layiDg a cabla between Halifax and Bercash; 7 624 @
7 75 buyer March; short clear Bides at 8. Bacon is
muda.
steady; shoulders at 6J ;clear ribs at 8J; clear sides at
Total pork packing for the year at Chicago is
9. Whiskey is in fair demand and firmer at 1 05.
2,918,083 hogs, against 2,320,840 the year prevHogs quiet and firm; common at 4 90 ® 5 15; fair to
ious.
good light at 5 25 @ 5 50; packing grades at 5 45 (g)
5 65; butchers at 5 75 @5 80; receipts of 543
head;
House bill to provide for compulsory educashipments 360 head.
tion jassed the Ohio House yesterday.
Cleveland, March 9.—The Petroleum market is
Bodine beat Occident at San Francisco yes- very firm and unchanged; standard White 13.
terday in three straight heats in 2 24|, 2.23i,
Charleston, March 9.—Cotton is dull; Middling
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Congress—Extra

Session.

SENATE.

Washington, March U.
The credentials of J. B. Eustis of Louisiana,
on elections.
to
the
committee
was referred
A resolution by Mr. Grover was adopted that
the memorial from Oregon, charging that Groreferred to
ver was elected by fraud, etc., be
the committee on elections.
The following committees were announced:
On Privileges and Elections—Morion, Mitchell
Wadleigh, Cameron, (Wls.) McMillan, Hoar, Saulsbury, Merrimon and Hill.
On foreign Relations—Cameron, Morton, Hamlin,
Howe, Conkling, McCreery, Bogy, Eaton and Johnson.

On Finance—Morrill, Dawes, Feiry, Jones, (Xev.)
AUison, Howe, Bayard. Morgan and Wallace.
On Appropriations—Windom, Sargent, AlliBon,
Dorsey, Blaine, Davis, (W. Ya.) Withers, Eaten and
Beck.
On Commerce—Conkling, Spencer, Burnside, McMillan, Patterson, .Gordon. DenniB, Hansom, and

Randolph.
On Manufactures—Booth, Bruce, Rollins, Johnston

and McPherson.

On Agriculture—Paddock, SharoD, Hoar, Davis,
(W. Va.) and Gordon.
On Military Affairs—Spencer, Wadleigh, Cameron, (Pa.) Burnside, Teller, .Plumb, Randolph,
Cockrell and Maxcy.
On tfaval Affairs—Sargent, Anthony, Conover,
Blaine, Kirkwood, White and McPherson,
On Judiciary—Edmunds, Conkling, Howe, Cbristiancy, Davis, (111.,) Thurman and McDonald.
On Post Office—Hamlin, Ferry. Jones, (Nev.,)Paddock, Conover, Kirkwood, SaulBbury, Maxcy and

Bailey.
On Public lands—Oglesby, Paddock, Booth,
Chaffee, Plumb, McDonald, Jones, (Fla.,) Grover

and Garland.
On Private Land Claims—Thurman, Bayard,
Bogy, Edmunds and Cbristiancy.
On Indian Affairs—Allison, Oglesby, Ingalls,
Saunders, Hoar, McCrary and Cook.
On Pensions—Ingalls, Bruce, Teller, Kirkwood,
Davis, (111.,) Withers and Bailey.
On Revolutionary Claims—Johnston, Jones, (Fla.)
Hill. Davis and McMillan.
On Claims—McMillan, Mitchell, Cameron, (Wls.,)
Teller, Hoar, Cockrell, Hereford, Harris and Morgan.

On District of Columbia—Dorsey, Spencer, Ingalls, Rollins, Saunders, Merriman aud Barnum.
On Patents—Wadleigh, Booth, Chaffee, Kernan
and Morgan.
On Public Buildings—Dawes, Morrill, Cameron,
(Pa.,) Saulshury and Jones, (Fla,)
On Territories—Patterson, Cbristiancy, Chaffee,
Saunders, Garland, Grover and Hereford.
On Railroads—Mitchell, Howe, Dawes, Dorsey,
mar.

On Mines and Mining—Sharon, Chaffee, Kirkwood, Plumb, Hereford, Cole, Hill.
On Revision of Zenos—Chrlstiancy, Ingalls, Davis
of 111.. Wallace, Kernan.
On Education and Labor—Burnside, Patterson,

Morrill, Bruce, Sharon, Gordon, Maxey, Bailey,

Lamar.
On Civil Service and Retrenchment—Blaine, Oglesby, Patterson, Booth. McCreery, White, Beck.
To Audit and Control Contingent Expenses ot the
Senate—Jones, Rollins, Dennis.

Printing—Anthony, Sargent, Whyte.
Library—Howe, Edmunds, Ransom.
Rules—fern, Hamlin. Merrimon.
Engrossed Bills—Conover, Paddock, Grover.
Levees of Mississippi River—Bruce, Blaine,ConCockrell, Harris.
To Examine the Several Branches of the

over,

Service—Chaffee, Conkling,

Eaton.

Civil

Merrimon, Windom,

Transportation Routes to Seaboard—Cameron ot
Wis., Windom, Conover, Burnside, Saunders, Davis
of W. Va., Harris, Lamar, Beck.
Executive session fallowed.

Adjourned till

to-morrow.

FOREIGN.
THE EASTERN QUESTION.

Turkey’s Reform Schemes,
Constantinople, March 9.—The Turkish
minister of foreign affairs has sent the following despatch to the Ottoman ambassador at
London:
The reforms proposed by the conference
and accepted by the imperial government are
already being applied.
They embrace two
classes, viz: reforms resulting from the organic
laws which will be submitted to parliament,
and reforms immediately applicable, which

follows:
1— The reorganization of the gendarmerie
scheme which has been elaborated and handed
to CoL Baker for his consideration.
2— The division of the commnnes into cantons, which will be done as soon as the provincial anthorities can assemble and send to Constantinople the information for which they
have been asked relative to communal districts.
3— Tha institution of a corps of Mussnlmens
and Christians, a system which already exists
in several parts of empire.
4— The admission of non-Mussnlman subjects to the military school recently authorized.
6—The prohibition of the immigration of
Circassians on masse into Roumania, the nonemployment of regular troops except when
are as

absolutely necessity.

6—The interdiction

against carrying

arms

in the recent events at Philopopolis.
8—The formation of a special commission to
be despatched to the Vilayets of Bosnia, the
Danube and Adrianople.
9—The sanction of the liberty of public
worship, all litigation upon religions matters to
come under jurisdiction of the patriarchies.
10— Remission'of the arrears of taxes due to
Janaary 1, 1877, in the provinces that have

suffered.

11—The maintenance of the right to property
already acquired in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The elections having been completed throughout the empire, the deputies are beginning to
arrive in the capitol. The two houses will
open in the third week of Match.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
Oitailrou Fire in St. John-Lon $500,000— Seven Persona Killed by a Falling
Wall.
St. John, N. B., March 9.—Fire here this
morning on Prince William Btreet broke out iu
McBarbour’s dry goods store, aud before it
could be controlled destroyed the dry goods
establishments of J. H. Golden, Beard & Venning and Watts & Turner; also I. & F. Burpee’s wholesale hardware store; Kerr & Thorne,
retail hardware; Steeves Bros., wholesale dry
goods. Loss in stock and buildiDg $500,000;
not more than half insured.
The wall of
Watts & Turner’s building fell in, burying
Watts and several others beneath the ruins.
Five bodies were taken from the ruins to-day—
Geo. Badd, E. D. Watts, Lebanon, Akerly
and Daniel Camboy. It Is believed two more
bodies are in tbe ruins.

finance committee have ac-

and Ismalia,
authorized to

provided tbe company be
levy certain dues upon vessels
passing through. Tbe caual is nearly completed.
A fire at Aurora, Out., Thursday night destroyed the Aurora & American Hotel. Loss
$10,000; partially insured.
William McMurray, connected with the
Hudson Bay Co., was accidentally cbuked at
Winnipeg Wednesday while eating.
The report that Greece is prepared to act
with Russia is contradicted authoritatively,
The Turks have evacuated Servia.

Southern^

:rKv l0lt;
S?^S5i1®v?°Sth®rn;
fSM&W

wlstern

f°vWhii?

46?;

2.251.

Thomas Dowling

uplands at 12*c.
Savannah, March 9.-Cotton dull; Middling
lands at lljc.
New Fore, March 9.—Cotton quiet; Middling
lands atl2*c.

arrested in Gloucester,
Mass., yesterday, while in the act of Jcommittiog rape and incest on bis own daughter.
The furniture warerooms of Miller & Brothers in St. Louis, were burned yesterday.
Loss
$2500; folly insured, including $2500 in the
Bangor Insurance Co.
By the falling of the walls of buildings 341
and 343 Washington street, New York, Thursday night, damage to the amount of $8000 was
was

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL,

THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTV-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal

)

>
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
March 10, (1 A. M.) J
For New England,
aud Middle States, rising barometer, colder,
northwest wiods and partly cloudy weather.
Kivers will continue stationary except rising

in the Ohio and tributaries.
Cautiouary signals continue
aud east Atlantic coasts.

on

the middle

maine Central R. H.
Equitable Trust Co.,
The

New 5’s, 163J.

Portland Wholesale Market.

Boston Stock Market.
at the Broken’ Board, March .9]
Eastern Railroad scrip.......

CHRONIC
in all forms.

peculiar

Wttiuuiuu

uiui&eieu

.„?,0'd
®PePe<l at 105J, declined to 105, advanced to
1051 and closed at 105J. The carrying rates were 1
li per cent, and borrowing rates 1 per cent, and
flat. The
and

The customs
receipts to-day
The Treasury disbursements were *113,000 for interest and *18,000 for
bonds. Governments strong. Stock market irregular and unsettled but closed dull and heavy at deot 1 @ 2 per cent, from the
highest point ot the

*18,000,000.

were
were *386,000.

Yorkftt
Ar at

Which

Havana Feb 26, brigs Eudorns, Prince, Pen-

sacola; Sarah <& Emma, Hanson, Philadelphia; sch
Etta, Pendleton, from Fernandina; 28th, Silver
bpray, Tenney, Pensacola; 3d inst, barque Fannie H
Boring, Loring, Troon via Matanzas.
Qlil
1__m
Cora

—

—

—

rr
—

m.u

wiouu, vaiL’aiicu,

27th, sch Sarah M Bird, Merrill, Now York; 28th, S
S Harding, Smith, Sagua.
In port 3d inst, barque
Mary 0 Hale, Higgins, for
New York, Idg; brigs Lizzie Wvman, Fossett, and
Leonora, Blood, for do; Mary C Haskell, Haskell,
tor New York; Ramirez, Bernard, and
Shannon,
Moore, fordo; A H Curtis, Bibber, lor Baltimore;
schs Emerson Rokes, Marston, tor do; Nellie BowerB, Spear, for New York.
Ar at Matanzas Feb 26, sch Grace
Bradley, Vesper,
Fernandina; 27th, brigs Carrie Bertha, Hall, and
Agenora, Wall, New York; 1st inst, barque Lepanto,
Bunker, Marseilles; brig Geo Gilchrist, Orcutt. Liverpool; schs Hattie G McFarland. McFarland, do;
Nellie Star, Poland, Portland; Virginia, Bangs, from
St John, NB.
Sid 25th, brig Rensbaw, Sylvester, North of Hatteras; sch WGR Mowrey. Eaton, do.
In r»rt22d, brigs CiaraJ
and
Adams,
Geo Gilchrist. Orcntt, lor North of MeFadden, J F
Hatteras;
Merry, Bradley, and Mariposa. Fletcher, do; sobs

Murphy, Matanzas.

iS™™

?ngfx:pS^SU9m7ng73$300’085-lt;

ernment

securities:9

cl«»‘ng quotations of Gov-

UnitedStatos 6s,1881 reg.
ms
United States 6s, 1881, coup... .m!
United States 5-20’s 1865, old..".lost
United States 6-20’s,1865. new..
United States 5-20’s, 1867..!
United States 5-20’s, 1868
ill8
United States news’s,...,,,,, .}},,,
United States 1-40’s, reg..
,,nl
United States t0-40s,coup.ex.',.!! i!

.}?S

..

uewljs......',".7.'.'.".'.‘!!"io6J
Stacks :f0lI°W“S Wer® the cl0BlI,g quotations of
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail.
New York Central & Hudson It li.

....

”’’

,,,‘S

Erie prelerred.

,!*
Michigan Central.. !.!,
Panama.
Union Pacific Stock.
hi.

Lake

Shore.
Illinois Central...
Pittsburg li.

’"

St.

5.,
J,,

'"

Chicago & Northwestern.’
Chicago <& Northwestern preterrod."
New Jersey Central.
Rock Island.

‘if

rSMRESKT 019 '1O8*“*0U0t‘««>M of P^0
Central Pacific
in..

Sinking Funds.ql?
Boston, Hartford &, Erie 1st.,,,

auaranteed. 7'

Mina tor.
Ian
tun

jji

_______

Providence Priul Clothe Market,
*■’ MarcU 8.—The Printing cloths
e^°yi,DfrN0E’.Emarket
dull aud prices unchanged,

611 tf

MEMORANDA.
Barque Herbert Black, Treat, at New York flow
j luique, reports,—Passed Bermuda Feb 25 ami then

Spring Term
II.

feb24

loved

given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.

J.

W.

be

SCHLOTTEKBECK,

'-.inmu

cumi, auu

u*5

CANDID

HAIHBURGS

will
ne-

At

you

oeiioiu

—

those prices I offer extra good value.

E. 8. MERRILL,

‘Mothers,

your

always

407

are

H.
482

,

j

Our Improved Plaiters are ahead of all other?,
ombining Durability and Simplicity, employing no
leedle?, gauges or other complication? They plait
aster than any other plaiter, being large enough to
>lait three length? at one time.
You can save the
>rice on one garment. No instruction I? required
or making all varieties of plaiting.
Sent to any
ddress. Price $.J.50. Spring catalogue of Fashions
re received.

)ouiestic Sewing Machine and Paper
Fashion Rooms 440 Congress st.
NEXT tJ. 8. HOTEL.

IVindow

3. M. Payson & Go.,

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

OLD
Mliadc.

an.l

iOlt ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
Dealers la Printing Materials of every description
’ ype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park How, New York.

DODD’S
advertising agency,

STOCK !
Fixturt..

121 WASHINGTON
STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper In the

Ford

etc.

182 Congress St., opp. the Preble.
Ie27_
_od3m

32 Exchange Street.

a

nited States and British Provinces at rue lowest
’’'tract prices. Any information cheerfiilly given
ad estimates promptly fuurnisbed.
HORACE DODD.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Ask Your Grocer for

OOdtf

i
for

COLGATE & C0.’S

S. M. PE'PTEMGILL A CO.’S
ADVERTISING

AOENt'V

> o. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In al
ewspapero in the Uniied States and British Prov-

* es.

STERLING

larris & Littlefield,

dlw

PREBLE.

Tanwlijctc.,

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

CARLETON BROS.

mats.

AUtERTISISO AOENTS

BAGLEY’S,
TIIE

XT&stf

DRESS PJLAITE fit S.

OPINION

CONGRESS ST.,

OPP.

Dloclt.

fe27

to be found at

C.

Congress St.,

Dooring

WALL PAPERS

BONDS

Bogs.

TOIT can get your Dog’s Collar
Engraved at
J. A. HERRIs.L & «-o."8.
Jill
liddle 8t., by K. G. liAI.C, Engraver,

L

143 COMMERCIAL STREET.
audit’
el>21
I

-—-

Street,

nly

AT

12 1-2, 20,
25, 30,
37 1-2 and 50 Cts.

that the newest patterns and lowest prices in

NO

aug28

Choice Patterns

Hie Paper Hanger Is abroad in the land and says
that it is his

or exchanged for other
J Securities on the most favorable
\1
erms by

(] RGANS.

MB. W ALTER K. FORES, Graduate ot
Boston University School of Oratory, will torm
Clause, lor Study of Elocution, on Saturday, March 17th, at V. M. C. A. I.ibrary
Boom.
For terms, circulars and particulars,
address postal card to him at North Cambridge,
Mass.
ma5d2w

com

HI AIL GENTLE SPRING”

\ iought

and

eod7w

Elocution Classes.

ENGLAND.

rale everywhere. Price only 35 cents. SMITH.
DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Tremont Street, Boston,
Agents, for U, S,octll WSAMsn6m

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle
haBthe celebrated Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
attended to as
Orders for Tuning

seen

ja23

is war-

cure

KINDERGARTEN?

at I4S Spring Jifreet. Also at Arcana Hall, Congress street.
Hours from OJ to
124. The last half year begins the 12th of February.

MOTHERS l

die before your eyes.
band a box of

]

j TAWflQ
iiUlUu

a

dtf

FROEBEL’S

For

CALLED

Z

COLCORD,

jan24

German Snuff.

no23sndtf

i
!

Ie20eod6iu

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

EIDERS

Timothy,

Middle street.

113

WOMEN,

one

keep on

Foot Shoes, &c.,

00 Bags Strictly Prime
Sale by

STEVENS,

Repairs, adjusts, and gives instruction on all
kinds of sewing machines.
The very best of needles and oil for all machines.

Which when neglected, and their bodies ate placed
in a horizontal position, leads
very otten to what is
known as SUDDEN CROUP, which in nine cases

New York.

6

L.

d4v»

INFANTILE CATARRH

icu

GRASSSEED.

P. EATON, Principal.

A lew block, east of P. O.

you

Braces,

iuy27

ill commence March 26th.

FRED

We beg of you do not give yonr little ones Worm
Medicine when they complain of being •‘stinted up. ’■
No, no! they have what is far worse and more dangerous tha a myriad of worms. They have

SURGICAL INSTRUMENT*,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Hole Agent for Geo. Tieinann & Co.

1

Family School,

—

for sale and to let by

PORT OF PORTLAND.

The barques Edith Davis, and Sarmicnto, owned
t y K Lewis & Co, have been chartered at Valpato load attho southern guano deposits for Guadtiso
,
a loupe at 62s 6d.

mean

MOTHERS!

ELECTBICBATTERIES

MARINE ISTE1WS.

Friday, March 9.
ARRIVED.
Sch Mary Lizzie, from Capo Porpoise. Sprur™
8 leak and lost trawls 8tb.
Sch Granville, Clark, Rockland lor Lynn.
CLEARED.
Sch Mary P Hudson. Lake, Beliast, to load for
acksonville—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, St George-D Choate,
Sch Exact, Kimball, Boothbay—D Choate.

Eaton

glected Catarrh.

Almanac.March 10.

High water.8.30 PM
rises.6.211
sets.6.00 | Moon rises. 4.34 AM

PORTLAND, ME.

SEWING MACHINE EXPERT.

Lose no time to rhl yourself of w hat in time
kill you. lor all of the above are the losults of

p.

band and made to order.

5-20

Pho-

nography,

References— Andrew J. Graham, 5C3 Broadway,
New York, Author ol Standard Phonographic Work,
oc2y
codCm

Partial Paralysis,
Neuralgia of tlie Head,
Him Vision,
Loss Of Energy.

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,

I

and Teacher of Ntnndnrd

NORRIDGEWOCK, ME.

who are troubled with these
plaints, alas! common, such as

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

.ij.

OhioiSt Mississippi.
""
Delaware & Lackawanna......
Atlantic & Pacifio Telegraph.." ,; t
Missouri Pacific...

bonds.

!

<i

LUNGS.

NEW

MEN AND
We

Surgical Instruments,

Hty

...

wuu

Beware of Ibis banc of the age; do not be
cat down in the prime of life and harried
to the grave. Remember Catarrh can.ea
Consumption, and by the u»c of this remedy yon will certainly be cared.

funeral of oar late Brother, Nathan M.
Cobb.
mlilOsuit

.Mch 13
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool...
of

U3m

NO. ««»« CONGRESS STREFT,

the

arc-

VICTIM.

PEOPLE OF

Members of Beacon Lodge, 1.0.0. F.,
will meet at Odd Fellows’ Hall, SUNDAY,
March Jlth. At 1 1*. 1M.. to nttpml tin.

10
10
10
10
10
10
13
13

4.

Room

Reporter

German Snuff,

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

Veracruz.. .New York. .Havana.Mch 14
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool... Mch 13
iecla..Boston-Liverpool,,., Mch 13
Algeria.New York. .Liverpool... Mch 14
Atlas....New York..Kingston iX:c.Mcbll4
Stna.Now York ..Aspinwall... .Mch 15
Janima.New York. .Bermuda... .Mch 15
.’ohm.New York... AsplnwallJ... Mch 16
Caspian..Portland.. .Liverpool.Mch 17
Hty of Brussels.....New York Liverpool....Mch 17
.......New York. .Havana.Mch 17
Hyde
1 Hty of New York .New York. .Havana.Mch 21
doravian.Portland
Mch 21
j larmatian.Portland.... Liverpool....
Liverpool.Mch 31

Ja31

MISS EDITH J CUMMINGS,

uuiuicucu

Use it according to directions, and
ranted.

“Called” Bonds.

hi

Paul...

Union Pacific.
Land Grants.

Siberia.Boston.Liverpool_Mch
Wyoming......New York. .Liverpool... .Mch

No. 4571-2 Clapp's Block

RJEDERS’

Buy and sell Government, State,
City, Connty and Town Securities.
Highest market price paid tor

A. G.

Painter,

and Teacher of Painliug.

143 Pearl Street.

NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.

on

SAWYER.

Portrait

delicate orgaus to bo impregnated with

A

Investment Bankers,

Spinal Supporters, Club

W.

ETKXJHCN,

Now when yon realize this fact, do not
get frightend and run and pay five or ten dollars lor worthless
advice, hut invest just 35 cents in a box ot

Woodbury & Moulton,

date

Elysia.......Now York..London.Mch
llarathon. Boston.Liverpool_Mch
Celtic...-New York .Liverpool... .Mch
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Mch
3ity of Mexico.New York.. Hav«SVOruz.Mch

L.

HAS SECURED

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Shoulder

dly

DRUGGIST AND APOTHECARY,
has removed from St l.awrriceSl., toNO. 133
CONGRESS STREET, oppo.il, Enitinr
Home No. *A, where be will keep a first-class
Prescription and Family Krug Store. Patrons will
find our Drugs and Medicines pure and of tbe best
quality, and at prices to suit the times.
L. W. SAWYER, Druggist and Apothecary,
fcblTdlnr
135 Congress St, Portland, Ale.

may

XT

Square, Portland, Me,

mli5

CATARRH

SPOKEN.
Feb is, lat47, Ion 10, barque Hawthorn,
Nason,
from Liverpool tor 6W Pass.
Feb 18, off Cape Clear, ship Santa
Clara,
Tobey,
from Liverpool for New York.
March 4, lat 24 54, Ion 80 10, brig Carrie E Pickering, Torrey, from Cardenas lor New York.

DEPARTURE UP STEAMSHIPS.
fob

1C Market

In the morning you arise with a dull,
heavy feeling about the head and extreme nausea at the stom: you can eat nothing with a
relish, to work is a
task, as you have that dull pain and sense of oppression which demonstrates the fact that

Passed the Lizard 21st, Nimbus, Leonard, from
Hull lor Cardiff.
Ar at Troon 22d, Josie
Mildred, Ginn, Rosario.
Ar at Antwerp 21st, Hattie G
Dixon, Yates, from
Baltimore.
Sid lm Ymuidln Feb 21, Henrietta,
Simpson, fo
Portland.

o._o.

House

PAINTING.

ach

Scotland.)

I.

and

All kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

POISON.

Bound. Merriman, Sandy Hook.
Oft Deal 28th, John T Berry, Emersen, from Liverpool Jan 2 for SW Pass, (was driven round North ot

IUST* The funeral services of the late Berton M.
ahelton, will take place Sunday afternoon at lj o’clk,
it No. 53 York street.

from

Fresco, Sign

CATARRHAL

Hatch,

feW_

CARR,

R. T.

For particulars and Portland references, address

lLatest by European steamers.l
Sid fm Liverpool 22d, Caledonia, Potter, SW Pass;
23d, Loretto Fisb, Hodgdon, Callao.
Cld 21st, St Nicholas, Tobey. for New
York; 23J,
Adelia Carlton, Packard, lor .Matanzas; Homeward

Nobleboro,

name

TO THE

PASS

Plummer, Plummer, for do.
Sid lm Cardenas|lst inst, sch F A
Bailey, Hutchinson, North ot Hatteras.
Cld at St John, NB, 7th
sch Geo K

up-

Sardinian.Portland...- Liverpool.. ..Mch

fit. Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. ME.
jul
dly

The Secretions of the Head

Merrow, Dunning; Koeheko, Harrison;
Maggie palling, Dalling; Ralph Carlton, Fitzgerald,
and Walter L

ami

The tolal transactions at the Stock
Exchange aggregated 136,117 shares, including New York CenLake Shore 42,7?0 shares, Bock Isfr»r7772 shares,
Pacific Mail 3700 shares, St Paul
l030 shar®8>
1000 shares,
Ohios 1900 shares, Western Union
shares, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 32,200
26 635
J
shares, Michigan Central 7150 shares.
are the ofllcial returns of the
Union
_T5® following
r0Sd
for January, 1877: Gross earnings,
*815,354,09; operating expenses, *322,452.38; surplus
For
dross
*664,968.71 ^operating expenses, *472,170.11;earnings,
surplus
caramgs, *192,816.60; increase gross earnings, *150
d6CreaSe °Perai-

be

HORRIBLE TO SAY,

Causing these

JOBBER,

EDUCATIONAL.

Now what

uuy

A

Watch nud Chronometer marker*' Toole,
mathematical, Optical and PhiloHOphicnl Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

the nasal organs which, if
not allayed with GERMAN SNUFF, atter a short
time extend to the throat. As you lia down at night
and fain would sleep and rest the weary brain.

Gertie E

inst',

A

MAKER

MANtrFAOTUBKB OF

Snuff,

ytviiia ui \nuaini
sense of irritation about

Street. dt!

BABCOCK.

P.

MODEL

COLD,

Would have quickly cured.

Middle
C.

Box of the great reniedr,

•-J

I. F. FARRINGTON’S,

180

Those diseases

German

Con-

MOTLEY,

jan5

RIDERS’

...

v.«vut

one

specialty.

Residence IIS Hlelbaurne Hi.

OVER

DISEASES

COMMON

Sparks, Brad-

a

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Building,

can

County,

STREET.

of all kinds

WM. H.

Because they have not
Why!
made this disease the study oi a
life-time, as did old Dr. Ha:dcr, a
distinguished German Prolcssor,
who has probably spent more time
over this intricate complaint titan
any person on the globe. Reflect
tor a moment, use your
Good
sense, and remember Hint Hie origin of Catarrh is in a

Sid fm Caibarien Feb 27, brig
Lizabel, Watson, for
Portland.
At Baracoa Feb 27, sch
E Webber, Harris,
Mary
for New York next day.
At Trinidad Feb 20, sch Susan
Stetson, Merry, for
Navassa, to load phosphate.
Sid fin Mayaguez Feb 20, sob
Lugano, McKown,
(trom Machias) for St John, PR.
Jucaro Feb~» briS Atalaya, Clark, New

precepts

jan8dtt

PHYSICIANS BAFFLED !

Philadelphia.

EXCHANGE

to at all hours.

TO CURE CATARRH

—

up-

,,P

Service of

Cnmberland

fidential advice given, and services rendered in tbe
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

without resorting to a local treatment so painful to
the patient.
Reference to a large number, cured
during the past year, can be had by calling at my office.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and C to 8 P.
M.
lebl7sneodt
Portland, November 30, 1870,

fORElGIV PORTS.
Greenock 7th inst, ship David Brown, Colcord, Mauritius via Plymouth.
Ar at Liverpool 8th inst, ship
Saratoga, Kendall,
Savannah.
Ar at Callao Jan 28, ship Andrew Johnson,
Speed,
Huanillos, (and sailed Feb 1 for United States); St
Joseph, Fales, Rio Janeiro, (and sailed Feb tor Pabellon de Pica; Feb 8th,Theobald, Adams, from New
York.
Ar at St Jago Feb 18, barque Ada P Gould, Merritt, New York.
S|d 23d, sch Marion P Champlin, Freeman, for

for

31 1-4

Ar at

^
01 ^atlli *8®^ 53 years
J months
In
Feb. 20, Melvin A. Diusmore, aged
19 years 9 months.
ln Bristol, Feb.
16, Mrs. Lizzie Fossett, aged 11 yrs.

cline

“e

ilenaUai.

Coroner

cured

NC; Terrapin, Wooster, Hol okeu.
SALEM—Ar 8tb, sch W S Jordan, Stone, Galveston; Empress, Kennedy, Belfast lor New York; M L
Newton, Boyd, Boston lor Calais.
Bcb Twilight, Robertson,
Philadelphia for Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 8th, schs Vashti R Gates,
Holmes, Portland for Baltimore; Douglass Haynes.
Adams, Wiscasset for Philadelphia; Florida, Grant,
Rockland for Newburyport; M E Gage, Smith, Port
Johnson for Lynn.

Winslow, agoil 18 years.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock.!
In this city, March 9, Nathan M.
Cobb, aged 25 yrs.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at Casco Street Church.
St. Paul and Minneapolis
papers please copy.]
In Fryeburg, March
7, Jolm Iisley Holt, aged 19
years 7 months.
,.ln. Eowdolnhani, March 2. Mrs. Annie V., wile of

$2,201,13/,

clearances

Mlnnio

AND

the female organism

to

FRED DAVIS.
U3in

1877.

HIATT All A :?■**,
Constable for Portland,

tenders thanks to the Citizens of PortRespectfully
land for their liberal patronage during the past year;
and trusts that by Correct and Oentlemanly
deportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of JEVE and EAR, THROAT
and LtNtiS skillfully treated. Also

ton

this city, March 8, Edward Woodman, infant son
Edward C. and Lizzie B. Webb, aged 1 year and 2
months.
[Funeral services Saturday alternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 6 Locust street. Relatives and fiiends are invited to attend.
O

C. O. I>AVIS
roruanu, ret>.

SURGEON,

Mechanics’ Hall

Engineers

nasoury, bridges of wood or iron. Maps, profiles,
plans, specifications, and estimates made therefor.
L’ity, town lots, anil farms surveyed.
Drawings,
specifications, and estimates,ol ail kinds of iuachmjry promptly matte.

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN

BOSTON—Ar 8tb, brig Belle Prescott, Waterhouse
Buenos Avres Jan 5; schs Annie L McKeen, McKeen
Darien; Martha Maria, Thurston, Calais; Banner,
Rich, do; Swallow, Carlow, do for New York; Neptune, Holmes, Machias; Win Hill, Stratton, Sullivan; Hyena, Gardiner, Rockport; Ira D Sturgis,
Johnson, Wlscasstt.
Cld 8th, sch Empire, Ryan, Belfast.
Ar 9th, schg Oliver Jameson,
Campbell. Wilming-

European Markets.
March 9.—American securities—

MfiPf'Il

Civil Si tTIcnhnnirnl

ISO l-i UIDDl.i:
hTRERT, (Va.ea
Particular attention given to the
Bank Block).
Public
Railroads
and
Works, including
inrvey of

Cape Elizabeth.

DR.

In

pit.v

O. O. Davis tfc Oo.,

requested
Portsmouth.
THURSCld 8th, ship Sea Wilcb, Drew, San Fraucisco; sch
1/A1 UI1UU1 mull HI O U iiutll II 111.. IV/ 1/I/Uiii*avvi
ich Ada S Simonton, Hall, Pensacola.
a town
choose
for
town
aim
to
officers.
candidates
Passed through Hell Gate 7th, brig Silas N Alartin.
committee for the ensuing year.
Brown, from New York for New London.
PER ORDER.
PROVIDENCE-Sld 8th, sells Ida L Ray, Haskell,
Hoboken; Olive. Warren, and E C Gates. Krppm-tii !
Fnn tn Vonuo the Vegetable Pulmonary BalNew York.
lUl OU lOdlu sam of Cutler Bros. & Co., Boston
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Gtb, sells Terrapin,
stands unrivalled lor Coughs, ctnlds and ConWooster, Hoboken for Boston; Caroline C, Dow, fm
sumption. Sold in Portland by Apothecaries gen
Port Johnson for do; Sarah P, Westcott, fm do for
fe8snl3w
Lynn; Grace Cushing, Moshier, tm do lor Portland; erally.
Ontario, Lunt, New York tor do; Robt Foster, Robnson, Newcastle for Camden; JC Crafts, Greeley.
Rockland for Richmond.
Sid Gth, schs Nettie Cushing, Etta & Josie. and J C
AND

ot

In t.hlfl

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
dtl
lugtl
VARJlOUTn, J1E,

The Republicans of C#e Elizabeth, are
to meet at the Town House in said town,Jon

Drafts..
Ar 7th, ach Oliver Jameson, Campbell. Wilmington
for Boston, with loss of boat and maiuboom broken;
RC Thomas, Thorndike, Norfolk for do; Huzzar,
Matthews, fm Elizabethport for Bath; Lizzie Poor,
Dickey, Belfast for Baltimore; Almeda, Smith, from
Eastport tor New York.
Sid, schs Maria Adelaide, Robt Foster. Terrapin.
Caroline C, Sarah P, and others.

Coffins and Caskets Always on Hand.

Jobes,

North Yarmouth,
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requested
to meet at the Town bouse on SAl URDAY, March
10, 187T, at 3 o’clock p. m., to nominate candidates
for town officers, also to choose a town committee.
PER ORDER TOWN COMMITTEE.

NEW YORK-Ar 7th, barque Herbert Black,Treat,
quique96days; brig Hattie, Dow, Matanzas 13ds;.
Cole, Leghorn via New London 42 ds;
1
Langley, Providence.
Cld 7th, brig Anita Owen. Pettengill, Montevideo;
Vnnie Gardiner, Havener, Point-a-Pitre; sch Wm
Jeming, Hodgins, St Kitts; S K Lane, McKenzie,

Mtss Addie M. Walker ot Boston.

New Sark Stock and Money Market*
New York, March 9—Evening.—Money market
easy at 2[ ®.3 per cent, on call. Sterling Exchange
is quiet and steady at 481 <g) 4841 for 60 days and 4851
tor demand.
Imports of dry goods for the week were 82.279.415:

UNDERTAKER.

eod3m2dp

Cape Elizabeth.
The citizens of Cape Elizabeth, are requested to
meet at the Town House, on MONDAY, March 12th,
at 3 o’clock P. M., to nominate candidates iOr town
officers for the ensuing year.
PER ORDER TOWN COMM ITTEE.
d&wld
Cape Elizabeth, March 5,1877.

) C Sweeney,
ch Jed Frye,

A

111T€II€0€K,

KAO

Successor to the late George Mnrxlon,

Casco.
The Republicans of Casco, are requested to meet
in
said town, ou SATURDAY,
at the Town House
March 10th, at 3 o’clock p. in,, to nominate town
officers for the ensuing year.
PER ORDER.
W2t9

Liverpool.

In this city, March 8, by Kev. N. J. Ellestad
Henry Nielsen and Miss Louisa Bjorkdal.
In Denmark, Sydney F. Brown, M. D., and Miss
Augusta Harriman.
In Boston, Feb. 26, J. E. Trafton of Harrison and

53J

i

“Called” €-or-

for

CAUCUSES,

•ardenas.
Cld 7th, schs Maggie M Rivers, Rivers, Aspinwall;
1 !eo Arey, Rogers, New Haven.
Ar 8th, sch Annie Whiting, Cox, Mayaguez.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, sell Laura V Voss, Al1 an, Boston.
Cld 7th, brig Liberty. Devereux. Matauzas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 6th, sch B F Lowell,
limpson, Tiinidad for Philadelphia.
Passed in 8th, ship John D Costa, Musaus. lrom

MARRIED.

[Sales

« ties

eru»uent Komis.

<

March 9—1.30 P. M.—Consols at 964 for
money and 96 9-16 for account.

By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True & Co.

price paid

Mi

de30

Cienfuegos.
ar 7th, brigs Antelope,
Ray, Matauzas; Key1 tone, Beatty, fin Rio Jaueiio; sell Maud.
Robinson,

London,

Daily Domestic Receipts.

lii-Sit

lade. Also collects in England ami foreign comiclaims of American lieTrs.
d&wl?
8ep29

,

anil otlier desirable Securities.

Frankfort,

Friday, March 9.—The regular demand for Btaple
goods is small and there is but little activity on
Commercial street to-day. Sugars are steady at 11J
for granulated and ll|c for extra C. Flour continues
steady. Corn shows no change to-day and is quoted
at 62 @ 63c car lots and 67c for smaller lots. Pork
and Lard are unchanged.

^ ittorncy and Counsellor at Law,
38 School St., Boston, Mass.
COLLECTION of debts, bankruptcy, Ac., a spedlJ alty.
Funds remitted soon as collections are

O’s
O’s
rs
7’s
7’s

-----

Also

March 9.—Cotton Is weak and irregular;
Middling uplands lljc.
Memphis, March 9.—Cotton market quiet; Middling uplands at llgc.
New Orleans. March 9.—Cotton irregular and
easy; Middling uplands at lljc.
Wilmington, Marob 9.-Cotton is dull and easy;
Middling uplands at 12*e.
Galveston, March 9.—Cotton is weak; Middling
uplands at lljc.
Louisville, March 8.-Cotton dull; Middling up*
lands lljc.
Norfolk, March 9.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands at lljc.

New Haven,
with a long
string of aliases, was convicted of passing
counterfeit money and got ten years. Buglean
and Hayland. confederates, got G and 5 years
respectively. John Ryan, for pissiDg counterfeit silver coin, got 18 months,

J. B. S4NF0BD,

Portland
Columbus, Ohio,
Cuyuhoga County, Ohio.

s on,

24, brig Clias

W ildO)

dtf

STREET,

offer for sale

r, Havre.

S1<iP?? Caibarien Feb
ley, Philadelphia.

T,

The Nnlurai Ua|uriic
Phjikiaa,
* eshalllay hands on them and they shall belieale
.’lO'J Cumberland, Gar. •( Kirn hi,
novh

mi DOLE

200

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 5tb, ship Expounder, Crock-

»

H-

] Ox*.

BANKERSANDBROKERS

MOBILE—Cld 7th, schs Georgie Sheppard, Rich,
Boston; Linda. Whitmore, West Indies.
Ar 7th, sch Yo Semite, Chase. Wiscasset.
KEY WEST—Sid 7th, sch Parepa, Packard, lor
1 lobile Bay. to load lumber.
SAVANNAH—Cld 7th, scbsJJas A Brown, Collin?,
< ardenas; Aneroid, Talbot, New York.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 28th, sch John Somes, Alaf on. New York.
Cld 28th, sch Lilly B French, NickorsoD, lor Port
1 loyal, 8C, to load for Berbice,
CHARLESTON-Cld 7th, eebs Luuet, Hinds, for
rimdad; Kate C Rankin, Ball, lioothbay; Isaac
* ►rbeton. Crockett, Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, sch Helen G King, Jacob-

Augusta, March 9.—Cottonmarkct is dull and

yesterday, Giovacchino Guillotte,

BUSINESS CARDS.

NOTICES.

SWAN & BARRETT.

1

lower; Middling uplands at lljc.

caused.
In the U. S. District Court at

’if

NETBVBOiiUUlClL
FOR

p0JA“w,wlttVa
tftxed
?4ffi’li000

UnitedStates

cepted tbe proposals of M. De Lesseps made
in tbe name of tbe Suez Canal Company to
complete, and work the canal between Cario

INDICATIONS

S4>,rafir43?wfmPrmg’iNo

Currency 6’s. .Ji’*

Foreign Notes.

Egyptian

dfl^7

£

DIED.

withont special authority.
7— The amnesty for individuals implicated

Tbe

J ii?

bPEUlAn

G^~See telegraphic columns for other reports.

m

J

JPortj -Fifth

icouutered heavy gales from SW lo NNW. during
hieb carnod away spanker boom aud gafl’, mainh •pgallaut mast, sprung jibboom, split sails, and had
d 2cka swept fore and aft.
Brig Eudorus, Prince, at Havana from Pensacola,
r sports heavy weather ou the
passage and lost part of
d bckload lumber.
Sch Jobn W Welt, from Beaufo- SC, for Waterf( ird, (before reported abandoned) was seen Feb 17,
it 48 54, Ion 25 15.
She waa full of water, stump of
>rcmaqt standing, deekhouse and cabin gone, star1 aard quarter stove, &c, aud anchors cn forecastle
d eck.
Sch Satellite, of Bath, before reported ashore on
ape Ann, came oft'without damage.
Sch Walton, Ingraham, from Jacksonville tor Bath,
v eforo
reported at Tybeein distroes, lias been beached
Lazaretto Creek for repairs.

e
v

a

Opinions.

lx*

lo

Confirmed.

Shreveport, March 9.
Bayard, U. S. Senator, Wash-

Packard's despatch yesterday to Senator
Blaine that in every parish outside of New Orleans except what he terms the five “bulldozed” parishes, his government is recogDized by
all except a few Nicholls officials, is utterly untrue. The people of this and the surrounding
parishes spurn Packard’s pretentions and render hearty allegiance to Gov. Nichol's.
The
Republican police jury of this parish has by a
formal resolution recognized the Nicholls government.
Nathan Gregg,
(Signed,)
President of the Shreveport Cotton Exchange.
Samuel C. Head,
President of the Police Jury of Caddo Parish.
N. C. Blanchard,
President of the Democratic Committee of
Caddo Parish
B. M.;Johnson, Banker.

Nominees

Hie

to

■P

Bangor.

All

95; choice to extra smootq 5 00 @ 5 40.
Hogs—receipts 9,000 head; shipments 5700 head
t le market is scaree and firm; sales of light at 5 °5
Q p 5 40; good to choice shipping at 5 50 @ 5 90.
*

_

Tin;

Bangor,Mar. y—Notwithstanding the severe
storm the Republican caucus this evening was
the largest ever held in the city and Dr. A. C.
Hamlin was nominated by a large majority as

ihicujio t'atflc IfluiUUi
CmcAuo, March 9.—Cattle—receipt* 2700 head;
lipmentb 5300 head; the market is firm and fairly
p.tive and shade higher for good; sales Texas and
xen at 2 75 @ 3 90; feeders
and good steers 3 95 ®

South
Expressed
Domra tic Markets.
9~Evening.—Cotton market
,^Iarchsales
atfYi0EiK*
4c decline;
uiet
930
Carolina Delegation.
ordinary upj uids and Alabama at 10 9-16c;bales;
do New Orleans and
at 10
'1

and

Mayor of

ness.”

Salm-Salm. It is a book of history and biogra
phy, of personal adventure and memorabilia
full of anecdotes and reminiscences of distin
guisbed persons. These ten years cover threi
great wars, in all of which the adventuron
princess took an active part, and of which shi >
gives striking inside views.
Mrs. Celia Thaxter is writing a novel, the in
cidents of which are to be taken from her owi
romantic life at the Isle of Shoals, where hei
father was the light-keeper for many years, am
where she married one of the first men wh<
came to the island for shooting and fishing.
Among the subjects discussed at the late
Librarians Conference was a uniform system o
indicating the size of books, the old designa
tions of 4to., 8vo., I2mo., &c. which were satis
factory when printing papers Jwere made b.
hand in the one-sized mold, being now a con
fusion of confusions. The system reported by
the committee for discussion by the craft, and,
if satisfactory for adoption by the next conferthe
old
ence,
preserves
designations
only to designate the actual fold of
the sheet in printing.
For biliograpbical
purposes,the hight and width are to be given in
centimeters, prefixed oy the letters b, p, or f,
according as binding,paper or type is measured
The general designation, however, is to bo by
letters, corresponding to the present names of
the sizes, and these are to be confinred withic
specified limits of the outside measnrement is
centimeters. Thus T(32mo.) will designate al!
books not more than 10 centimeters (about foul
inches) high; S (lGmo.) those between this anc
15 centimeters high; D (12mo.) those with
in 20 centimeters; O (8vo.) 25 centimeters; ^
(4to.) 30 cehtimeters; F (folio) 40 centimeters
while larger books will be designated as Fo,F9,
&c.. according as their hight is within 50, 09
and other tens of centimeters. If the width is
more than four-fifths the hight but less than
the whole, the letters sq. (square) are to be prefixed; if more than the whole hight, the letters
ob. (oblong.). This sizing is intended to
approximate closely to the present .syetem, il
system it can be called. The Little Claseio
books register at S; most 16'mo. and 12mo.
books according to present designations as D
the magazines as O; Webster’s Unabridged as
Q; the Tribune newspaper, as F6. There will
no doubt, be considerable discussion of the
measure, but its adoption is probable.

HAYES
b

Nominations Referred

MAINE.

fulness will be crowned with God’s forgive
R. Worthington of New York will issue next
week “Ten Years of My Life,” by the Princes:

PRESIDENT

CABINET.

TI1E

ECONOMICAL, LABOR-SAVING. AND
ORMLY SATISFACTORY.

UNI- I

AT A MODERATE PRICE.
I

A TRIAL WILL DEMONSTRATE ITS SUj ERIOR QUALITY.
ma5
dim

~

mari)_
g^oodi

_dl'V

wood.!

Soft Wood at reduced price?—delivered
| IARDand
any part of the city—wishing to close up the

J i?ine»8.

32

fcKWnw*

Lincoln street, foot of Boyd.
ALBERT d.MERRILL.

THE
SATURDAY

HITV AFFAIRS.

PRESS.

MORKlKC, MARCH 10.

Inn

Merlin*

of

The

Council

the

Cily
ISJ6-7T.

of

THE PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,

Biddelord,

At
of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of Ij. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At
of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J.O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co
w

The

closing meeting of the City Council of
1876-77 was held last evening. Quite an amount

of business was transacted and the usual com-

plimentary resolutions

Waterville,

Honn.

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.
a m

Portland, Me., Jan. 9, 1877.
Arriral and Departure of Hails*
Boston and intermediato offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. in. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30

and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the

West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
8.30 a m and 2.30 p in.
Great Soutliern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a w, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Intermediate

Hallway.

ouu

and 3 GO p.

tuiiucuiui);
m.
Close at

Morning Northwestern

iuuivb.

Arrive

ul ;;.uu a

and 5.00 p

11.30 a m
by G. T. K.

m.

Arrive at 8.40

a m.
Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. in., and
3.00 p m. Close at 6.30 a ro, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 p. w. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.00
a m and 2.20 p m.
By the Bridgtou Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Cleseat
6.50 a m.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday

at 6

a m.

ClOBe

Saturday

at 3.30 p

m.

Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Satur-

day at

12

m.

foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing oi steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive

at 2.00

am.

Close at 9.00 p

m.

Skowhegan intermediate

offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.C0pm. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T- R. Arrive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.

Religious Notices.
Reform Club Meetings.—The Club will hold
a public meeting at 10} a. m., in the Club Room 111
Exchange Street, and at 7 p. m. in Mechanics’ Hall
Sunday, All are cordially invited to attend.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
p. m.: Preaching at 2 and 6 p. m.
Kuightville at 10} a. in. Sabbath School at 11} a.
Social meeting 7} p. m.
m.

St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ol the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10} a. in., 3 and 7 p.m.
Prayer meetings on Thursday eveniugs at 7} p. m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum StreetsSt. Paul’s Church, comer ot Congress and Locust street.—Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services on
Sunday 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting,
Wednesday and Saturday at 7} o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10} a. m.; and 3 p. in. Sittings free to all, and all are welcomed.
West Cono. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free. All
are

welcome.

First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10} a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11} a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.
C.ff-'The Disciples of Christ will meet at 8 Winter St., corner or Gray, every Lord’s Day at 3 p in.
to attend to the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread' and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
Harmon’s Hall, West End, Portland.—Preaching by Rev. J. A. Strout, at 10} a. m. Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m. Seats free.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. JA. Strout, Pastor. Preaching at 2} p. in. Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m. Seats free.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright.
pastor, services at iu$ a, m* ana 3 p. m. suuaay
school at 1$ p. m.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M.
Sterling, pastor. Preaching at 10$, a. m. and at 3
Prayer meeting
Sunday School at 1$.
p. w.,
at 7 p.

m.

Williston Church, corner Danforth and May
Bible
Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark, Pastor.
Exercise at 10$
Preaching
Meeting in the evening.
a. m.

at 3 p.

m.

Prayer

SubArcana Hall.—Conference at 2.30 p. m.
ject: The growing infidelity in and out of the church
caused by mental growth, distrusting the infallibility
of some inspired writers who fail lo portray or com-

prehend the exalted character and attributes of Deity,
Plymouth Church.—Rev. Edward E. Bacon of

Andover, Mass., will preach tomorrowjat 10$
and 7 p. m. Prayer meeting Tuesday evening
p.

a.

m

at 7

m.

India St. Univebsalist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. in.
Afternoon service at 3 o’clock
Sunday School Con
cert in the evening, together with several recitations
and solos by adults.
Stevens* Plains Univebsalist Church.—
Services tomorrow forenoon at 11 o’clock. Rev. Mr.
Bicknell will preach.
First Univebsalist Church,Congress Square.—
Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs, pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a.
m. and 7 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. O. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m., by Rev,
A. W. Pottle of Saco. Sunday School at 1$ p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m. Preaching at
3 p.m. Temperance meeting at 7p.m. The public are cordially invited.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
Street.
Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.,
by Elder Wells of Portsmouth, N. H. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m and 7 p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m.
Seats free.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Sabbath
Wilmot.—Rev. W. H. Shailer Pastor.
School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Social
meeting at 7 p. m. Seats tree.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1$ n. m. Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p. m.
■

Allen Mission

Chapel, Locust Street.—Sunday

School at 1.30 p. m. Union prayer meeting at 3 p.
m.
Gospel Temperance meeting in the evening at 7$
to be addressed by Mr. Tolford of Chicago and others.
Temperance meeting Monday evening.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. James
McWhinnie pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a. m.t by
Young
the pastor. Sunday School at 12 o’clock.
m.
at
6
Sabbath School meeting
p.
people’s meeting
at 7 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New
Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 7 p. m. by

High

Street.—

Rev. Henry E.

Uoduaid.

MARCH CIVIL

Superior Court.
TERM, 1877, SYMONDS,

of the

J.. PRESID-

hefere nnrehaRincr

“looking

unto Jesns.”
A life of faith is a life of reality, because
there is nothing more real than God, and faith
takes hold on God. But as we run the race sot
before us, we must first “lay aside overweight”—master tho body, its powers, its passions, and submit the heart, its longings and
aspirations, to God; and not only the weight,
hut the sin, the sin that doth so easily beset ns.
We must lay aside tho weight and the sius—
especially the sin of unbelief. But besides this
are the sius of covetousness, of ambition, pride,
acd all other sius into which wo fall.
Now the practical question if, what will cure
these sins and cast aside these weights? And
the answer is found in the text—by “looking
to Jesus
Looking to Jesus will give us perseverance
in all right work, acd enable us to run the race
to ihe end. So did Jesus. So also it will give
us earnestness in our work.
Nowhere else is
such a pattern of earnestness as Jesns.
It will give ns gladness acd joy in our work.
It is the very secret of Cbristiau unity—it is
the great power for all Christian effort—it is
the secret of holy living, of decision for God.
Ab! looking to Jesus is the secret of salvation.
Mr. Stebbins sang the solo, “Who’s on the
Lord's side?”
Brief addresses bearing upon the preciousness of joy of believing in Christ, and the need
of earnestness, devotion and conseoration to a
dissemination of the influences of the gospel,
were made by several laymen, Messrs. Stevens,

nrnner-

ty of any kind for the city, or before procuring
any repairs or changes costing more than $25,
upon property belonging to the city, to first obtain the approval in writing of the joint standing committee on streets, sidewalks and
bridges; and all such purchases or repairs exceeding the sum of $300 shall first be authorized by vote of the City Council. And any expenditure upon any street at any one time exceeding the cost of $100 iu labor or materials
shall first be authorized by said committee, and
any expenditure which will exceed the c8st of
$300 shall first be authorized by said committee
aud any snch expenditure wh.ch shall exceed
the cost of $300 shall first be authorized by vote
of the City Council. And it shall bo the duty
of the commissioner on streets, when thereto
requested, to report to the said committee
the number of men employed by him, the nature of each man’s
employment. and tbo

Burgess

In the ca-e of Akeley vs. Wright the jury rendered
ft verdict for t he plaintiff for the full amount claimed.
H. C. Peabody for plaintiff.
S. L. Carleton for defendant,
Replevin
A. T. Stewart vs. Samuel Berry et als.
for a pung and a sleigh.
Defense—that defendants
had a lien upon them for repairs. Testimony closed.
Lairabee for defendant.
Ridlon for plaintiff.

Prayer was offered by
High street.

meetings is evidently

ITluncipal Court.
JUDQE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Friday.—Henry Duddy, Neil H. Duddy and Wm.
Fitzpatrick. Affray. Fined $5 each with costs.

street church at 9 o’clock. There will also he
a preaching service f.or non-chnrch goers at the
City Hall at 3 o’clock, and a similar service at
the same place at 7 o’clock in the evening.
Next week the morning prayer meetings and
afternoon Bible readings will he held at the
Free street church, and the evening service at

State street church. Meetings will also he held
under the direction of the Executive Committee on the first four evenings of the week at
the Congress street Methodist church.
The Finances of the Town of Deering.—
The annual report of the town of
Deering
shows the total valuation of the town to be.

the deliberations of this board and the
courtesy and cheerfulness with which be has
assisted us, one and all, in the discharge of onr
several duties; and we would, also, as one of
the co-ordinate brandies of the representatives
of the people, pay especial tribute to tha fidelity with which he lias guarded the public good,
in this important era in the affairs of the city
of Portland. And we feel free to say that he
is worthy, in every position, to bear the good
name which has reflected so much honor upon
onr city and state; and as he retires from public life he will take with him the best wishes of
the members of the city government.
over

§1,971,375.00. There

are 919 polls, and the
rate of taxation is §1.75 on §100.
The Treasurer, Daniel D. Chenery, makes

the

1875.

1876.
School,“District No. 3.

No. 14.
No. 10.
Interest and cost account.
Alms house and farm
Out door poor.
Roads and bridges.

Incidental.
School fund.

The ordinance relative to the Street Commissioner was passed in concurrence.
The other papers were passed in concurrence.
Resolutions were passed complimentary to
the Chairman, Clerk, City Messenger, reporters
and retiring members

Note receivable, on hand.
Tax deeds.
Personal property tax non-res. tax list..

■

Cash.
LIABILITIES.

Bridges.
Temporary Loan.
Itoads and

door poor...
Order No. 54.
Hydrant at Stroudwater.
Incidental Expenses.
Out

High School.
__

with

a

variety performance in which Malfitt

and Bartholomew, Delehanty and Hengler,
Gas Williams, Manchester and Jennings, and
the rest of the specialty artists appeared to
The trick pantomime of

good advantage.
■‘Flick and Flock” concluded the entertainment. There was lots of fun in it and the audiThe closing scene was
This comthe strike on the Boston & Maine,
pany give two more entertainments, this after-

ence

noon

was

delighted.

and evening, when

have full

they

will

doubtless

houses._

Deering—The

Democrats have nominated
the following list of officers to be supported at
the election Monday:

Selectmen, George H. Crocker, Augustui
Tate, Gilman G. Lane; Treasurer, John Haskell; Clerk, Thomas J. Kiggs; School Commit
tee, long term, Wm. M. Pay son; abort term
John C. Cobh; Auditor, Andrew Hawes.

last

induced to

are

21

clock,

at

was

Beal Estate Transfers.—The following
are theireal estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:
Westbrook—Lot of land from Adeline H,
and Solomon Haskell to Margaret A. Gray.
Gorham—Lot of laud containing one acre,
with buildings thereon, from Samuel C. Hoyi
to James H. Libby.
Gray—Lot of land from Gardiner D. Weeks
to Bicbard 31. Mills.
Miss Marsh’s Theatre.—There are but twe
more opportunities
to witness “Plenty o

Money’’at Miss Marsh’s Theatre, this after
noon and evening.
The play pleases all wh(
have
to

seen

it and the theatre should be crowdei

day.

invited.__

MEETINGS.

Starks—Clerk, H.
Henry Williamson,
Witham; Treasurer, L.

Charles Burroughs.—Mr. Charles Burroughs, the actor, who was killed ou the train
at Stoningten Thursday, was eugaged by Miss
Marsh at the late reopening, and he appeared
He was
as “Langford” in “Still Waters.”

Wm. J. Drew.

C. Powers; Selectmen
G. Greeuleaf, Jofepl
0. Sawyer; Supervisor

Cornville.—Clark E. Smith, Joseph Flan
ders, Charles Hayford, Selectmen,etc.; Charlei
C. McDaniels, Treas.; Clark E. Smith, Towi
Agent; Silas T. Whittier, S. S. Com.; A. K

to play walking gentlemen’s parts ot
the recommendation of John McCulloch, the
tragedian, who wrote to Miss Marsh that the
young man was the son of an old friend ir
San Francisco. He was not very well satisfied

engaged

P-

with his position, and was not especially neede< I
in the thoatro, and on Saturday last tormina
■

not

F. O. BAILEY,

are

Household Furniture,
BY
ture

in House,
consisting in part of Tapestry aud
Ingrain Carpets, Parlor Furniture, Etagerie, Marble
B.
w. and Painted Chamber Sets.
top lables,
Dining Room Furniture, Crockery and Glass Ware,
Kitchen
Bedding,
Furniture, Cook and Parlor

UNDER THE PREBLE HOUSE,

Stoves, &c„ &c.
F. O. BAILEY Or CO.,’ Auctioneer..

MARKET SQUARE,

mar7_

a

We

ORGANS !

glect this great opportunity

Will

Possessing great beauty, and a certain richness
and fulness of tone, unequalled. Their mechanical
structure is the most perfect ever devised, rendering
them the best of Organs. Prices, from Seventy to
Fifteen Hundred Dolloaa.
Also Organs o
other first class manufacturers.

It 1

Regiet

Why will they regret it !
are

we

495

Because

selling

WAREROOIHS,

dollar is proDavis & Co

one

CARLTON

Samuel Thurston,

retail cost ot 25

a

AOENT.

PIANOS I

30 per

or

as~mMdF&"t

mens’ profits, but the

A large assortment of first class Pianos at the very
lowest prices. Cash customers cannot afiord to ignore this stock.

First aid Bottom Cost!

Congress St.,

“BARGAINS.”

PIANO STOOLS !
In great variety of styles, of superior quality, at low

prices.

We manufacture Mens’, Youths’
and Boys’ Clothing with which

HliildreA’s Felt Hats 50 cts
65 “
Boys’ Felt Hats
*•
-

Umbrellas

apr25eod&wlw

2—17—32—47._

—

Oliver Goldsmith was often in warfare
with his cook. Had he lived to enjoy the rare
cuisine of the St. Nicholas Hotel, New York,
he wonld not have meddled with his kitchen or
found fault with the productions of its experts
in gastronomy.

AT

Haw
Blades,
styles and prices,
Wood Polish
Fancy Woods,
anil all material required for fine Scroll Work.

Designs,

ufacture CHEAP.
We

$1.00

desirous of opening
store with

new

are

NEW

—

Samuel

GARMENTS,

SPRING

dispose ol the

AT Some Price!

OPP. POST OFFICE.
mb 10

town.

BRICK
$325 per year.
One and half

are made every

story house, six rooms, No. Russell

$230 per

juru.

happy

house,

18 rooms, airanged for
street. $100 per annum.

lies. on Franklin
Three stores under United States Hotel

BE

two fami-

on

t

to see the

day,
goods go and

ADVISED

we

LAM SON’S

are
onr

PORTRAIT STUDIO,
244 middle

|

This

House has within

a

IOW

BUY

THE SHIP VAfllNE

Attempt

ot

SALE

Now 233 Middle

now open to the public in Maine,
It is first
class in every appointment.
The manageuent thankful for the very liberal patronage tor the
?ast fifteen years, and to conform to the times, have
lecided to make the price $2,00 per day. Hacking to
md from the house free of charge.
F. A. Mil AW.
©. I?I. SHAW,

Fogg, Constable and Collector.
Woodstock —Moderator, C. A. Jackson ;
Clerk, C. B. Houghton; Selectmen, S. G. Wj
man, G. G. Dow, W. H. Parsous; Treasure] >
J. L. Bowker; Agent, T. B. Day; S. S. Com, *
H. C. Bacon; Col. and Con., James M. Day.
Athens.—Town Clerk, J. W. Bixby; St
lectmen, etc., F. G. Green, C. F. Dore, Joshu t
Duntou; Auditor, F. G. Green; Town Treaf

—

TUCKER.

Musical Goods!

Rescued Crew to luliuiiilate

a

OF

Proprietor.

her Captain.

Warranted

CLOSING OUT HWHOIESTOCK

ship Fanny Tucker of
M. Roberts, which
Boston Thursday from Calcutta,

Wiscasset, Capt. Joseph
arrived

at

somewhat eventful, and came near being
attended with tragic result.
The ship sailed
from Calcutta on the 21th of last September,
wa3

n

irnlnnliln

K/innonl

aud crew, mostly
and the Captain

mi_

_

Englishmen,

XV?_

numbered

28,

Pianos,

ltoberts

fell in with the

Persons not Musical

consisting of fifty-one persons.
Nothing was saved from the burning
ship, bat notwithstanding the large increase to
his passenger list, Capt. Roberts provided well

XTTrurfTci

CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.
Mr and Mrs. Otis Field of
Harrison, celebratcd the tiftieth anniversary of their
marriage
on
Thursday of last week.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

be

Bangor Commercial Isays that
Mnnlmn nf
O„_1__»

St.,

177

Middle

Dr. Schenck’s Standard Remedies.

the Woolen
Company, and still
the insolvency of the Xhomastou
Insurance Company.
Mr. Mclntire was returning from Thomaston with a pocket book
in his breast pocket, containing notes and
other
valuables representing about $700. To save
one coat toll, he crossed the river
the railby
road bridge, aud as the passage
way across the
draw is very narrow, he crossed it on
all fours.
During this operation the pocket book with its
contents slipped from his pocaet and was

Sohenck’s medicines arc sold by all druggists
mateod&w2msn
throughout the country.

^

Tar
Solution,
[west
Inhalation
Catarrh, Consumption,
for
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Forest Tar Troches,
or Sore
Tickling Cough and
Throat, Hoarseness,

Purifying

the Breath.

Forest Tar Salve,
Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts,
or

Healing

and for Piles.

Champed

HandsjSalt

Forest Tar

Lowest Market Kates,

geuG_

60

&

BY

a

The End is not Yet!
BEAST01SBEDA1W
Now Open and

To-day

McAllister,
ST.

FITZGERALD’S
KTew Store

268 Middle St.,
AH

KINDS

OP

shall begin our An-

wc

Fancy Goods,

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,
endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cash or Installments by

REMNANTS!

W. H. FCTRBUSH A SON,

The prices at which we shall
Oder them will insure a ready sale.

prices

Man.

'•

“

“

“

Colored Silks,

“

“

Woolens,

“

Table Linen,

“

Flannels,
Rcpeilants,

*■

Cashmere,

COMFORT DIM THE WINTER
A large Stock oi

“

“

“

‘-Ladies’ Cloaks.
ALSO

Wc shall Oder

Wool

small lot or

Fine All Wool
same

Ball Knitting Cotton, white, 4 cts. per
hall. Ball Knitting Cotton, colors, 5 cts.

hall. Linen and tine Cambric Handerchiefs 4, 5, 7, 10 to 25 cts. Choice

Eer

iknitruiic

flf

Qlllr

UnnillrAnikhiAf.i

O It

to 75 cts. Linen Bosom, splendid value,
lined. 17 to 50 cts. Dress Braids, “Frnit
of the Braider,” 6 cts a piece. Spool
Cotton, best low priced Cotton sold, 2 cts
a spool.
Spool Silk, full 100 yds., 8 cts.
a spool.
Twist Silk, fnll 10 yds., 4 cts. a
spool*, Tidies, choice patterns, 20 to 95
cts.
All 8iik Keck Ties, new styles,
12 1-2 cts. to $1.25 Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose (Bang Up) 10 cts. per pair.
Gents’ Heavy Brown Cotton 1-2 Hose
12 1-2 cts. per pair. Irish Balbriggan
Hose (all others are spurious) 08 cts.
per pair. Cut Hamburg Edges (superior
and as cheap) 4 to 50 cts. Hoys’ Linen
Collars 7 cts. each. Bustles, Bustles, 25
cts. to $1.08. Kid Gloves, all onr $1.75
marked down to $1.25. $1.00 marked
down to 75 cts. All Wool Yarn, to close,
15 cts. a skein. Corsets, foreign and domestic, 45 cts. upwards. Ostrich Feather Dusters 17 cts. upwards.
Ostrich
Feather Piano Dusters 75 cts, upwards.
are

Agents for I>It. WARNER’S

HEALTH CORSETS.
Remember you

can

Sail all kinds of FANCY

GOODS, HIBBOIVS, LACES, Ac,
establishment.
Remember our Number is 4«8
STREET, near (he Junction
aud Federal Street.

at

our

HUDDLE
of middle

J. H. FITZGERALD.
mhC

Salt, Salt, Salt I
sale

Liverpool and Trapani
1J10Rin bondCadiz,
duty paid by

Salt

in

lots

or

kil

iseodSw

437

Congress Street,

FARRINGTON
Ie2

fe27

COMMERCIAL,
WIIARF.
_diajjm
Fur Keut.
and convenient Cottage, with

now, elegant
all the modern

THE
marZisdtt

improvement,.

Apply

BLOCK.
dtt

HONEY !

goods sold Iasi year
Wanted Worn and Torn Currency,
Pieces Of Bank Bills and Greenbacks.

Eastman Bros.,
534 Congress Street
U

mliS

Q. PALMER.

M.

!

Beil quality l.iidira’ Rubbers,
*‘
Men’.

43 ct*.

»•

03

Boy.’ Rubbrr Boot.,
Youth.’

••

.ItilHi’

iltt

Boots and Shoes

•«

Ijadies’ line

at

NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.

M*

febS

«

Hoots

ci>.

B'J.OO
1.30
1.00

made

to

Dl.

goods Repaired
at

Hall’s Rubber Store,
UNDER FAEMOUTII HOTEL.

SHADE

aperinliy

made nf Drapery work »f
kind, at the lowest prices.

Estimates and Designs

CORKER FREE

—

all

furnished,

AKD

COTTON ST8.
dtt

I liave not retired Irom business,
but liave taken the new store

large stock of

17

No.

Doors, Sash, Blinds, &c.,
Constantly

on hand, aud for sale at the
Lowest
Market Prices.
All orders promptly filled, aud satifactlou guaranteed

Farnham & Carleton,
NO. 310 COMMERCIAL ST.,
Foot of Park Ml., Portland, Me. dilw

fobl!)

GRASSSEEDS

Timothy, Red Top, N. N, Y., aud
Western Clover.
Alsike Clover
and Orchard Grass. For sale by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
dtf

at.,

W. II.

PEJflELL,
dtf

ma3

Sleigh
J.

Barge^ Champion.
W.

ROBINSON,

City Hotel Stables,
is ready to furnish Sleighing Parties at shortest
notice and lowest prices; auy turn out Irom a nice
auiRleteam to six in hand, A 1. Call and see him.
d(tt27
dtf

_'

to

FirsM'lass Bookkeeper Wanted.
"A.” giving
length and kind of
experience, with references and salary wanted.
isdlw

Union

where, with new tools, new stock,
aud my old workmen I shall continue to carry on the business of
Gas. and Water Piping in
all its braiiches. Particular attention paid to ventilation and sanitary drainage. ■ snail be glad to
see all my old custoners and lots of
new ones,

Preventitive for Scarlatina

Union Houso.
steam.heated Lodging
FURNISHED,
let, at No. 12 Temple s'reet.
S. E. AUSTIN.
maOif

ADDRESS
marG

MUI1U.

G, M.&C. H. BOS WORTH,

BLUE GLASS.
a

UIU

in every variety.
A

fe9

Also

—

OUSHUIIII S

windotT"shades

fc22dtf

OF

AT

Special inducements In prices and styles.

—

PLESANTON’S

PAPERS
—

Wrinsrcr Rolls anil Rnlilim*
—

PALMER,.

ROOM

RUBBER 80LED.

rooms

Under Falmouth Hotel.

LEAVITT & DAVIS1,

Yigopes

ja30

E. G. WILLARD,
14

LOW,

measnrr.

Quote

wo

Slippers

to be sold VERY

—

a

dtf

fJcni»’ ami

dtt

GOWELL’S,

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
nov28

at 50 to 75 cents.

never before quoted iu tLe memory of
Remember we have no job lots of damaged
goods to get rid of. We otter new fresh goods purchased for cash from Importers and Manufacturers,
which we will sacrifice, notwithstanding it was our
intention to hold them for an advance.

at

General Agents for Maine.

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME,

Remnants of Light and Dark Dress Goods
“
‘*
Black Alpaca,

The

riw,

which, for parity of tone, perfection of action or
beauty, are not surpassed. The

At 25 cts Per Yard.

distf

of all kinds, of a very superior quality,
made to measure from the llnest stock at

was

mphis

at

VERY RESPECTFULLY.

Ladies’ Boots

COUNTS.

W H. IVHHS’

nual Sale or

—

—

COMMERCIAL

!

Offering

dtf

PIANOS & ORGANS.

Remnant Sale !

“

"

Remember wc

FOR SALE AT

pU-!=!ig ,y®ar:r‘!amed

The house of J. Bewail Davis of Palmyra
burned, Fiiday, 2d inst. It caught on the
root by sparks from the
chimney. The stables
were saved by tearing down the
intervening
sheds. Boss about $2,000; insurance $1200.'

Bnhalers,
Consumption,

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

Randall

SOMEKSET

Skin Diseases,

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
„r£\lbe,aD,Dual“eetiDSot' th® East Piscata-

COUNTY.
The Bangor police made 082
arrests last year
ot which 834 were lor
drunkenness.

Soap,
Rheum,

COAL.

—

PENOBSCOT

Burns,

for Catarrh,
Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists*

or Inhaling

bCf°r°

held at Milo March
utb, the following officers were elected for the
L- bishop, of Milo,
I resident, C. A.
buow, ot Milo, Vice-President;
e. E.
oturtevaut, of Milo, Secretary; Trustees,
Ran'1?’ <of Reb'c; F. K. Dunning. of
Williamsburg; it. G. Tihbets, of Brownville;
odl*dSe> °f Milo; John Lindsey, of
Medfor I

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

another by

Agrlcultara1 Society,

BY

\

Monday.

or

Secretary.

Street,

The standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
are Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenck’s Sea
Weed tonic, and Schenck's Mandrake Pills.
and. If taken before the luDgs are destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. II. Sclicnck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the luugs; nature throws it off by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a alight
cough will throw it off, tne patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver
Scuenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, tbe bile
starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Sehenck’s Sea Weed Tonic Is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed,
mixes with the food and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion by toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the lood and the Pulmonic Syrup
will make good blood; then the lungs heal, and the
patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent lrc&h cold.
All who wish to consult Dr. Schencfc, either personally or by letter, can do so at his principal office,
Srs
corner ot* Sixth and Anon
Philadelphia,

Forest

}

Wanted.
small family without children, a furnished
house. One with Stable preferred. Possession
lesired about the middle of May. Address
malOdlw*
“K,” P. O. Box 795, City.

IVE4U POST OFFICE.

or

KNOX COUNTY.

inalOdlw

THEN.

SQUARE.

some

mar3dti

every

CALL AND SEE
febVZ

graivtid

Cumberland St., with gas,
nnl.l luatnp Inrmirrlinut

THE

Hawes,

c. k.

Forest Tar
»*Trbea- liockland Gazette describes Edwin
Mclntire, as a man who has devoted the energies of hi3 life to saving money, which he has
nevertheless been very unfortunate iu
losing
lately met with quite a loss by the
haying
failure of

here

UNDER

Possession given about middle

Annual Meeting of the Portland Turnvereiu
for the choice of Officers and the transaction of
;he usual business, will be held at their hall on FRIDAY, March 16tb, at 8 o’clock P. M.
A full attendance is requested.
Per order,
OSCAR R. WISH,

The above with other goods on hand I shall close
out at Wholesale Prices, for a snort time only.

7

...

find

Permanent

fe2tdtt

Portland Turnyerein.

Wallets and Jack Knives very cheap.

crew,

A rrvn

can

on
lint

anil

11 I’ll !»!•!»

To Let.

OREN HOOPER,
Firm Hooper, Eaton & Co., 123 Exchange street.
malO
d2w

time, Cfaugo*, Drums, CorConcertina*, Piceola*. Htrmonicos,
Fife*, Fiagolet*, Triangle*, Whi-tle-, and
an innumerable
number of other Instruments.
Violiu Boxes, String*, Tuning Fork*,
Pitch Pipe* Bridge*, Peg*, Bo*iu. Finger Board*, Violiu Necks, and all TrimA splendid lot of
ming* for Instruments
Music Binding
Folios only 90 rent*.
Music Boll Folios from 15 cent* to St.75.

English ship Kate Gregory, bound from Cab
cutta to Point St. Gail, which was on fire and
past all hope of saving. He laid by the burning vessel two days, and theu took off the

G^P

f

uid finely irescoed.
>f April, Apply to

Bauer

uine
nets

was

E., Capt.

AN elegant House

$215

....

>
1 Second Hand Piano
135
■
Reed Organs from
$90 to 175
Violins from
$1.50 to 35
30
1 2 line Music Boxes only
Accorrieon* in great variety, Guitar*
Viola*. Flute*. 1 genuine Euler, 1 gen-

accompanied by his
family, consisting of his wife and a lady companion and a daughter. On the 22d of October,
at 1 o’clock P, M., when in latitude 6° N. longitude 85®

new,

or

17th

MARKET

U2w

For Sale

MARCH

Absolutely

They will consequently show yon 1ft your old age
jnst how you looked in early and gushing youth.
This new and most beautiful style of PbotoPortrait is peculiarly adapted to the yearly pictures
of Children now so general, and which are desired
to be preserved from all liability of change. Also for
Portraits of very old persons and others where
absolute permanency is desirable.

PREBLE HOUSE,

manager.

malO

The voyage of the

AFTER

Pictures,

Carbon Photographs

1

greatly enlarged, thoroughly repaired and
elegantly furnished. It is the largest Hotel

Street,

of his New Style
the exquisite

one

I

years been

tew

obtain

and

Federal

F. Q. PATTERSON.
Apply to
Dealer in Real Estate, 379J Congress Street, Willianrs’ Block,_
mhl0d2w

Losses

but

bank account increase.

au-

Tenement 5 rooms, No. 28 Bramliall street. $180.
Tenement 5 rooms, Ko. 8 Bradfoid street. $180

per annum.
Two story

Handsome

0-0 TO

Profits are out ol order.

House and Store Rests.
House, 7 rooms and bath room, up

$150 per annum.
Tenement 8 rooms, 18 Parris street.

Thurston,

While Yon are Young and

rtef

street.

Portland.

Block,

AGENT.
fhlT
febl*_
_.It!

177 Middle Street. BANGOJE^HOUSE. C. D. B. FISK & 00.,
GRAND

3 Free St.

Warerooms,

our

balance of onr goods now in stock

MAHER’S,

deomlv

Various

“

we are bound to

Good Advice.
Now is the lime of year for Pneumonia, Lung
Fever, &c. Every family should have a bottle of
Roschee’k German Syruf. Don’t allow for one
moment that cough to take hold of your child, your
family or yourself. Consumption, Asthma, Pnuemonia, Croup, Hemorrhages, and other fatal diseases
may set la. Although itis true German Syrup is
curing thousands of these dreaded diseases, yet it is
much better to have it at hand when three doses
will cure you.
One Bottle will last your whole
family a winter and keep you safe from danger.
If you are consumptive, do not rest until you have
tri6d this remedy. Sample Bottle 10 cents. Regular
size 75 cents. Sold by your Druggist.
oct20

75
50

■

PIANO POL1NH.

SCROLL SAWS,

supply FIVE LARGE STOKES
and THREE Travelling Salesmen,
necessarily we both buy and man*
we

if you would
complelely and permanently eradicate all Kidney, Bladder and Glandular troubles, Female
Complaints and Nervous Affections from the

charge. Several persons have been reclaimed
and converted.
The March session of .the Bowdoin Free
Baptist quarterly meeting assembled Tuesday
with the Court street church, Auburn, Rev. J.
Mariner, moderator. Delegates were appointed
to the several Q. Ms.
Reports from the
churches were heard, indicating many conversions. Resolutions were adopted on the death
ot Rev. J. Fuller. Tne social meetings were
inspiring and well attended, and the discourses
interesting and highly instructive.

Not

cent, has been added

JUST ABOVE PREBLE IIOUSK.
mlilOST&T3t

REMEDY, NEPHRETIOUM,

presiding-A powerful revival interest has
been awakened at Eliot on Rev. S. F. Strout’s

mean the

wc

ACTUAL MANlMCTIlRINIi HOST.

Congress street.

system.

say Cost

wo

KIMBALL,

Hen’s Felt Hats
Boys’ School Caps

Block,

PORTLAND.
When

Successor to Nelson & Co.,

493

3 Free Street

At and Below Cost.

_

The ladies will find these goods worthy of their
sariy examination, ana are cordially invited to call
md see for themselves.

Administer DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY

Thomaston, beginning May 2d, Bishop Scott

d

worth 50 cents.
35 doz f.adien’ Kid Gloves in colors
and operas at One Dollar per pair, and
svery pair warranted.
lO doz. Ladies’ Opera Kids at 75 ccnls
per pair.
1 case good Pins 3 cents per
paper.
lcane 3-cord Spool Cotton, all colors,
it 3 cents per spool.

“Forest Tar” Preparations, are pure
preparations of Tar—effective, but harmless.}

held at

■■_in

_

d6t

Mason & Hamlin

few days remain ere that
can with truth
say that
those who require clothing and ne-

Only

time.

Carpets,&c.,

AUCTION.

TUESDAY, March 13tb, at 10 A, M., we shall
ON tell
at No. 03 Spring Street, the entire Furni-

we shall move to our ucw store

dtf

iA.

O. W. ALLES.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtt
Consignments solicited.

ON MARCH 17th

1 lot French and German Hose, extra
heavy fill-finished, 35 cents per pair.
I lot Kalbr«aeean Hosr (out sizes) 50 cts
per pair fulls worth 75 cents.
1 lot Milk Hows, all colors, 35
cents,

Buy your Hosiery and kid gloves of Carlton

Kimball,

beginning April 25th, Bishop Scott presiding

wsuerstelowf
TOWN

■

street._

forenoon meetings have been held this
week, and Rev. B. F. Bicknm of North Haven
i3 assisting the pastor.
Zion’s Herald says of Maine M. E. churches;
Maine Conference will be held at Gardiner,
be

wc

selling.

shall open this morning several lots of goods at
prices much lower than the market rates, aud shall
jive my customers extra bargains a9 long as they last*

Bargains at P. M. Frost’s in table damask,
at 25 cents, worth 37 cents. Fine white damask at 50 cents, worth 75 cents. Napkins at 75
cents, worth 81. Good Bro. Cotton 5 cents.
Towels very cheap—4 for 25 cents. Closing out
of Hamburg?, cheap. Call and see prices, at
?22 Middle

two

Dover, jtsterday afternoon.
blocked for several hours and

track to be cleared. Both trains arrived here
about 9 o’clock. The train which went oul
from here at 3 o’clock crossed these trains al
Dover after the track was cleared.

sign.

bustle—the Princess Diana at
nounced a bargain.

on

will

know that you do
lully, realize liow cheap we

SPECIAL SALE.

are

city, and we are sure we can on these goods
sell as low as the lowest. The new hook skirt

Thursday of last week.
The right hand of fellowship was given by
Rev. Stacy Fowler of Millbridge, Mass.,
formerly of Fort Fairfield.
The religious interest in Rockland still continues with little, if any, abatement. Meetings are still continued every evening at the
First Baptist, Methodist, Free Baptist and
Cedar street Baptist churches,'' and at the latter

near

hurt.
several cars were injured,
The train due here at 5 o’clock and the one due
at 8 o’clock were both obliged to w ait for the

evening,

Worcester, Mass.,

terms

gooas come irooi tne best manufacturers in
New York, and are the latest fashions. We
invite all to see our goods, and seethe newest
fashions. We offer as special bargains 200
children’s collars at 25 cents, 100 back combs at
15 cents to close out the lot. Bustles—we have
the greatest variety of bustles to found in the

examined

for the rescued crew, and all went on well
until the 11th of November, when
Capt.
Roberts began to observe signs of discontent
among the officers and crew of
the Kate
Gregory. The Fanny Tucker was at this time
in 21" S. Ion. 61® E.
The crew of the British
ship attempted a mutiny, being headed by the
and
mates.
The former demanded of
captain
Capt. Roberts that he should cbaoge his course
for the Isle of Mauritius, there to land himself,
his officers and crew'. This Capt. Roberts declined doing, as it would take him considerably
out of his course.
Anticipating trouble he
called liis men aft and placed a guard on the
deck
to watch the movements of the malpoop
contents. He went to his arms-room where he
had twelve muskets and two brace of
pistols,
and had the weapons put in good order.
The English captain, up to this time, was
ignorant of the fact that there were any arms
on board.
As soon as lie and his men discovered this fact they fell back and made no
offensive demonstration for fifteen days. At
the end of that time, during which Capt.
Roberts treated the captain of
the Kate
Gregory like a gentleman, the latter demanded
that the Fanny Tucker should run ahead of
an English Bhip in which she was in
company,
and ho and his crew Bhould be set adrift in the
night in the boats of his ship.
To set men adrift on the high seas is a grave
offence and punishable with death, and not
wishing to incur the risk of being hung, Capt.
ltoberts relused to comply with the demand.
Ho talked with the mutinous captain,
warning
him of the consequences if he persisted in liis
conduct, and kept him under restraint until
the vessel arrived in Algoa Bay, Cape of Good
Hope, when, on the 20th of December, the
rescued men were landed after being on board
(10 days. Capt. ltoberts gave lii« eousen t to the
landing of all the personal effects ot the officers
aud ciew of the Kate Gregory, but retained
the boats as the property of dis
ship until the
salvage should bo paid.
There were three
boats worth probably S500.
While Capt
Roberts was on shore the English Captain went
on board with some of his men and
took away
the boats by force. The facts were
reported
to the Collector, who
stopped the sale of the
boais and they were left in charge of the
United States Consul.

hut no one was

the

was

His

Novelties in Neck Wear.-We
open this
a large assortment of lace
collars, Ruff’s
bibbs, Jabot & Co.’s fancy collerettes. These

Chapel church,

Jnst ae (!2 began to strike some one struck 43
and they each confused the others so that it was

Madbury,
The track

Bryant ot

ted his engagement aud left the city.

$17,337

Delay in Trains.—A freight train on the
Boston & Maine was thrown frem the track at

phy-

Caribou,

and installed pastor of Mission

traveling public.

day

officers and

The meetings will continue at Preble Chapel
this evening and Sunday evening at 7 o’clock,
Mr. H. Towle will preside this evening. The

public

515 22
00
159 18
177 00
400 00
32 17
514 50

4,0,0

Casco street churcu. Mr. Cobb was
a member of Portland Encampment and Beacon Lodge of Odd Fellows, and of the Odd
Fellows Mutual Belief Society.

A se-

Sleeper, formerly

offers excellent accommoda-

now

Auctioneers and Commission Serchanlt,

I

revival

of

mklO

very reasonable.

Rev. Dr. Butler, who for some time has been
engaged in evangelistic work in Massachusetts,
has returned to Maine, and last Sunday commenced a series of meetings in Dexter. His
memorial of Rev. Dr. N. M. Wood is passing
through the press, and will be ready for delivery iu the course of a few weeks.
The Congregationalist says that Rev. W. T.

roitli

am M. Cobb, for several years bookkeeper iu
the Western Union Telegraph cilice, will be
pained to hear of his death, which occurred at
his residence on Parris street iyestenlay.
Mr.
Cobb was a victim to consumption and recently went to Minnesota hoping that a change of
climate would work a change in his health.
He was mistaken, however,and he was obliged
to return to his home where he lived but a few
weeks.
He was a general favor it a among his
companions and his death will be a sad loss.
The funeral will take place on Sunday at two

Lewiston, delivered a very eloquent address,
which was listened to with the utmost attention- By his earnest and touching appeals for
signatures to the pledge, several young men
were

01

Deceased.—The many friends of Mr. Natli-

Meeting.—The Temperance
m.

$85,351

ell as a residence.

___

u.

1,023 77

building, $800 on the furniture, and $200 on
the fixtures, at the agency of Dow & Palmer,
which will cover all the loss.
The first story
was used as a restaurant, and the upper and

Secretary Morrill is ill agair. He went out
on Tuesday last and, lured by the deceptive
weather, remained longer than be should have

Chapel,

71 49
3,474 14
42 00
5,785 99
3,212 99
l,0r0 00
3,053 61
5 51

The flames were confined to the
upper story and roof of the ell, and the roof
of the main building. Tbe property was well
wet down, but a great deal of the furniture
was saved in good condition.
The loss cannot
yet be ascertained, but will be covered by iuaurance. There was a policy of $1,000 on the

_

a

the

to

tions

IVewa and Note*.

Pike.—The fire in Mr. William H. Dyer’s
shop on Commercial street opposite the Eastern
depot yesterday forenoon was announced by
two alarms which were sent in simultaneously.

o

tel, and he

ltev. E. Bean, late pastor of the Fort Fairfield and Caribou Congregationalist churches,
has accepted a call from a church in Gray,
whose pastorate he formerly held eleven years
in succession.
The Oxford quarterly meeting held its last
session with the church in West Sumner, on
Feb. 27 and 28. Rev. A. A. Smith, the new
pastor at Turner, preached the opening sermon
to a large congregation with much
acceptance
as well as profit.

78

00
750 00
1,851 t4
429 95

the rear.

chases away from home. What would happen
if we should all do this’.’ Houses and shops
“To be Let” would be very numerous, and the
owners of these business places and <1 weliings
would have no rent com'ng'in, with which their
wives and daughters could go to Boston and

tip«n hlpsspil with

Shaw, proprietor of the Bangor House,
recently made extensive repairs to his ho-

Mr.

Rev. A. Gage writes the Go3pel Banner that
be has not retired from the ministry.
Rev. Mr. Tabor of Norway accepts the call
to the Universalist church at West Bunker,
Vt.
Mr. J. E Cochrane, of Colby University
closed his vacation labors with the Baptist
church iu Islesboro’ last month.
Rev. A. L. Morey, class of ’7(i Bates College
is now located at Lancaster, N. H., as pastor of
the Freo Baptist church. They have lately

8,61)0 00

Owing to the confusion the fire was well
underway when the department arrived. It
evidently caught from a Idefective chimney in

"Beless iu

worth preserving.

29,000

time before the location of the fire was
discovered. When they had ceased Mr. Cummibgs struck the school alarm of 33, and this
confused the firemen still more, they forgetting
that it was the school alarm.

people in Portland who have
tenants keeping shoe shops, dry goods, dress
goods, fancy goods, and yet make their pur’

Mr.

01

some

are

very interesting.

2,378

Town Officers.$ 1,058 00
State Tax...
8,237 47
Support of Schools. 1,6.2 67
Commissions and Abatements.
5C6 75
Alms House and Farm.
31 28

Portland, so

was

balance.

County tax, 1876.

for it?” “Five dollars; and what is the price
of this?” “Three dollars.” “And why do you

Mcsrc Hall.—A good audience gathered at
Music Hall last evening to enjoy the entertainment given by John Stetson’s ^pantomime
and variety troupe. The programme opened

17
10
219

The Maine Farmer says the register of names
of Maine visitors at the Centennial Exposition,
kept by the Maine Commissioners, has been
deposited in the office of Secretary of State in
that city. It contains the autograph signatures of over nine thousand persons who visited
the Exposition fr.»ta this State, including men,
women and children.
It is not claimed that
this list embraces all Maine visitors to the
great show, as it is well known that many who
went raihd to register.
The record is well

F. O. BAILEY * CO.,

Saltiroemi .’13 and 37 Exchange *■.

For

1 offer my stock of Hardware and manufacturing business for sale on easy terms
to a responsible party. Hare been established eleven years, and can refer to some
)f the best business men in Portland or
Boston. I can show that it is a paying
business—the only business like it in
Maine—and an excellent opportunity for
a party
with a small capital.
Have
workmen who hare been in my employ
several years who are thoroughly competent and fully understand the manufacturing and jobbing business. Which capacity is possessed by no other Hardware
store in Maine. I am also tua only concern in Maine that manufacture Loeks
aud House Trimmings
The repairing
aud jobbing alone will pay all expenses
»f runuing the business.
Owning the
building, which is newly fitted up. 1 will
rent
the
make
My only
satisfactory
reason for selling is that my health is so
I
can
not
attend
that
to
business.
poor
For further particulars enquire of
HENRY JO'ES,
present owner,
17 Plum Street. Portland. Me..
»r M. U. JONES & P<)„ 115 Washington Street, Boston. Mass,

IN GENERAL.

AUCTION 8AUS

WEIIMii; 1011

Business Chance.

Wednesday about noon, the dwelling house
of Mr. George S. Durgin, at Waterboro’, near
Ross Corner, was discovered to be on fire, and
so rapidly spread
the flames that the house
with most of its contents, was totally distroyed.
The loss is estimated at $1500. There was an
insurance of $800 on the house.

has

MISCELLANEOUS.

GOOD

YORK COUNTY.

Shea.

.Ml cl

Interest.
Pensions.

well known Portland manufacturer. The purchaser had to pay not only the Poitlaud price,
but a New York profit and cost of transportation both ways.
Some time since 1 was in a china shop here,
and the proprietor showed mo a pretty porcelain ornament, the price of which was three
dollars. He said a Portland lady was in Iris
shop a few days before, and on seeing it exclaimed, “O, that’s precisely like one I bought
in Boston last week.” “And what did you give

at Preble

6.

No. 14.

State tax, 1875.

Montvillk.—Moderator,C. H. Spring;Clerk,
J. Colbv Knowlton; Selectmen, Assessors, &c.,
Jona. Bartlett, O. Murray, S. K. Gilman;
Agent, Jona. Bartlett: Treasurer, Nathan
French: S. S. Committee, H. M. Howard,
elected for three years, J. W. Clement to fill
vacancy, one year; Collector aud Constable,
C. F. Morse.
Fkrkman.—Moderator, S. Parlin; Clerk,
Granville Hackett; Selectmen, J. M. Burbank,
John Brackley, John B. Carville; Aeent, J. M.
Burbauk; Treasurer, Leonard S. Knapp; Supervisor, Nelson Walker; Constable aud Collector, A. W. Mayo.
Southpobt.—Clerk, Cyrus Pierce; Selectmen
and Assessors, Sumner Orne, Cyrus Pierce,
Wilbur N Grover; Treasurer, Freeman Grover,
jr.; S. S. Committee, .lohu W. Cameron;
Auditor, William T. Maddocks; Collector,
Simeon Pool.
Nkwbuku.—Goo. Iv. Tburlougb, Clerk;John
.1. llill, Joseph M. Davis, K. fl. Clements, Selectmen, Assessors aud Overseers of the Poor;
Jabez Knowlton, Treasurer; II. P. Bickford,
Agent and An Htor; John Sawyer, S. S. Committee; B. D. Newcomb, Colleator and Constable.
Harbison —Town Clerk, T. R. Sampson;
Selectmen, Assessors, vvc Geo. U. Cummings,
Samuel Thomas, Natbauiel H Seavey ; TreasTown Agent, Samuel
urer, Aloion li. Morse;
Tnornas; S. S. Committee, for one year, H. H;
Cole; for three years, S. L Weston; Collector
and Constable, Freeman J. Duun.
Ar.notvsic.—Town Clerk, Jason McFadden;
Selectmen Overseers of the Poor aud Assessors, Jacob W. Swett, Henry A. Preble and
Jason McFadden; Treasurer, William Potter;
Supervisors of Schools, James M. Shea; Constable, Edwin W. Swett; Collector, James M.
Religion*

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

—

No. 16.

repairs.
A story went the rounds in Portland a few
years ago to the effect that one of our families
wishing to be particularly fine, purchasedi some
furniture in New York. On its arrival here, it
was found to bear the mark of Walter Corey, a

Temperance

No.

'•

Many gentlemen obtain their clothes and even
their boots away from home, and 1 have known
some who even sent garments to Boston for

meeting held

1,652

paid.$26,505

ing goods, away from home. The purchase of
some article needed at the time will be deferred
until the trip to Boston or New York, when a
general supply for the season will be obtained

_

207
491
52
716

12
00
00
00
78
15
81
69
14
99
45
02
73
00
19
34

SAGADAHOC Ci/MiTT.
Mrs* Auna Vesta Stacy, daughter of William
Smith, esq., of Bowdoinham died ou Friday,
under peculiar circumstances. She went to
the apothecary store of L. D. Small, and bought
a poisonous compound, which she said she was
going to use for the poisoning of rats. This
she took, according to her own confession, and
immediately went into convulsions,in which she
died hriday afternoon. The unfortunate lady
was thirty-five years of age.
No cause is
assigned for the suicidal act.
A well known resident of Bath has a beautiful Canary bird, which ceased to siDg about
the time of the political conventions last spring
and has never sung a note since, until at about
the time the news of Hayes' election on Friday it burst iuto full song, and is now singing
as usual.

—

Town orders
Bonds paid.
Notes Paid.
Joint acc’t Westbrook and Deering.
School District No. 3.

afford to keep a fall assortment becanss so
many persons make their purchases in Boston
or New York.”
This incident reminds me that a little lay
sermon may not be out of place just now, because some of our people sorely need the teaching. I have reason to know that many of our
citizens are accustomed to make their purchases
of materials for dress, and even of housekeep-

result.

8.911

26,729
1,803

$85,351

EXPENDITURES.

Home Interests.
A few days ago 1 heard a lady saying to another that she had been to Mrs. Blank’s shon to
obtain some special sorts and tints of Berlin
wool that she needed, but could Dot find them
there. “Why does not Mrs. Blank,” she added,
“keep a full supply and a complete assortment
of such things?”
“The reason she explained to me a few days
ago,” the other lady replied, “when I asked
her for a shade that she had not. She cannot

cold was the consequence, and bis
sicians fear that a serious relapse may ha

No. 6.

*•

urcr, A. (J. Wade; Towli Agent, F. G. Grceu;
S. S. Committee, Wm. Webster; Collector and
Constable, R. \Y. Brown.
Cushing.—Town Clerk, C. A. Fogerty; Selectmen, Augustus S. Rales, Paine T. Orffe,
Francis C. Hathern; Assessors, Paine T. Orffe,
F. C. Hathorn, A. S. Wall; Treasurer and Collector, Joshua Rivers; Constables A. Wing
and J. Rivers.

-East Maine Conference

Balance from 1873 in Treasury...$ 4,170
Bonds sold. 12,500
Notes negotiated. 25,000
Tax list, 1874.
400

The veto of the order for the abatement o^
the tax of the property of the Catholic clergy
was sustained by a vote of 7 to 8.

vere

receipts

and expendi-

RECEIPTS,

COMMON COUNCIL.

done in tho delicate state of his health.

following

exhibit of

tures:

Resolutions were also passed complimentary
to the City Clerk, Chairman of the Board, City
Messenger, reporters, and retiring members.

been very high at the Cape.
The big insurance sign of Capt. Keynolds on
Cahoon block was blown down, but fortunately
no one was passing at the time and no injury
An innumerable number of awnwas done.
ings and swinging signs suffered by the gale.

on

To-morrow, Sunday, morning there will he a
special service for Christian workers, to which
all Christians are earnestly invited,at the State

New York, shopping. The entire badness of
Committed.
the city would be crippled, and it is now inDaniel A. McCarthy. Search and seizure. Fined
Frank,
j jured just to the extent to whi:h this practice
$30 with costs. Committed.
N. D.
prevails.
Brief Jolting*.
Personal,
safe
a
Two men were slightly injared by
Mr. E. 0. Allen informs us that the announcewhich they were moving into 521 Exchange
ment of his intention to go to San Francisco is
street falling upon them.
He has never had such a purpose
a mistake.
A lad named Sylvie was run over at Gotbut proposes to continue his publishing busiham’s Corner Thursday and badly injured.
ness at Augusta.
Tub Storm.—The rain storm which comThe oldest pensioner in the eastern section
menced Thursday night continued throughout
of the state is Thomas Pool of Modsod, an old
yesterday, accompanied with a high wiDd. soldier who served in the Maine militia under
The sea was very high and the wind was blow
Capt. Bodwell in 1812, He will be 90 years old
ing diiectly on shore, but no damage is report- on tho 19th of the present month. He is still a
ed either to the shipping in the harbor or vessmart old gentleman and signed the papers
sels
in. Nearly all the fishermen in
himself.

coming
this vicinity were safely harbored before the
storm begaD. The waves were very high at
Old Orchard, and the breakers are said to have

Rev. Mr. Penn of the

the increase.
The only meeting today is the morning
prayer meeting at 9 o’clock at the Second Parish church.

given leave to withdraw.
The following resolution of respect to the retiring Mayor was presented by Alderman
Cushman and was unanimously adopted:
He solved, That wo tender our most hearty
thanks to our Honorable Mayor for the ability
and impartiality with which he has presided

There

a

A young men’s meeting was held in the vestry at 9 o’clock, which was largely attended.
A large number remained at the conversational meeting and the general interest in the

wages, aud the said committee
require the d’scbarge from service of any individuals employed by the commissioner of streets, or reduce the rate of wages
if iu the opinion of said committee the good of
the city demands such discharge or reduction
in pay.
J. J. Gerrish et als., petitioners, for the paving of south line of Eastern Promenade, were

expenses are all very much
we can afford to do so.”

‘Dare to be

Daniel,”

amount of his
ts authorized to

cause our

and Abbott,

Mr. Stebbins sang the solo,

sell it clieajier than the Boston price?”

ING.

impressively.

observe the lives and works of followers of
Christ. Let us therefore press toward the mark

Petitions Referred to the next City Council—
Of S. L. Carlton for the laying out 01 Larch
street; of John Ahern for sidewalks on Fraokliu street; of James A. Martin for same on
Newbury street; of J. B. Coyle et als., for removal of building on Hancock and Newonry
streets; of F. G. Patterson for sidewalk on
Preble street; of J. B. Thorndike for sidewalk
on Salem street; of F. F. Hale same on Cross
stroet; of J. W. Robinson for regradiDg qd
Green street; of C. \V Strout for sidewalk on
Avon street; ol J. T. Giiman for removal of
powder liou-e; of Elijah Adams for repairs ou
Franklin street; of F O. Railey lor sidewalk
on Plnm street; of
H. Freeman et als,, for repairs ou Fox street; of W. S. Trefetben for
laying out the continuation of Island avenue.
Orders Passed—That the City Treasurer be
authorized to pay the award of Frederick Fox.
referee ip the case of J. R. Hall et als., for laod
damages the sum of 8425.64.
The ordinance changing the powers of the
Street Commissioner was passed to he ordained. The ordinance as amended is as follows:
Section 1. It shall be the duty of the CommisRinner nf Streets

most

as his text “Looking
unto Jesus”—Heb. 12:2. The
apostle refers in
the context to the great cloud of witnesses who

Over-

on the Catholic parsonages on Congress and State streets, with his
veto. He gave two reasons for this action, one
that the property did not come within the
meaning of the law, and second that the City
Council had no power to exempt property.
Alderman Cushman moved to pass the order
over the veto.
Upon taking the yeas and najs
the passage was refused by a vote of five to
two.
The Republicans voted not to pass it and
the Democrats voted adversely.
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exemption of the taxes

Bargains—Malier.

Jesus,”

Lev. Mr. Needham took

Poor, was received and accepted.
Libby was granted permission to erect a
wooden dwelling on Deake’s wharf.
The Mayor presented the order for the re-

SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. o, O. F.—Beacon Lodge.
Woodbury & Moulton.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Novelties in Neck Wear—Davis & Co.
Bargains—P. M. Frost.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—By a small family.
Portland Turnverein.
Bangor House
For Sale or to Let.
Special Sale—Carlton Kimball.
House and Store Rents.
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The full Board was
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ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Union Gospel Meetings.
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passed.

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Tho resignation of Adam Lemont
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The Second Parish was completely filled last
evening with an interested and most attentive
audience. The service was opened with singing “Even me.”
Lev. Mr. Needham read Heb. 11:24-12:4.
and the congregation
sang “Hallelujah, ’tis
done.” Mr. Needham then offered an earnest
and fervent prayer for a
mighty harvest of
souls in Portland.
Mr. Geo. C. Stebbins then
sang the solo, “Go

The New
•<
Remedy muipborarb*late
Sodium. Put iib in suitable form and dose witltdlrectioos for Children and Adults. For sale at the

HOJHEOPATHIC PHABJIACY,
410 CongrtMfti.9 Portland* IU«*.
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When Wheat is Green.
When wheat is green in furrowed fields,
And forest lanes are lined with leaves.
And passion unto pleading yields.
And every mateless maiden grieves
For lark of love, at such a time
My pleasure will be iu its prime.
Tbc clouds, that keep away the sun,
And

cover

up the

moon at

night,1

Before the strong March wind will run.
And leave the neavens blue and bright;
The sun will shine upon the sea—
The moon will light the wood for me.
And then, ah then! O dearest days!
Laburnam branches, thick with bloom,
Will throw their gold on garden ways,
And kiss the windows of my room ;
Aud then the day! How will it be
To live in such felicity!
will be bound,
My brow with blossoms
And from my tears I shall be free;
O tardy Time, bring quickly round
The merriest month of all for me!
That I may hear the church boys sing,
And on my fingers see the ring!

—Temple Bar•

By the Sad Sea Waves.
The waves are rolling in slowly; the rows
ol cottages ami the one hotel are bhthed in
an unbroken and a garisb flood of light; the
beach is dotted with the usual specimens of
“the human form divine” that one sees at
the sea-shore; while the inevitable small
child trots around ubiquitously, overshadowed
by a large amount of hat, and displaying an
amazing brevity of skirt and much (oh, very
much 1) ol bare, mottled leg.
Lastly, here am I, uncomfortably sealed on
a pile of wood, the centre of a swarm of goals,
tryiDg to look as if I enjoyed it and conscious
that I am failing miserably.
It is not one of our populous places, resorted to by fashioD, but a little primitive
beach, sought by those who require cheap-

privacy.
“If,” I meditate, “I could only think of an
appropriate poem, perhaps I might be able to
get enthusiastic over that dreary sweep of
water. There’s nothing else for me to do.”
ness or

Poetry is not my strong point, anu 1 rack
At last
my brain for at least three minutes.
the lines

come:

“The sea, the sea, the open sea!
The blue, the fresh, the-”
A woman’s voice close at hand says “roast
veal.” What else I bear not, for those two
words carry my thoughts forward to dinner.
But no—vain hope—dinner is still a thing of
the future.
At this point the aforesaid small child sets
up a dismal bowl and flies in abject terror
from “some dread monster of tbe deep”
(length one inch and a half) that its grubbing has disinterred. Its fright gives me malicious pleasure; but even that doe3 not last
long, and after a long yawn I rise to go. But
at this moment a figure in lilac gingham
comes in sight and I sit down to wait.
•She comes along with light, easy steps, and
presently she drops down silently beside me.
She is a girl of twenty-two with wavy auburn
hair, and a pair of deep-set, gray eyes with
dark brows and lashes; her mouth is somewhat wide, and her nose short aud retrousse;
but the lilac gown shows off every curve of a
superb figure, and her skin is prettily tinted.
Somehow people always look twice at her.
“Well ?” I say, lazily interrogative.
“Well ?” she echoes. “Look here, Deborah. If I get so bored in this place that I
drown myself, just remember, please, that
you brought me here.”
“W-hy, Ottalie-” 1 begin with aggrieved

sharpness.

“Perhaps you didn’t,” she interrupts, contradictorily but placidly. “That is what you
going to say and I dare to say it’s true.
I did want to come to the sea side; aud—and
as we had to bury ourselves
somewhere, this
antediluvian place, Sone, was as good as any
other. And the sea is always nice you know;
only”—her big eyes turn wrathfully seaward
—“there is a Tittle too much of it here, and
nothing of anything else! Such a caddish set
of people could not have collected at
any
•••-.
place but Sone.”
“As for the people, Ottalie, I had an idea
we wanted to avoid
society. Besides Sone is
cheap—”
“And nasty,” puls in my sister.
“Why do you indulge in these words, Ottalie? Sone is not bad, though there is no circulating library.” I go on; “nothing fit to
eat, and no sleep to be had for the gnats,” I
end by making a frantic lunge at one of tbe
enemy—of coarse I miss him, I always do.
Ottalie laughs.
“Poor old Deb, you are getting on bravely.
Xovels, eating and sleeping, sure signs of
spinsterhood! Don’t think I say it reproachfully. I wonder,” clasping her hands fiercely,
“why people ever marry?”

Ho is tall ami
Next I look at our "fare.”
broad shouldered, and clean-limbed; his face
is rather suuare, his leatures are irregular,
and his mouth is covered by a black moustache he is either very dark or much sunburnt.’ But there is something in his countenance that X like, something also in his
voice, and lie has the unmistakable bearing

well-bred manlanding ho cannot make Michael’s daughters talk with him, he subsides into silence,
enjoying his cigar. Then we reach shore.
1 scramble out first, before he rises; he folof

a

lows ; then comes Ottalie.

Once more on

land, mv courage revives.
“Tell Michael,” he begins—but I interrupt
him. In my opinion it is high time the farce
should cease.
“You are mistaken, sir,” I say, tartly, trying to speak He haut cn bos. “\Yc are not
Michael’s daughters.
“Not Michael’s daughters!” he repeats.
“Then who the dev—I beg your pardon.
But he speaks with a
Then who are you ?”
ring of mockery in his tone. What with that
and what with Ottalie’s black looks at me I
turn back to speak again.
“We did not go alter you—to fetch you—
Ott-this lady
we knew nothing about you.
got into the boat for pastime, believing it to
be at liberty, and she was foolish enough to
row over to the opposite side of the inlet.
We are ladies.”
“Thanks,” he [answers, staring at both of
us and raising his straw hat.
My tones may
not have impressed him—perhaps puzzled
him, lor there is a slighting lightness about
him, and anything but reverence in his face,
“Thanks for your kind exertions,” he adds to
Ottalie, who blushes furiously and makes no

reply.
Kaisiug his hat again, he walks his way,
and we walk ours.
Glancing back, I see a
man in rough costume approach him.
“Good gracious, that must be Michael !” I
“He will want to charge us for the
sav.
boat.”

Ottalie turns upon me savagely. “Deborah,
you are an idiot! Had you only held your
longue, he would never have found us out—
never.
What does it matter if he did take us
for the boat-girls ?”
“Had you not better tell me it was my fault
I retort. “I wish
we took the boat at all ?”
you would not do these things.”

“What a good-looking man he is!”
We walk home in silence, for I don’t answer her.
Ottalie hates reproach, hut she is
a little ashamed ot the escapade herself.
In time we learn that the stranger’s name
is Daine: he is apparently well-to-do, and is
supposed to have come to this little out-ofthe-world [place, Sone, for a spell of quiet-

eyes—the big beautiful gray

eyes—glance

up at him.
JLu my vexation 1 retire hour the window.
In my trouble I walk back to it. Both of
them have forgotten my existence.
“Do you know ?” he goes on, and my ears
are quick, "1 began by meaning to dislike
“I did not care lor a gill wlro could be
you.
fast enough to row a stranger over the bay
and personate a boatman’s daughter. Ollalie, how did you subdue my prejudices?
How did you get the belter of me? Are you a
witch ?
Mr. Daine is certainly an odd lover, if he
means it for love, and wooes after a fashion
of his own; but Ottalie does not seem to object. As he bends to her the wind stirs her
and the water comes

rolling
pretty hair,
slowly over the sunshiny sand—poor, foolish
in

Ottalie.
“you are a witch, perhaps,” he says after
a pause.
“Ou my life I cannot tell. I only
know one thing—1 love you.”
“Really and truly do you love me ? Really
and truly ?” asks she, childishly twisting her
fingers together, as she rises to. her feet and
looks up at him.
“Better than life!” he answers and takes
both the hands in his* Dismay had held my
breath, but I call now.
“Ottalie!”
He hears that and looks round. She goes
and looks out at the murmuring sea. At that
moment the maid comes in wiih the tea tray,
cake and bread and butter. We dine early

on

Sundays.

“Come in to tea,” I call out in desperate
hope of putting an end to the folly.
But no; just as though my words wers
wind, they regard them not. Opening the
gate they stroll off together across the sands.
I take my tea alone with a sinking heart.
How intensely foolish Ottalie is!
The wildest imagination could not, I fear’
picture Deborah Peyre as a “praying woman.”
Of course I go to church; I go this evening.
I have called myself a miserable sinner scores
of times; now I feel I am one, or that she is,
or he is, or that we are all sinners
together. I
get into a back pew and I believe I pray. I
to
more
try
pray,
earnestly, perhaps, than I

had
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vice is
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I go home and

wait. I see two
dusky figures pacing the sands together just
the
and
I
fold
beyond
gate,
my hands tightly
and wait.
The gate clicks at last. Ottalie eomes in,
and stands blinking in the doorwav, half dazzled by the light.
“Will you condescend to tell me bow you
intend to wind up the highly creditable farce
over

playing ?” I cry in helpless rage.
“Wind—it—up.” she repeats, the brightness
all
at once out of her face. Then with
ness.
He lives at the hotel, pays liberally,
fading
and “keeps himself to himself,” occupying a sudden dash of recklessness: “I don’t know,
It is I I don’t think it’s a bad plan, Deo. I let myhis time with boating aud fishing.
who hear these items of news, and I try to self drift—drift—drill. It is so much eaimpart them to Ottalie, but she will not lis- sier !” And she laughs a strained little laugh
that cannot take the shadow out of her
ten. Meanwhile, if by chance we meet the
stranger, he lifts his hat in silence, and gazes eyes.
“Understand this much,” say I; “if you do
at Ottajie as he passes. Probably, iust as we
have heard his name, he has heard ours, and not put an end to this, I will.”
She gets as white as her dress, and seizes
knows that wo are not Michael’s daughters,
And each time this my dress.
but the Misses Peyre.
“No, oh, no! Deborah you are joking; only
meeting occurs Ottalie’s blushes grow more
ridiculous. It makes me angry with her.
joking, are not you?” And she drops my
and
On
the
Three Sundays come
arm, and sinks on her knees beside me.
go.
“Am I given to joking?”
fourth we see our schoolboy cousin, Keith
“But you won’t” she repeats. “I will—do
Harland, who has come down to Sone with
his mother. Mrs. Harlandlooks frostily blue, what you want—only not now, Deborah, not
and does not even give us the tips of her fin- now! Let me be happy, please, j ust a little
gers to shake. .Of course she did not know while. Do you grudge me these few days, because my file has been so
we were at Sone, for we do not enlighten the
happy ?”
I am silent. She clasps my arm to hasten
world as to our movements.. Her dead husband was our mother’s cousin; so the rela- my reply.
¥
“Have I had so happy a life, Deborah ?’’
tionship to her is not much, but what it is
Heaven knows that she has not—of late
she is ashamed of. The scrambling, movingabout, shady kind ot life that Ottaiie and I years, But how shall I answer. What am I
you are

lead does not enhance our worth in her eyes. to do ? In one sense of the word I am at
Lead it we must, however, until the end rest; she has too much rectitude, too much
And then? pride, to give cause for real fear; but—there
comes and the “finis” is said.
Well, perhaps in the Great Hereafter Ottalie are complications.
and I may attain to respectability.
“Deborah, dear Deborah, won’t you promOff Monday morning Keith comes rushing ise me?” and her voice breaks, and the firm
white arm creeps up around my neck, as her
into our lodgings, all excitement.
“Isay, Ottalie, what do you think?” he eyes peer into mine. “You will not—tell ?”
How shall I answer her ?
cries. “Who do you think is here?”
“Who is?” asks she, from her place on the
“Deborah, dear Deborah,” she cries again,
music-stool.
putting her lips close to my cheek.
How still the room is as her voice falls.
“Jasper Daine, I have just seen him.”
Ottalie strums away aud does not answer. How quiet it is outside—how quiet.
She is as red as the poppies outside.
“No,” I say shortly; “I will not tell, unless
I am forced to do it, Ottalie; understand
“Who is Jasper Daine?” I question.
“He that.”
“A regular brick,” responds Keith.
After a little she gets up and goes toward
was at college with Tom years ago, and he
the door. I follow her.
came over to see Tom last autumn and get
He has a nice place of his
some shooting.
“Ottalie,” I begin. She stops and looks
over her shoulder, half
own.”
angrily, half entreat?”
is
oft
“And
well
ingly.
be
as
to
half
I
I
wa3
off?
wish
“Well
likely
s?*e sa?*’ 111 am forgetting itwell. He is going to take me out fishing this that. Lou said I might be happy—just a
I told him you two were here, little while.
afternoon.
and that you were my cousins.”
“Then,” I say, bewildered out of my equaI draw the boy to me as Ottalie leaves the nimity, “you will be the first person who was
ever made happy by
room, and look into his eyes, speaking imacting a lie.”
Ottalie turns a scared face upon me, moans,
pressively:
“I’m sure I don’t know.”
“Keith, you must take care. No tales out and escapes from the room.
“If aunt Rebecca would only die and go to of
What a culpable woman I am I Bribed
school, you know, about past troubles.”
she
on
heaven,”
At first the lad, gazing hard at me with his with a kits to promise I But—poor Ottalie!
goes
meditatively, “we
should be rich.”
And
what a reckless, miserable mood she is
honest eyes, scarcely seems to understand.
“And what if we were rich?”
in! I hear her
rinoinrr r\nf Avnrlaooil
And I add, “For Ottalie’s sake.”
“We could go away ever so far, where no“Et
don’t
there's
I
think
“Why, Deb, hope you
Vivresse, Vivresse, Vurease ct I’ciody would ever see or find us.”
need to caution me on that score,” he says, mour!”
Not an exalted sentiment, is it, reader'.’—
‘‘Afghanistan is a good place,” I say dryly. promptly and half Indignantly. “My mother
uujo nuu a, ouviu mugui
would skin me, I expect, il I could talk about and for Sunday night I Well, she learnt it in
uuij
aunt Rebecca won’t. Though she is not a
a hard school, this
that. And serve me right, too!”
poor Ottalie of mine.
bic of use down here—except to sing
I toss and turn my
Sitting on the bench in our solitary cottage
night away. Ottalie, I
hymns.”
garden at sunset, I see two figures coming fancy, does the same. When she sits down
“You ought to be ashamed Ottalie.”
Can Keith be soing to to breakfast her face is pale, her eyes are enacross the sands.
“I am not,” she says cheerfully. “You are brinsr that man here? Howstunid the lad is.
circled by purple rings. We scarcely speak to
always wishing yourself that aunt Rebecca
Yes, on they come, and inside the gate— one another.
was gone somewhere.”
Keith eager as the school-boy he is, the other
Later, I come into the room again with my
I wisely affect not to hear.
already lifting his straw hat respectfully. Ot- things on, look at her, and wait.
“Let us go over to the inlet,” she adds, talie rises deliberately, turns her back, and
“I am not going out,” she says; so I leave
her sitting at the window. If she is
jumping up; "anything is better than sitting looks over the side palings.
happy,
here.”
“Mr. Daine, Miss Peyre,” cries the lad, she is a better actress than I thought—she
The inlet is a small bay, chiefly remarkable making the introduction after the manner of hides it so well.
for its calmness, solitude and gnats. But his elders. “And this is her sister,” he adds,
For three hours do I poke jelly-fish with the
why it should have been named the inlet no- pulling Ottalie round by the arm. “Ottalie, end of my sunshade. But jelly-fish are
here’s Mr. Daine.”
body seems to know.
phlegmatic, and the sun is hot. In the course
“Sometimes I think all this must be a
Ottalie and I bow stiffly; she puts on her of time it becomes monotonous, and 1 rise
dream,” Ottalie says, as we saunter along in coldest manner, comes back to her seat, and and go homeward.
the heat; “how things have changed 1 What takes It. Mr. Daine sits down, facing us, in
As I close our gate I hear Jasper Daine’s
a contrast it presents to the
days when we a small iron chair. Keith climbs the trunk voice. Sometimes it has struck me as being
were with papa and he was
of
the
tree
and
himself
amid
the
musical,
but now it fairly sets my teeth on
big
flourishing.
lodges
This is a wretched life.”
branches. He begins telling of their fishing edge. What does it all mean? Has she told
“It is a little better than your life last vear, expedition in |the afternoon, and what they him herseU ? Well, it may be better, I
think,
Ottalie.”
caught and did not catch, which leads us on as I walk in. Ottalie is bolt upright near the
She turns away quickly, but presently be- .to general conversation, In the midst of it piano; and Mr. Daine is
tramping up and
down the room. He comes to a sudden pause
gins to hum a tune. Wretched I know it is appears the small servant-maid.
lor her; but any reference to the past she
“Tea is waiting Ma’am,” she says to me. before me.
will not hear from me. Five minutes later
“What is the matter?” I ask, not in the
What can I do but ask the intruder to take
we stand on the edge of the water.
least because I require information. I think
some tea? We all go into the sitting room toOttalie points to a small rowing beat.
gether. I place myself before the table; they he guesses this, for he eyes me in an extreme“See,” she says, “that boat is what I’ve been range themselves at the open windows. Ot- ly unpleasant way.
to
“The matter! it is this,’ he says in his
trying get ever since we came bere. We’ll talie’s beautiful gray eyes glance up at him
borrow it for a while, Deb.”
harsh voice: “Last night I was led to believe
ever and auon through their long, dark eye“Borrow it?”
lashes as he talks to her.
your sister would be my affianced wife; nay,
“Just to sit iD,” she says, jumping in.
“Now is he not a jolly brick?” demands that she was. To-aay, when I ask about our
“Oh, it is cool and pleasant sitting here! Keith, as Mr. Daine says good night and wedding day, she tells me she is already—
Come in Deb.”
married. That is all that is the matter, Miss
leaves.
I don’t know why I always
Peyre.”
“Very,” cries Ottalie sarcastically.
obey her; she
knows that she tyrannizes over me.' In I get.
“I can tell you, Ottie, all the girls down
J untie my hat strings and sit|down; I have
“The least little push—so—Deb, will run it with us thought so. Not that he thinks not the least
idea what else to do.
off into the water.”
much of womeu,” adds Master Harland, “He
“Forgive me.” she says, or rather moans,
The boldness of the assertion locks my lips, does not take to them. And now I must go,
a
few steps nearer him with a scared,
and almost before I understand the situation or my mother will be outrageous. I dined coming
pitiful face.
we are skimming away from shore.
People with him at the hotel—such a jolly dinner!”
“For drawing me on! For making a fool
have said Ottalie rows well; I know the fact
“Well, this is very pretty?” I cry, as the of me 1 For allowing me to love
as I have
does not comfort me in the least. I close my
boy disappears. “That insolent man, of all never loved mortal yet 1 And you
when I know
and
to
the
boat
side.
others to make friends with us 1”
eyes
cling
not whether to believe this strange assertion,
Ottalie laughs and begins to sing; so I am
“Why did you give him tea?” says Ottalie. and ask what your name is—and why, if you
left in peace to indulge my fears.
“Give him tea 1 could I help it? and for you are
I always
married, you have let me call you Miss
was a coward on the water.
to talk so freely with him, Ottalie. I did
Peyre, Miss Ottalie—you refuse to speak!
“
Won’t you put back, Ottalie?”
had
learned
hope you
prudence—”
Madame, I appeal to you,” he adds, turning
But Ottalie only smiles and sings the loud“I did hope you had learned prudence,”
“Is this the
fiercely to me.
to treat a
er.
Presently I find myself almost a mile mimicked Ottalie. “Mark me, Deborah; if gentleman ? Have I, or have Iway
not a right to
out;
anything upsets our equinimity, our domes- ask an explanation ?”
tic calm, you will have brought it upon vour“Four o’clock!” I say, drawing out my
“Tell him, Deborah; tell him all, she says,
self.”
watch.
trembling.
“Go on, go on, child.”
“Is it?” Ottalie asks lazily. “I know
But I hold my peace, stubbornly.
I feel
But she does not go on. .She turns to the
what an inquiring mind you have, Deborah,
angry with everything and everybody.
Her
and I am taking you to explore the Isle of piano and begins the first bars of the old own
led
her
into this; let her get out of
folly
Shoals!” Her eyes flash laughter as I expos- French song:
it as she can.
tulate:
“Paitant pour la Syrie, le jeune et bravo Dunols.”
He stands waiting for me to speak.
Otta“It is dinner time. At least, it will be by
“Women are moths,” I murmur. “She has lie gives a great sob, which disarms me. In
the time we get back.”
singed herself once, and she’d like to flutter spite of myself I begin, and give him the out“My dear Deborah,” she says coolly, back- near the flame again.” And I take up the tines of the tale.
ing water, “I am not a well regulated indi- bed room candlestick.
Our father was Major Peyre, of thevidual like you: my appetite does sot depend
Day: Sunday. Time: five o’clock on a Regiment. He was not a good man; to 6ay
on
the clock!” and as she speaks, she sultry afternoon. Dramatis persona:: Ottaiie the least of it, not a
judicious one. He drank
runs the
boat into land. “Now, let us
myself and Jasper Daine, who has just un- and he gambled. After our mother’s death,
she
to
says, preparing
latched the gate and is sauntering toward us.
Ottalie and I were quite in his power. One of
get out.
explore,”
“And let the boat drift off?” I ask tartly.
Ottalie is on the bench under the tree. I am his gambling friends, to whom he became
“No: don’t come out; stay where you in the room looking from the window.
largely indebted, cast his covetous eyes on
are.” shouts out a stranoe Tnasmlinp vnir*«
“Been fishing?” she asks laconically, as Ottalie, who was but a young girl, shy and
from the shore. We both start.
no drops down by her side and nods to me.
inexperienced. My father gave her to|kim in
“Push off,” I whisper, nervously. But bePishing! how irreverent she is.
marriage. Before two months were over my
fore Ottalie, with all her dexterity can obey
“No,” he says, “I have been boring myself father died. Mr. Daine, who possibly knows
a gentleman with fishing basket and tackle
with myselil After inflicting my company Major Peyre by reputation, may remember
comes rushing down and jumps in.
on you in the morning, I had not the face to
what his death was.
Before the year was
“My girl,” he says to Ottalie as he takes come any sooner; and while I was thrown on out, that man—Ottalie’s husband—fe'l into
the seat facing her, “the next time Michael
trouble and crime.
my own resources, I came to tne conclusion
He was tried for it—
sends you to bring a hungry man hack to that, in point of dullness, Sone end church tried, Mr, Dain and reader—and he is now
shore and dinner, please don’t make a pleas- are about on a par.”
working out his sentence in prison. Can
ure excursion of it I Kow
I am getting used to this man and his cyniquickly now, and
any one wonder that we seek to hide our
make up for lost time.”
cal irreverence; but this last startles me so heads?”
Ottalie’s back is toward me, but just as I that 1 exclaim in reproof. He turns to give
Mr. Dain, standing with folded arms and
open my lips to answer she turns to me a i me an amused look.
shortened breath, inquires what the man’s
very red face and makes me a sign to be
“As usual, 1 have shocked Miss reyre,”
name was.
quiet.
he says. “But—”
“Joyce, Walter Joyce,” I say, “cx CapThe gentleman lights his
At
this
Ottalie’s
tain.
Once, by courtesy, gentleman,”
point
glove drops. He
cigar and leans
back, fixing his eyes on Ottalie.
if
and
on
in
his
indiffer“Walter Joyce!” ho exclaims, staring at
picks up,
goes
lazy,
“By Jove 1” ho ejaculates presently, “you ent way with some explanation to soften his her. “And you are his wife? Heaven help
are pretty and no mistake.”
words away. Then he raises the glove to his you!”
X have noticed the best of men think
She rings her hands, and looks up at him
them- lips.
at
selves
liberty to speak out to a girl the ad“Violet is my favorite color and favorite with wide, tearless eyes. All her coquetries
miration they only dare look to a lady.
perfume,” he eooly says. “Is it yours also, arc gone, all her pretty, bewildering looks
Ottalie glanced over her shoulder (with a
and smiles.
Ottalie?”
crimson face) at me
He calls her Ottalie for the first lime in my
again, and once more I
“Forgive me,” she says, humbly.
hold my tongue. Well, perhaps in the posi“Never!” The word seems to be wrung
hearing. It is only five Sundays since Keith
tion it was hest to be silent. We had brought
introduced him to us, yet he calls her Otta- from the depth of a despairing heart.
it upon ourselves.
lie.
“Knowing all this why could you not have
“I would take the oars myself;” he adds,
As the aborigines reckoned the flight of let me alone?” he asks—“have checked mo
I
wrist
an
time
wrench
“only gave my
by the moon, so we of Sone reckon it when you saw what you were becoming to
ugly
yesterday ; so there can be no more rowing for me i—.i°>!r s,oliUry landmark—the Sabbath. me?”
Keith llarlaud and his
yet awhile.
Tell your father to send you as
“Because 1—I grew to care for you,” she
haughty mother have
long as I am helpless—that is if you want to gone again. My thoughts wander offonOt- says, in her I recklessness, her white lips
come.
Bo you?”
talie s ailairs, and just as I come to the con- smiling faintly.
“Because I never knew
There is a little pause, and then Ottalie elusion thill sbe came mto tbis
world lor tbe what happiness was until you came,
i was
m ^6I
of
sola
purpose
I
ruiuing my temper, and get- very wicked, know; Deborah there is think^^or-nothing tone,
ting us both iulo trouble, his voice startles ing me more wicked still for avowing it.
I hold my breath; but
nothing more is me—or rather not his voice but what lie says. But this is the end of it all.”
only 'augbs.
So he takes us lor
“I have called you fast,” it says, “even a
In her sad eyes stands the ghost of the dead
,,
“Michael s” daughters, whomsoever he and
‘girl ol the period’. 1 never meant to fall in and gone past. Mr. Daine, looking down upbe.
they may
love with you, But yet—I have done it.”
on her with strange compassion, catches up
I feel dowdy; 1 leel that we both look just
There is an odd, half humorous, half- his breath with a sob.
as Michael’s daughters might look,
i am not
doubtful tone in the voice, and its owner is
“Jasper, Jasper? Only forgive me!”
much to boast of on orthodox occasions; but clutching Ottalie’s two hands. Her head is
The silence is dreadful. I can’t bear these
now my bat is over one ear, my cotton gown
bent so low that I can only see the outline of scenes: I was not made (or them. Her head
is rumpled, and X can tell that my nose is red
a flushed cheek.
Apprehension, anger, I tails in despair. All in a moment [be folds
and my face a mass of freckles.
is
her to him.
Ottalie;
hardly know what leeling, arouses me.
also rumpled. Her lilac sleeves are rolled up,
“Ottalie.”
“If that be true, if you do love me, why
and her hat is lying at my feet.
I may as well call to the moon. She does theu all will be well.
Yes, we
Why should he slaud
might surely sit as models for these mythical not hear or heed me. Mr. Daine bends dowu between us?—that
base, bad man who has
to her and speaks almost in a
daughters of Michael.
Her
wrecked
whisper.
your life?”
are

—

—i

“Yes6”3

I put out my Laud, agbast.'[Oltalic, aghast
too turns her white face to him
inquiringly.
“Don’t you see that it is not au ordinary
case?” he asks. “What docs it signifythat a few carping Puritans may carp at it?”
Oltaiie, my dear one, come with me, I can
make you happy now and always.”
tie waves me aside, I stand aside,and wait.
It seems to me like an eternity; but I know i
cau trust Ottalie.
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required

will be dealt with.
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE;
MFLF.PRESERVATIOIV.
More Thau One Million Copies Sold.
Rolil Medal Awarded to tiic Author by
the
“National Medicnl AsNorliitiou,” March
IS7«.
untold miseries that result from indiscretion
may ho alleviated and cured.
Those
purchase the new
Medical W ork published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of Life, or
Self Preserration. Price $1. Vitality impaired by
the errors or youth or too close application to business, may be restored and manhood
regained.
Also another valuable medical work treating
exclusively on Menial and Nervous Diseases;
more than two hundred royal octavo pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only *2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”—
1
"
London Lancet.

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of i ts
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily be-

stowed.”— Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
UB&“Cata!ogue sent on receipt of 6e. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. 1)., Consulting PliyBieian,) No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Revere House,
N. B. The author ean he consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as ail diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 A. M. to 6
P- m-auglTTh&Sly&gSl

Remarkable Letter
From

back

not.

I

advertisement of this medicine, and although being very-in credulous about specifics or nostrums of any kind, yet in sheer desperation I tried this, and at once was benefited by it.
The changes ol climate, a chronic disease of the liver,
and
my age—over 70—may prevent my entire restoration, but the benefit I derive lrom its daily use is to
me invaluable, and I am hoping to be completely
cured, and at last arrive at a respectable old age!
If this statement of my case can he of any service
to those afflicted as I have been, and enable you to
bring this remedy into more general use, especially
on the Pacific coast (where it is much needed), my
object in writiDg this note will be attaiued.
HENRY WELLS,
Very truly yours.
of We.ls, Fargo & Co.
Aurora, N. Y., June, 1876.
is with the greatest pleasure that we present to
the public this hearty indorsement of Sanford's
Radical Cure for Catarrh, by Henry Wells,
Esq., of Wells, Fargo & Co.’s Express. The position
this gentleman has for so many years occupied in our
business world, and especially in connection with t he
development ot that gulden country, the Pacific
coast, has made his name known and respected
t hroughout the land. His earnest desire that those
who know him. and are sufferers from this disease,
may be induced to use it we trust may be gratified.
Those who do not know Mm (and they are few) must
now feel convinced of the great value of this
remedy.
It is beyond all question the most successful ever
compounded for tne treatment of Catarrh. It is prescribed by our best physicians. It is recommended
by our leading apothecaries, and testimonials from
all parts of the United States attest the esteem in
which it is held by the thousands who have been enabled by its use to escape the frightful consequences
that follow a total neglect of this prevalent disease.
or

saw an

IT

Radical Cure foit Catarrh is a
safe, certain, and permanent cure tor Catarrh
of every form, and is the most perfect remedy ever
devised. It is purely a vegetable distillation, and is
applied locally ny insufflation, and constitutionally
by internal administration. Locally applied relief is
instantaneous. It soothes, heals and cleanses the
nasal passages of every feeling of heaviness, obstruction, dullness or dizziness. Constitutionally administered it renovates the blood, purifies it of the acid
poison with which it is always charged in Catarrh,
stimulates the stomach, liver and kidneys, perfects
digestion, makes new blow!, and permits the formation of sound, healthy tissue, and finally obtains
complete control over the disease. The remarkable

“Not

curative powers, when all other remedies

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

within the other in her emotion.
He comes in—J asper Daine. His form fills
up the doorway. Opening his arms, Ot talie
falls into them. And I and he do what we
can do, to still her hysterical sobbing.
“You see, Miss Peyre,” he says to me.
“Fate has been kinder to us than-”
“Than you deserve,” I put in.
“Quite so. But as my wife, I will endeavor to shield her in the future from life’s
troubles and storms. You shall epjoy peace
and rest if I can give them to you, my darling Ottalie.”
And the sad sea waves did not sound to
me that night so sadly as they had done.
Poor, weary Ottalie! The dark past was
over for her; hope was
dawning; she might
be light hearted once more, even in this

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with the
celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster, forming
the grandest curative agent in the world of
medicine,
and utterly surpassing ailother Plasters heretofore in
use. They accomplish more in one week than the
old Plasters in a whole year. They do not palliate,

AN

they cure.

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Notice.

heretofore existing
THEtheCopartnership
firm
of .1. P. Pease* Co.,

under
is this
consent, J. P. Pease
retiring from said firm. All bills contracted by, and
due said firm will be settled by R. P. Jewett.
J. P. PEASE.
name

For Local Pains, Lameness. Soreness,
Weakness,
Numbness and Infiamation of the Lungs, Liver,
Kidneys,
Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, Heart and Muscles, are equal to an army of doctors and acres of
plants and shrubs.
Price 25 cents. Sold by all
Druggists. Mailed on
ofI,rice, 25 cents for one, $1.25 lor six, or
$2,25 tor twelve, carefully wrapped and warranted,
by WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Beston, Mass.
ma3
W&S2w

mutual

The undersigned have ibis day formed a copartnership under the firm name of .Jewett Bros., at No.
35 Middle Street. Choice P'amily Groceries, Provisions, &e., constantly on hand at the lowest cash
prices.
It, p. JEWETT,
W. S. JEWETT.

THE CELEBRATED

cheerfully recommend the above firm to my old
P. PEASE.
feb27 dtf

Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm
of W.H. Pennell & Co., is this day disTHE

COPARTNERSHIP.

nu

this day formed a copartnership under the tirrn name of SMITH &
ABBOTT, and will continue the business of Steam
Heating, Water and Gas Piping and PlumbiDe at
the old stand of W. H. Pennell &
Co., 38 and 40
Union Street; also Agents for the sale of the Pratt
& Whitney Co. Automatic Boiler Feeders
and

shall continue

BUSINESS

H. B. CHASE.
martkllvv

is

hibit the same; and all persous indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE A. Cl.ARK, Executor.
ftfMdla*UwS*
Portland, Feb, (ith, 1877.

at

let with
board-

or

ing house. For particulars, apply

to
E. E, l l'IIA II 4 CO.,
or
at Ihe House.
Exchange St,

»

}io.

Tenement lor

A

Low Fnn**.

Fine

Euiuipiin

lit,

No Trail*-

Fur Berths in Pullman Cars, or Staterooms on I
N oiwich Lino Steamers, apply at 23 Exchange St.,
or at Depot, foot ot
Myrtle St.
.1. M. LUNT, Sui t.
»T. W. PETEUS, Gen’l Ticket Agent,
dec22dtf

SARI)IMA\, Capt. Dutton,

ALTKltAThl.-V OV XKA1NH.
WINTER

!

ARRANGEMENT

and alter MONDAY. Ot. 16,1876,
rains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
Express train at 12,25 ii. ra. for Auburn and LewOn

iston.
Mail train 2.00 p.

m.

(stopping

at all stations

will sail from this port for Liverpool on
Nafurdny, March lOlh,
immediately after the arrival of the train of the
previous day Iroin Montreal.
Passages to I.omIonderry and Liverpool, cabin
(according to accommodations,) 870 and 8^0.
Intermediate passage 840.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For irclght or cabin passage apply to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For steerage passage inward and outward, and to
iglit drafts on England in sums to suit, apply »
JAMES L FARMER, No. 3 India St.
nov22dtf
Portland, Nov. 24, 1«7(J.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

to

Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.

uLi

FCRMMI1ED
.licet,—tell haul bell
mas

S!i

—

Passenger

Offices

The iVew England

HUH

hES'Ol' AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, lUilanu*
bee, Cincinnati, Nt. I.oui*. Omaha,
Nnginaw, Nt. Paul, Nalt Labe C'ily,
Denver, Nan Franciwcc,

ington,

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Address

Me.

rent all to yoursmalt House, within 3 minutes walk of
rent about $10.00 per month.
Apply
W. W. CARR,
19V Newbury Street.

a

City Building:
to

(leclSdtt

HOTEL TO LET.
AMERICAN ROUSE,

Tim

£

MitUllo

anil

novldtt

the Only Inside KotiftAvoiding Point Juditii.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence It. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and Buperb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington ever, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of ull other Hues. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston * Maine and.
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
I). S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
oel 73
dtr

SPICER, Superintendent,
ap29dtf

Railroad,
», 1870.

To be Let.

BOARD.
Boarders Wanted.
FENV boarders can find good rooms, famished

A
without board, at
unfurnished, with
feb8dtf
416 CUMBERLAND
or

STREET.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale.
Deering, four miles from Portland,
conveniently

acres

con-

divided into

mowing, pasture and wood land. Buildings nearly
new and in good condition.
Wells of hard and soit
water, and young orchard of about 80 apple and
on
the premises.
Location goal and
pear trees
healthful. Call on JOHN C. COBB, No. 31* ExniaMlf
change Street.

House

For
—

AT

Salo

—

Trip Tickets—$145 and 8175, gold.
from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. DALE. Agent,
15 Broadway, New York.
Or T. P. Ilf LOW AiY, 1JJ LoU|rr.> sit.,
Round

Steerage—To and

Portland.

leblO

BO STO N

BATCHELOR.

PiilLADELPlIU

Supt.

£(ctuiislilp Line,

PORTLAND &TOCESTER LIE
Trains will

run ns

Leave each port every WetTs'y & Si tM'y.

N©

New story and onc-lialf house, ell and stable.
and double lot of land for sale at a bargain on
easy terms. Inquire of CANSELO W1NSH1P, 14
Spruce street, or F. M. RAY, Att’v-at-Law. Centennial Block.
lm*ie20dtf

A

£fom

follows

of the most desirable seaside resorts
tlio
ONE
coast. Buildings well arranged to accommodate
Guests. For
and
on

100

PROCTER,

93

price
Exchange

terms
St.

call

on

E. B.

STEAMSHIP LINES.

FOUR STEAMER* PER
WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDA\ and SATURDAY bv
Old Colony Railroad
via
Kail
River.
Csoods Deceived at Depot*

Daily.
B>Hs Lading given from. Boston and
principal points in New England to tljeSouth and South.
wi,k
ft? •‘•CLYDE S^MnVfvt?o“..PlliI:iie,I,l,i;*
LINKS’ to Kaliimorr,
b

J. It.

THORNTON,

JaMtlOak Hill, Hr,

For Salo.

de27iltf

tiati

n

n

ah

rim

XVI1/

OAUJU

I T

VII

XV

tt

nm

UXil.

Three

Congress Stieet,

improvements;

situated

between State and Dow Streets,
door to residence of Payson Tucker, Esq.
at
of
office
Apply
ROLLINS, LORIKG & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange Street.
Also to Let—Two Hew and Desirable Houses on
rark Street, and one on Green Stieet. Apply of the
Uec23dtf
above.

Tt/TXV TVT CV \jT to loau on first class Real Estate
lTXVJU JCi X Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
nolSJtf

Real Estate, 3791 Congress Street.

RAILROADS.

Maine

^iifS,

196 Washington Street.

Oalafo mid *». John,
indi^oi* iiml Halifax#

WINTER
ONE

Do, tress,

AMtANGKMENT

-——

Thursd™-1"S

iis:at Eastport

1877.

for

BOARDING
*f

ilt MING STABLE,

mHE subscriber having opened a Stable at IV®.
Fr«blc Street, is prepared to accomp
modate all those who desire board for their horses at
a reasonable rate; also transient board and baiting
teams: the nest of care guaranteed.
J. Ii. TUKEV A C'O.
lVb20dtfwlm

KobM^*".

^«:aeiSis^fLn,^s™^u^
lierst, Ptcton, Fredericktowii,
stations

P««n»fr

Train, will Irave Portland for
Kohiou at 0.15, 9.00 a. ni.,anit 3.00 p. nr., arrir
««U at It a, ten at 19.43, 1.49, 7.29 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5 00. 8.10 n. m.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon

the

Intercolonial Railway.
reived oh rtav

and all

,.HtPteJ«llt

at

sailing

dt!-9Jtt_
BOSTON STEA.WEKS,

threat Falls, Dover, N?wiuarket, Exeier,
Haverhill, North Andover, l.nwrcorr.
Andover and laowell at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3.00

BTSiTEK jt RH.tNCEBEAT.

in.

For .llanchr.lrr and C'onrord. IV. II., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.13 a. m. 3.00 p. in, (via
Lawrence.) at 9.00 a. in.
For Kocheetcr and Farmington. K. SI, at

6,15,

9.00 a. in., 3.00 p. m.
Near borough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Henrh. Nnro, Biddeford and Krnarbunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. in.
morning Train, will leave Kcunebank
for Portland at 7.30 a. m.

For

Through Ticket*

nnd He«l

nt

<o

ail

lowest rates.

Point*

Month

On and after MONDAY, JAN.
1st. the
Going Steamets

FOREST CITE OR JOHN KROOKS<
will, until further notice, run as follows: Leav

Trains on Boston & Maine roa«I connect with all

steamers

running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt, Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,

FRANKLIN WHARF,

St. John and IFalilax.
Also, conneet with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
i
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S, FI. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7dtl

Change

Central

of

•very

Monday. Wednesday,

«nnS-«2*k
1

Portland^

and Frida
nnd •!'«■ » » ■ »*

■

sst"--*

FAKE
; .enseandiucouvemeuce

$1.00.

of

ariiu^

In

Through Tickets to New Y»,v ,,,
louud Lines, for sale at very
aIesFreight taken a3 usual.
de30-76dtf
J It. <•«» V ■ ,
*'**•«, or..

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervillc,
Belfast and Dexter at f!2 35 a. m., 12.40 p. in.

A. IH. for all
stations, running through to
Johnson, Yt.
1.15 P.M. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland *

Skowhegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, and Brunswick
112.35 a. m., 17,00 a.in., 12.40, 5.20 p. ra.
a.

m.,

m.

Bath 17.00 a. in., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway for St. dolm and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached,
fMixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
au31dtf
Portland, Oct. 9,1870.
(\diknh;m:i> have
Tbe
arrangements for the exclusive right to
faetuie

via be
uianuLowe’s Improved Tubular Boiler, which
in
over
the
a
luel
of
15
cent,
^fleets
saving
per
favorite plain tubular, by means of a combustion
ihamber and use of hot air. Circulars Irec. Atlantic
■■■■

*

ma5dlm

—

FOtITEKB mill ll imii Itfl.I.1) priulnl
Ihl. ««■>.

at

ihjll

he Yarions
Geu’l Agt.

WrLASD, liANGORlMuTs
Passenger Train* I,rave Pcrtlund.

—'

n,r„

Tk-”d»*-

Passengers by this line are reminded tt,„,
:urea comfortable night’s rest ate'
av
l

Time Jon. S, IS77.

MONDAY, OCT. 9, 1876.

Works, E. Boston.

sun rcr

sea

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURgIir.

Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick 17.00

until

A. R. STUBBS, Agent..

RAILROAD.

12.40 p.

S»i*iy,

TRIP PER WEEK.

...

can

CO.

Ouand after Monday, dan. 1st
the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street.
every Monday at U.OO p. M tot
Kastport and St. John.
WUI leavo st’J«,in an.l
Kastport««.-

AURA AG EM EAT.
March 5,

~

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

Boston & Maine

p.

GENERAU

Enstporl,

Falls,

House and lot at No. SI Newbury
St. Apply at house,
H. Itl'BV,

“'Sj&’n.*

borne end

RAILROAD.

recently occupied by Otis Kaler & Son, for sale.

—

■

0. M.LUNT, Supt.

Commencing Mouday,

A«e»t

Whnrf. Boston.

CL’fDE^r

JOHN C.
fe3dtf

PROPERTY

a

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

,11,
Janliutf

Sk’Iii AG

8AFAPSOK,

^a23~ly_TOEo.n*

^Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, Allred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads,

KIRKWOOD

on

Bailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn.. r r »n,i s«nt h
lines
forwarded tre ofCouDBlssiuii
by connecting
PASSAGE TEN V'JLLAPS *
For Freight or Passage apply to

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. in.,
3.30, 5.30 and 0.30 p. m.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. in., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Rostou 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40p.
in., Filchbnrg 1.25 p, in., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South aud
West.
3*30 P. M. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Hover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua for Lowell and
Ronton, at Ayer Junction for Fitchburg and the West via noosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Pntnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Raltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Hirer New York, at C.OO a. m.
5*hO P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
f»*30 P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and $11.15 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. id., *1.20 and
$5.10 p. in.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

dcidtf

Wliarfag:o,
Wtmrt P.oa,

From Pine Street
Khi rf 1pf,:u.
deiphia, at 10 a. m.
Inauranceoue half the rate o

$Mixed.

Mills.

AND

—

change.

a. ni.

Cumberland

(it in

at

DECEMBER 5, 1870.

_dtf

Southeily course during the ice season.
Rates of passage 880 and 8100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Scats and

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
rglHE
JL containing all the modern improvements in
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
1°

..

at 8.00
p. ni., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N, A. Railway for St. John
and Halifax* Pullman Sleeping Car attached

<*‘9dtfGEO.

AND LIVERPOOL,

..

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,
Leave Boston at 7.30, 113.30 aud

Portland & Rochester R. R.

THE

28

STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN
..

Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.‘fO p. ni. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night ExprettN with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 3.15 a, in., every day (except

Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all

LINE

..

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Nalem, Cyan. Chelsea and Boston nt
3.00 p. in arriving in Boston at 7.30 p. in., in

Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & K. M. Band; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and tire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dff
given Nov. 1st.

FARM
taining

A N

Sailing front New York as follows:
City op Brussels
Saturdav, Mar. 17 0 30 a.oi
City op Berlin
Saturday, Mar. 134 1.00 ». a>
City op Chester
Saturday, Mar. 31 G.3*a m
City oF Montreal
Saturday, April 7 IP 30 p a*
City op Richmond
Saiurday, April 14 3.go j, m
Passeugets will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilated. The saloons are the entire width ot the vestel,
and situated where there is least noise and motion,
greatly lessening the liability to sea sickness. SmokiDg rooms. Ladies* Boudoirs, Piano-fortes amt
Libraries, Bath rooms. Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c, Ac.

PANMENOER TRAINS lea** Portland
for Nearl>oro\ Naco. Biddeford, Kennebunk. Well*, North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Nalem, Cyim, Chelsea and Boston at
9.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Naco, Biddeford, Kenuebunk, Kittery,

Rerths

OTHER *»..

This is

FOR

no‘21eodtt

in

OP ALL

!¥m

Portland.

LINE

YORK,

FOR NEW

Portland, Oct 16,1876.

Inilin

Apply to
F. 80UTIIWORTKI, 108 Newbury 81.,
or JT. T. ltIc€OBB,95 bxcliaiige 8i.

or

Providence, K. I.

AHEAD

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager«

To Let.
your chance to get a good

NOWself,

otherlntormation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.,
63 Central Wharf, Bosfoa,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

IHTOIIIVGTOI

2<v •

ile28dtfPortland,
is

or

uo2Jtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, ft well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked lrom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

OCT.

nil.T

Boston.
Through bills of iading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to Norfolk,Baltimore, Wash-

and all points in the

Eastern

■

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Sea
board and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & < >blo
R. B., M. W. Davison, Agent, 2iy Wasnington street,

To

W. J.

■

Moscly.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg anO
Richmond, and Va and Tenn. R. R. to all places ic
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St..

MA1R

House, Portland, tie.
AUC1. P. FUJLT.ER.

—

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by Bteamer Lady of the Luke and Jane

74 EXCHANGE ST.,

Emu Id in

TOIlEASB.

HOTEL

I.I1YK

Xr\

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACXSTONE.
and McClellan.
Kraut Krovldencc every WEDNESDAY

Boom to Let.
at

STKAMSHIP

-A

Exoress train for Auburn and Lewiston and
*f°nr titties « week.
;
South Paris at 5.1.> p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Kir.tCTuH.Ht.aua.hlp
i
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25 p. id.
Kront li.il.n direct every
TCEultA Y
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
aud HATCKDAY.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p. m.
AND

Enquire of
K. C. ANDREWS,
128 Center St,

Room

Steamship t'o.

Under contract for the conveyance of
Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Kemrn i'ii kri* granted at
reduced rates. The st<-am<*hip

Ter*.

To Let
a small family.

ma7dlw*

Montreal Ocean

Train for New London leaves Portland at 2.30 p. j
in., making close connection with Norwich Line I
Steamers fur New York, arriving at Pier 40 North i
River, New York, at 0.00 a. m.

dlw*

niiiS_

rear

Store, owposite olie Horse Car Dei>ot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. lias had large experience in tellout Tost, hidden or stolen
ing fortunes, searching
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller ol the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting ot which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
describes all manner ot disease
perfectly. She also and
gives medicine for the same.
that flesh is heir to,
universal
satisfaction to all w ho have
has
She
given
consulted her in her constant travels since 6he was
old.
seven years
Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.uoSdtt

a

hereby given, that the subscriber lias
been duly appointed Executor ot the Will of
MARSHALL FRENCH, late of Portland,
in the County ot Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
the law directs.
All persons hiding demands
upon the estate ot said deceased, are required to ex-

NOTICE

ALLAN LINE.

Li^L,

NORWICH

LET

No. si Park Street, will be
HOUSE,
Furniture; either for private family

N.S,

H. I. Nelson & Co.
1877.

TO

IViA»UO.\,tlie celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and
MADAME
Market Square,
located
of tbp Dollar

under flic present style of

H. 1. NELSON.

FURNISHED HOUSE

CLAIRVOYANT.
now

Portland, Feb, 27,

lone
nnd

_

COPARTNERSHIP.

GOODS

P n Kl I

(

tion.

next

Talk and Medical Common Sense,”—nearly 1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, bv
of
B.
120
E.
Foote,
Dr.
Lexington Avc„N. Y. Purchasers ot this book aro at liberty to consult its au
thor in person or mail free. Price by mail, postage
prepaid, $3.25 for the Standard edition, or $1.50
for the Popular edition, which contains all the
same matter and illustrations. Contents tables free.
Agent! Wanted. MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING CO., 129 East 26th Street, N. Y.
fel2d3m*

W. B. SMITH,
G. II. ABBOTT.
fed28dlm

we

BETWEEN

taining accounts with Traders in this city and Cape
E. The tinder will bo suitably rewarded by leaviuer
it at this office.
maGdlw*

on

IS73.

GxpieNN Train* cncli way ninlie
with
iffaine C'culral
connection
<*imid Trunk Kailrond*.

THE

Lost.
Tuesday noon and Saturday noon, m
this city or Saccarappa, n Pas.* Kook con-

New

b H n U NI b&ssfiar &£5

undersigned have

the FANCY

Nor. 23,

Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

J. C. FURNZVAL, Agt.

LOST AND FOUND.

Story First-Class Dwelling
THE
House, containing fourteen pleasant rooms;
brick furnace and all modern

For Hie relief of Asthma, Phthisic, Hiccoughs, and
all spasmodic attections of the throat. Prepared
and for sale by Mrs. E. E. Chamberlain at 25 Cedar
Street, Portland, (widow of the late C. O. Chamberlaiu,) being sole owner of Formula. None genuine
without trade mark, name upon wrapper.
For sale by druggists generally,
jan2Deod3iu

name

by mutual consent, W. II. Pennell retiring
from said firm. All bills contracted by and due
said firm will be settled by the remaining partners,
W. B. Smith and Geo. H. Abbott.
feb28dlm

formed

and Female, to sell our
articles. They will sell
almost every house. Any one can sell them. We
have agents that never sold anything before,
making
lrorn lour to five dollars per
day and expenses.
Please call and examine the goods, every housekeeper needs them and wants them.
We have a large
variety. N. B.—Busiuess chanceH bought and sold
here. Call, or address with stamp, T. F. HOWE
1191 Exchange street, Portland.
jafldtf

wood’ Asthma Cure.
1’ateuU'd

solved

day

both Male
1 Ol l Agents,
useiul household

to

NEW AND ELEGANT RESIDENCE.

TRADE MARK NAME.

Having: this
Copartnership,

I

C. 0. Chamberlain’s ‘Green-

Nfttiftf* of IMfcsftliif inu

York.

ROUTE. !

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada.

For Sale,

world.—Argosy.

Portland, Feb. 27, 1877.

fltf

PABTNEIC WANTED.

utterly

fail, of Saxford’s Radical Cure, are attested by
thousands who gratefully recommend it to fellowsufterers. No statement is made regarding it that
cannot be substantiated by the most respectable and
reliable references.
Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved
Inhaling Tube, will full directions for its use in all
cases.
Price $1.00. For sale by all Wholesale
and Retail Druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.

thankful.

Return Steam Traps.

ma7

Sanford’s

“Why, there’s a stranger I” I exclaim in
wonder, as 1 discern some tall man marching
down the rugged pathway at evening.
A
gentleman, loo. We had not seen anything
of the kind in the place before.
Ottalie raised her eyes languidly and looks
out. She knows him in spite of the twilight,
and she stands up and locks her lingers one

TI1E

eight looms, si<> stairs,
in a central, desirable location.
Will lease if satisfactory. Address
If ENT, Press office.

TO LET3

write you, stating the great benefit that I have defrom the use of Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Catarrh. For more than 20 years I have been afflicted with this very troublesome complaint. I have
tried all the remedies that I could find, but without
material or permanent benefit. Last fall the disease
had arrived at that state that I must have relief or
die. The entire membranous system had become so
inflamed, and the stomach so disordered, that it was
a doubtful matter whether I could go to the Pacific
coast, or if I did go whether I should live to come

to New

RAIL

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every .MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
P. SI. and leave Pier US East River. New YotU
1 P. M.
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at
and after Monday, Dec. 11, 187G, a
These steamers are fitted up with line accorno
Sleeping Car will be attached at Nashua, at datior.s tor passengers, making this a very convenC.30 p. in., to New Yoik Express, leaving Portland
ient and comfortable route lor travellers between
at 2.30 p. in., and run directly through to New York
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
without change, via Worcester. Putnam, MiddleUood destined beyond
Room. $5.
Meals extra.
town and New Haven, arriviug at Grand Central
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
m.
at
5.45
a.
once.
For
further information apply to
Depot
Leave New York at 11.30 p. m., arriving at
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 £. K.. New York.
Nashua at 9.30 a. m., and at Portland at 1.20 p. in. |
Sleeping Car on this train runs directly through*! Tickets and State Rooms can l»e obtained at 22
troui New York to Nashua without change.
dec!6tf
Exchange street.

Of about

Gentleman Known and Honored

rived

how we got
through the day, except that we hardly extwo
words.
What Ottalie feels I
change

J.

ti

Messrs. WCeks & Potter, Wholesale Druggists,
Boston, Mass.: Gentlemen,—1 have for some months
felt it a duty that I owed to suffering humanity to

UCrtU.

friends and patrons.
Portland, Feb. 24, 1877.

Tenement Wanted.

Coast.

in prison.”
I don’t quite remember

J

COAT,

from the Atlantic to tlie Pacific

she begins, and stops.
“Yes, he is dead. Your husband has died

day dissolved by

Wanted.
Pants and Vest Makers by
L. C. YOUNG. Merchant Tailor,
inarKdG
Woodford’s Corner, Me.

TO

“What’s the matter, Deborah?”
“Mews. It concerns you.”
“Concerns me?”

Copartnership

tliw

A

town.
“He had to fetch something betimes for
the light-house.”
The letter is addressed to me, and I open
it. As I glance at its contents, a mist gathers before my sight, and I turn sick and laint.
Is it right to be glad at a fellow creature’s
death ? I know not.

am

street.

Want at once a gentleman to take Interest in my
business wlio can furnish $ tool) in Stock and
The “SCIENCE OF 1,1 FE” also tontake charge of the same, with moneys, accounts and
tains MORE THAN FI FT VVAEUAHEE
Shipping which can he attended to in connection
with his other business if
This is a good
MEDIC A I,
PRESCRIPTIONS, each opportunity lor one havingdesirable
the money as the amount
one of whirh is worth the price of the
will be more than doubled in
profits each year.
References exchanged. Address P. O. BOX 1223.
booh.
(liw*
Book
tor young anil middle aged men to read
“The
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservat ion.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
Mauled.
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
Woman to do general housework for a small
of tb Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bultinch
tannly in the country. Apply to “C,” I.. M.
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
Webb s office, 88 Exchange St., Portland. fe2hltr
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever pubWanted.
lished.”—Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
borrow, on ample security, teu thousand dolhope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
lars parable in ten years with interest
annually
these valuable works, published by the
Peabody Med- *ii)0U payable in two years, and the balance at the
ical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
rate of $1000 per annum. Address
avoid the maladies that
the
citadel of life.”—
sap
felSdtfBOX 078, Portland, Maine.
Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read by the Young, the middle-aged
House Wanted.
and even the old.”—New York tribune.
A small family without children desire a
The first and only Medal ever conferred unon nnv I
'■
rent in the western part ot the city. House
uieaicai Man in tins country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
JLniust contain trom seveu to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied wlih
of these works, March 31st, 1876. The
presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence
by the Bos- gas and good water. Reference given. Address
ton Press, and the leading journals
jan29dttthroughout tha “L.j” Box 1557.
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamond! of rate
Wanted.

The morning brings a letter.
A letter for
us! Only one individual in the wide world,
so far as I know, is cognizant of our address:
the friendly old lawyer, once a relative of my
dead mother’s, through whom we get our
small income transmitted
periodically.
What can he have to say ? It is only the
middle of the quarter. Ottalie, seated op posit to me at the brekfast-table, glances at it
with some faint curiosity.
“Old Weston must have gone In early,”
she remarks, alluding to the distant post-

I

Congress

mho

early life,

s?1®*’?!should

sleep.

know not,

539

Wanted.
MAN with a small capital, to engage in the
A Poultry and Egg Business in the vicinity of
this city. Address
“II.,“•This Office.

“The

m

UUt,

with parted lips.

LATNEU BROS,,

nffiGdlw

TVER

ON

none

Or,

“I warned you in time, Ottalie. Did I not
tell you it must end?”
“Tes, I know all that; it is no one’s fault
but mine.” she answers,” as her eyes wander out seaward again. The eyes have daik
circles perpetuallo now, and her pretty face
has lost its bloom. As a gust of wind lifts
her hair, I see how sharpened the outline
has become.
How dreary this is! And what is drearier
still, every day brings us nearer to that of
Captain Joyce’s release. And then! Will
he find us here? Will she die of it?
Oh,
Ottalie, Ottalie! If I am cross, it is for her
sake.
To and fro she still tramps. 1 sit on with
my despair, and watch the smoke from the
coastguard cottage chimney curl up against
the gray sky, aud the last leaves from the
solitary row of poplar trees fall off in the
wintry wind.
And this is our life.
IIow long will it
last? I ask the question of myself as the
faint, red sun gleams out fora moment beyond the lighthouse and then sinks to its
rest; sinks only to rise again on the morrow,
to rise and set on many countless to-morrows.
How long? How long?
The sea-gulls flap into shore, screeching
angrily, and the waves, the sad sea waves,
come creeping in slowly over the sands,
with a sad, sullen moan, in and in, until the
faint color left by the sun is gone, and night
is upon us, And all night long I lie on my
pillow and listen to the waves, and cannot

me

Boston,

(Opposite Revere House.)

ness.

She gazed at

Bui finch St.,

4

No,

It is the first lime she has alluded to Jasper
Daine. The thought exaperates me, I must
be getting ill-tempered out of sheer weari-

-”

Me

Competent and experienced Milliner,
others need apply. Inquire of

A

again.

OUlUc Ulic is

City Hotel, Portland,

Sleeping Cars
NEW

Company

Line to New York.

Semi-Weekly

3.5 HIiics Saved to New York.

Wauled.

I groan, for in truth all things, wear a cruel
aspect to me to-day.
Ottalie stops to speak. “Deborah, don’t!
please don’t. We must stay here. It is a
safe retreat; no one knows it. I sometimes
fear I am not a good woman; that you know
I am not. I am afraid to risk temptation
again. Sometimes I wonder whether if he”
her voice sinks, and she turns her pale, thin
face towards me, “If he were to find me and
ask me the same thing I should have the
strength to say no' again. Oh, my mother,
if you were but living now 1” she adds, clasping hands, and taking up her weary tramp

iCS.

For interview, address
REPR hSEN’TATI VE,

rmuM2w

1*

_

Maine Steamship

will demonstatc that this is an opportunity seldom ottered; business steadily increasing, and

to handle it; satisfactory
extra capital is
references will be given to principals, none others

The sea-shore again. More sand and fewer
houses than at Sone; we are a hundred miles
from that delectable spot. Sone was not
much; but this, who shall describe its dreariness ? Sometimes I think I cannot bear it
It is the fag-end of the world; hardly
anything but the light-house to see. Weeks
have passed since we came; the signs of wintee are at hand. What shall we when winter
comes ? I am sitting on the door
step, and
Ottalie is walking up and down as it she had
been wound up and warranted to go so many
hours: her eyes are fastened on the sea and
and her long skirt stirs the leaves that lie
dead on the path.
UO

_steamers.

WITH

we are.

“VVU

RAILROADS.

well
amination

“Go,” she'gasps out; please go Jasper.”
And go he does. Anil the next
morning
before Sone is well astir, Oltaiie and I and
our boxes go off like the shame-faced
things

___i

WANTS.
Partner Wanted,
$10,000 Capital, in a Boston Mercantile
House; business established ten years, and
known throughout New England; close ex-

She frees herself slowly from him. “Goodbye, dear love,” she whispers.
“Good-bye?” he echoes, “What do you
mean? You cannot, you will not, send me
away, Ottalie—”
“1 am Ids—wile, she whispers, drawing a
long, quivering breath.
“It is a pity you did not remember that
sooner,” he says, his angry mood returning.
But the next moment he is drawing her to
him again.
“Keinembcrcd it before you
played with me.”
“I know it,” she says humbly. “But if I
played with you it was dangerous play; for—
1 thiuk I have wounded myself to death.”
“Ottalie, forgive me,” he cries; “I think I
am going mad.
Ottalie—”
“No,'no; no! don’t tempt me, please,”
she sobs, leaving him where he stands. “Go,
Mr. Daine; please go, for all is over. And I
would ask you to forget me if —hut no, don’t
forget me quite,” she breaks off, with a cry of
paiu; “not quite, not quite. Only try not to
—to blame me more than you can help.”
Her tears break out at last between the
dry sobs. Ilis only answer is to snatch her
to him and kiss her face, her slender
hands,
even her hair.

(tiM
“JW

j

STEAMBOAT

for the

•

iskereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been
duly appointed and taken upon hi instill

«

trust of Administrator ot the estate of
HENRY C. NEW1IALL,. late of Portland,
u the
County of Cumberland, deceased, and 1 have
ippointed Alinou A. Strout ot said Portland, my
lgent or attorney in the State of Maine, and given
aomls as tin* law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said decease* 1 are required
o exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE II. NEWHALL, Adrn’r.
the

Chicago, 111.,

J

CO.,

and Machine

TIUPJPEK

•sAHT"'

froin Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. ill. Irom Johnson. Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
0
4t
Portland, Jau. 8, 1877.
jaddtf

of

Penobscot

WEEK.

Tin1 Steamer CITY OF lactfMt>M>, Capt. Kilby, will leave
Uailroml Wharf every Thun«lny cvrniiiK, at IO o'rloch
15), lor Rockland, Canoicii, Bel^ojumenoing March
Bucksporf, Winterport, ( astine,
Isle, Sedgewiek, Southwest
and Bar llarboi*
1,t8cr0> Millbndgc, Jonesjiort and Macbiasort
w

}!!>
Jeer

lleturuing
<

every

lock, touching

vme

night.:IU

l

as

Monday morning at 5
above (excepting Winteriu 11

Sl'ar*lw'>’

in

I’oiVlan'i

For further particulars eiuinlrc of
tiKO. I,. DAY, Gen. Ticket
Pori land, March 6.
t

ALMON A. STROUT, Agent or Att’y,
of Portland.
Portland, Ftb, 20tb, 1877*

t

N

na7dil

rVaF
atpotte?* dsoif^^nTlA*,'^1 17 m A'1*

1
J lalden

or

Agent
ltallroo j Vtara

Lane, New York.

1^*10^'****'','*’*,,i*d
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..early

^itr

efrc.itrd

at

■

